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The Synthesis Theorem describes the global structure of a semigroup and gives its multiplica- 
tion in ‘coordinate form’. Rees’ theorem and the Krohn-Rhodes theorem are special cases. The 
theorem holds for all finite semigroups and also for a rather general class of infinite semigroups. 
1. Introduction 
The Synthesis Theorem is a general structure theorem for semigroups. It has two 
special properties: 
(1) It coordinatizes a semigroup globally (i.e. it describes how any two elements 
are multiplied); 
(2) It is general: It applies to all finite semigroups and to a large class of infinite 
semigroups. 
The Synthesis Theorem also combines (hence the name ‘Snythesis’) the classical 
analysis of semigroups (Green relations, Rees’ theorem) and the automata-theoretic 
approach (Krohn-Rhodes Theorem). 
One of the main concepts of classical semigroup theory is the notion of ideal (in- 
spired from ring theory). This leads to a partition of the semigroup: Two elements 
are equivalent iff they belong to exactly the same ideals (Green’s J-equivalence). 
Rees’ theorem then describes the multiplication within such an equivalence class (i.e. 
if two elements and their product are J-equivalent, then Rees’ theorem describes 
what that product is). Actually Rees’ theorem appplies only to finite and a certain 
class of infinite semigroups (the ‘stable’ semigroups). One could say that the 
classical approach to finite semigroups is local (the multiplication is only described 
within each J-class); global theorems (finite or infinite case) were only obtained so 
far for very special classes of semigroups. 
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On the other hand the automata-theoretic approach leads to a global theorem for 
finite semigroups, the Krohn-Rhodes theorem. This approach initiated mainly by 
Rhodes introduced important new notions into semigroup theory: simulation of one 
automation by another one (which corresponds to semigroup division, or covering), 
series-parallel connection of automata (which corresponds to the wreath product of 
semigroups) etc. The automata-theoretic interpretation also gives a deeper meaning 
to semigroup theory. 
The Snythesis Theorem combines the classical and the automata-theoretic ap- 
proach. It uses the ideal structure and the Rees matrix construction but it also 
defines the multiplication globally. The simulation involved preserves the ideal 
structure as far as the regular elements are concerned. As in the Krohn-Rhodes 
theorem, transformation groups play an important role. 
In Section 2 we describe iterative matrix semigroups. These are semigroups that 
are coordinatized in terms of: (1) transformation groups and (2) Rees matrix con- 
tructions, both applied repeatedly. 
In Section 3 we prove that everyfinite regular semigroup divides, in a very special 
way, such an iterative matrix semigroup (Synthesis Theorem). 
In Sections 4 and 5 the Synthesis Theorem is proved for a rather general class of 
infinite semigroups, and generalized to non-regular semigroups. 
Various appendices are added to make the paper more self-contained. 
A summary of this paper was published in [6]. 
2. Iterative matrix semigroups 
The starting point is the concept of a structure-matrix semigroup, inspired from 
Rees’ theorem. Next, one extends such semigroups by groups. Finally, one iterates 
both operations, alternatingly, a finite number of times (in Section 4 we will deal 
with infinite iterations). The ‘iterative matrix semigroups’ obtained that way were 
introduced by Allen and Rhodes [I, 161. 
2. I. Structure matrix semigroups 
Let S be any semigroup, let A and B be sets, and let C be a B xA matrix with 
entries in S U (0, l> (i.e. C is a function B x A + S U (0, 11). The objects 0 and 1 are 
chosen as follows: If S contains a zero, then 0 is chosen to be that zero (by defini- 
tion, ZE S is a zero iff vs ES: ZS=.SZ=Z); if S contains no zero, then let 0 be a new 
symbol. If S contains an identity, let 1 be this identity (by definition e E S is an iden- 
tity iff vs E S: es = se = s); if S contains no identity, let 1 be a new symbol. No fur- 
ther restrictions are placed on A, B, S, and C. 
As a set the structure matrix semigroup hf”(A x S x B, C) is A x (S- (0)) x B U {O}. 
The multiplication is defined by 
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0 
(a,,sl,b,).(a,,s,,b,) = 
if s1 9 C(b,, a2). s2 = 0, 
(a,,s,‘C(b,,a,).s,,bz) otherwise. 
Moreover 0 multiplies like a zero (i.e. KYEM’(...): 0x=x0=0). 
It is easy to check that this multiplication is associative. 
The above definition of a structure matrix semigroup is slightly different from the 
one in the literature (e.g. [9,10,12,13]) as regards the treatment of the zero. 
2.2. Remarks 
M”(A x S x B, C) < (A’)‘x (So(B’)‘) (see [lo, p. 2981). Notation: <, x , 0, (...)’ 
denotes respectively division, direct product, wreath product, addition of a new 
identity. B* is the semigroup of right zeros over the set B (i.e. Vx,ye B’: xy=y). A’ 
is the semigroup of left zeros over the set A (so, xy=x). 
Eilenberg’s and Tilson’s approach, based on partial functions etc. (a partical 
function Q --) P being a function whose domain is a subset of Q) is better suited in 
relation to Rees’ theorem and the Synthesis Theorem. In these semigroups the zero 
usually plays a special role (related to the falling of products in the ideal order - 
etc.) and this special role of the zero is best interpreted by using partial functions. 
All this will appear clearly when we get to the Synthesis Theorem itself. 
Tilson’s more recent studies of categories as algebraic structures (see [21]) will 
also probably lead to further insight, eventually. 
2.3. Extension of a semigroup by a group 
Let S be any semigroup and G any group. An extention of S by G (denoted S-t G) 
is any semigroup (associative) whose underlying set is S U G (where S and G are con- 
sidered disjoint), and whose multiplication is such that 
(1) S and G are subsemigroups of S + G (using the old multiplication of S respec- 
tively G), 
(2) (VseS), (VgEG):g.sES and s*geS (i.e. S is an ideal of S+G, and G is 
a maximal J-class). 
If in addition the identity e of G satisfies Vse S: es=se=s (i.e. G is a ‘group of 
units’ for S + G), then S + G is called a proper extension. 
Obviously, for a given S and G there are usually many non-isomorphic (proper) 
extensions of S by G. 
Remark. For any extension S+ G we have: S + CC S’o(G’, G) (the proof of 
[lo, p. 361 can be adapted to this case). 
A notion that is related to that of extension of a semigroup by a group is that 
of a partial permutation group (Q, G), where Q is a set, G is a group, and to each 
element g E G corresponds a partial permutation of Q (i.e. a partial injective func- 
tion). One easily proves that here every element of G must have the same domain 
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(as a partial function Q--f Q); indeed q. g = 0 iff q. e = 0 (where e is the identity of 
the group G). Hence Q is partitioned into two subsets: Q= Q. U Q,, Q. fl Q1 = 0, 
where Qo={qEQIq.e=O}, and Q1={qEQlqee#O}. So, if qEQ,, then q.ge 
Q,; from that it follows that (Q,, G) is a permutation group, consisting of per- 
mutations (that are total, not partial, i.e. the domain is all of Q,). 
One could say that a partial permutation group is an ordinary permutation group 
(Q,, G) to which an additional set Q. has been added; this set Q. encodes some in- 
formation but is ‘ignored’ by the group G. 
Let us remark also that in the above definitions we do not require that the (partial) 
permutation groups be faithful (i.e. we allow different group elements to corres- 
pond to the same partial permutation). 
2.4. More on extensions 
Let us now consider in more detail certain extensions of a structure-matrix 
semigroup M”(A x S x B, C) by a group G. Let (B, G) be a partial group with right 
action, and let (G,A) be a partial permutation group with left action (‘left action’ 
means that the partial functions are written to the left of the argument). Assume 
a function (g,a)EGxA+yg(a)ES’, and a function (b,g)rzBxG+(b)gYES1 are 
given. (Notation: S’ is the ‘monoid generated by the semigroup S’, i.e. S’=S if S 
contains an identity, otherwise S’=S U {l} where 1 is a new identity). 
Let us define the following multiplication in M”(A x S x B, C) U G : 
@,s,N.g = 
;I 
(4 s. @), Y, be g) 
if be g z 0 (iff b E domain of the right action g), 
0 otherwise. 
g- (a,s b) = 
1 
(g .a, yg (4 . s7 a> 
if g. a+0 (iff a E domain of the left action g), 
0 otherwise. 
Within G and M”(A x S x B, C) one keeps the old multiplication. 
To guarantee associativity of the new multiplication the following condition (call- 
ed ‘linkage of the left and right actions’) is sufficient (as is easy to check): 
2.5. Linkage condition 
For all aEA, all beB, all gEG: 
(b), y. C@. g, 4 = C@, g. a) . y,(a) 
(where: if b . g = 0 or g. a = 0, then C(b. g, a), respectively C(b, g. a), equals 0). 
For all aeA, bEB, and gl,gZEG: 
y,,,,(a) = yg,(g2 .a). ~,,@h and (b),,,2 Y = (b),,y. (b. a lgz Y. 
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Appendix 3 contains an algorithm for constructing a large class of extensions of 
structure-matrix semigroups by groups. Of course the difficulty is to make sure that 
the linkage conditions holds. All the extensions that will be used in the Synthesis 
Theorem can be obtained by the method of Appendix 3. 
2.6. Extension of a structure matrix semigroup by a O-disjoint unions of groups 
By definition a O-disjoint union of groups is a semigroup whose underlying set 
is UktK GkU {Ol, where (Gk 1 keK) is a family of groups (all considered disjoint, 
but some possibly isomorphic), and 0 is a new symbol. The multiplication is as 
follows: If g, g’E Gk, then g and g’ are multiplied as in the group Gk; if g E G;, 
g’ E Gj, i #j, then gg’ = 0; moreover 0 is a zero. 
Extensions of semigroups by O-disjoint unions of groups can be defined in the 
same way as extensions by groups: Let S be a semigroup with zero 0. Consider any 
semigroup whose underlying set is S U l.j:_, Gi such that (1) S and ‘lJr=, G, U (0) 
(0 now is identified with the zero of S) are subsemigroups, (2) S is an ideal, and each 
G, is a maximal J-class. Notation: S+ UktK G,. 
The notion of a partial permutation group can be generalized in a similar way. 
For example, a ‘O-disjoint union of rightpartialpermutation groups’is (B, UktK G,) 
where each G, is a group, B is partitioned as B= B, U lJkEK B,, each (Bk, G/o (with 
k#O) is a (not necessarily faithful) permutation group; moreover b. g=0 if b E B,, 
g E GJ, i # j, or if i = 0. Similarly one defines a O-disjoint union of left partial per- 
mutation groups (UktK G,,A). 
Extensions of a structure matrix semigroup by a O-disjoint union of groups can 
be defined and constructed as in Subsection 2.4, using O-disjoint unions of (right 
or left) partial permutation groups; again we have a linkage condition, etc. 
2.7. Iterative matrix semigroups 
These are semigroups constructed by repeatedly applying extensions by O-disjoint 
unions of groups and structure matrix semigroups: One starts out with a O-disjoint 
unions of groups, then builds a structure matrix semigroup over this O-disjoint 
union of groups. Next one takes an extension of this by another O-disjoint union 
of groups. Then one takes a structure matrix semigroup over that, extends again, 
etc. This kind of construction was introducted by Rhodes and Allen (except that 
they used groups and proper extensions, rather than O-disjoint unions of groups and 
extensions [l, 161). 
Let us now write down what the whole semigroup obtained this way (after finitely 
many steps) looks like. It turns out that it is easier to describe the entire iterative 
matrix semigroup, globally, rather than as an inductive construction (as was done 
in the past). 
An iterative matrix semigroup can be given as follows: 
Let A,, . . . . A,, . . . , A,, , and Bj, . . . , B,, be sets. Let each of 4, . . . ,r,, . . . ,r, be a 
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O-disjoint union of groups (we will identify all their zeros and denote this one zero 
by 0). 
As a set the iterative matrix semigroup is 
IMS= {O}U fi A,x “’ XAiX(~-{O})XBjX ‘.. XB,. 
i=l 
Let us also, in a similar way, define the sets (for 25krn): 
IMSk={O}U (IjJA,x 1.. XAiX(~-{O})XBiX .'. xB,. 
i=k 
Let us now define the multiplication in IMS and IMSk (for 21 ksn). Suppose 
structure matrices Ci : Bi x Ai -+ c U IMS;, I U { 0, Z} (for 1 pi 5 n) are given, and 
suppose G acts on A, (resp. on Bi) as a O-disjoint union of left (resp. right) partial 
permutation groups (c,Ai) (resp. (Bi,c)). Finally suppose that functions (g,a) E 
(G-{Ol)xAi+~-t~,(a) and (b,g)EB;+l x (r; - { 01) --t (b), y are given (for 
1 siln; notation: m+t = (0)). Here ~~(4 and (W,Y belong to lJkzi+, Vi- lO)>U 
{I}; r,l denotes a fixed chosen isomorphic copy of & in IMSi+*U~+, . Here the 
element 0 is the common zero of all the Zk, and Z is a new symbol (that will be used 
as an ‘identity element’). 
Notice that here the functions y have values only in lJk>i+, (Z{- (0)) U {I} 
(more generally one could take c+, UIMSjc2U {O,Z), but then the y’s would no 
longer be ‘invertible’ (see Appendix 3)); also for the Synthesis Theorem we only 
need Uk>i+r (G- (0)) U (Z1, where Z; is a chosen isomorphic copy of Z, within 
IMSi+2U~+1. 
Finally the multiplication is defined inductively on decreasing values of n : IMS, is 
simply the structure matrix semigroup M’(A, x Z, x B,, C,). Next, define IMS,~, = 
MO(Ai_ 1 x (IMSi + JP 1) XII_ 1, C;_ t ) (assuming that IMSi has already been defin- 
ed) by extending IMSi by c-1 by introducing actions (q_t,Ai), (Bi,~~,), and 
functions y, in such a way that the linkage condition holds (which is sufficient for 
associativity): for all gi_tE&Pt-{O}, c~;EA,, b;EBi: 
and for all 
and 
Cbi)g! ,Y’ Ci(b;‘gi~l,a;)=Ci(bi,gi~,ai)’ Yg,_,(ai>, 
gi_~,h;_~E~-~-{O}: 
~~,_,h,_ ,(ai) = y,_,(h,- 1 . ai). Y,+, (Qi) 
This way each IMSi receives an associative multiplication. Finally one defines 
IMS from IMS2 and 4 by IMS = M”(AI x (IM& + 4 ) x B,, C,). 
The Synthesis Theorem states that every finite semigroup is simulated, in a ‘very 
nice way’, by a finite iterative matrix semigroup. By Appendix 3 we also have a good 
procedure for constructing all those iterative matrix semigroups that are needed in 
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the Synthesis Theorem. Thus the name ‘Synthesis’ Theorem can be justified in a new 
way: The theorem allows one to construct (synthesize) all finite semigroups in coor- 
dinatized form. 
The Synthesis Theorem generalizes relatively well to infinite semigroups. In that 
case not only can each A;, B;, 4 be infinite, but the construction will be iterated in- 
finitely often (i.e. our previous n will be infinite); this will be considered in Section 
4. A special case of infinite iterative matrix semigroups was used by Rhodes in [15]. 
Remark. To illustrate the definition of an iterative matrix semigroup let us formally 
multiply two elements of length two. 
P = (a,,a,,g,,bz,6,>.(a;,a;,g~,b;,b;) 
= @l,(Q2,&,62). C,(b,,a;).(a;,g;,6;),b;); 
- if e.g., C,(b,,a;)=g, E& - {0}, then 
P = (a,,@,,g,, .(b,),,y,bz.g,>.ca;,gi,b;), 6) 
=(a,,a,,g2.(62),,y.C,(b,.g,,a;).g;,6;,b;) 
etc; 
- if C,(b,,a;)=O, then p=O; 
- if C,(b,,a;) =(a;,a~,g;,b;,b~), then the computation continues in IMS,: 
p= (a,,(a,,g2,62).(a~,a;,g;,b;,b;).(a;,g;,6;),b;) 
= (al9 a2, g2. C2W2, 4). (4, g;‘, b;) + C2@;, 4). & G, 6) 
etc. 
Definitions 
An element (a,,...,ak,g,,bk,...,b,)EA1X...XAkX(rk-_(O})XBkX...XBI is 
said to have length k. The set of all elements of length L k (together with the element 
0), forms an ideal of IMS (because in the multiplication the length never decreases). 
The set of all elements of length exactly k is called a formal J-class of IMS (it is ac- 
tually a union of J-classes). 
Within an iterative matrix semigroup IMS one can define a special kind of 
subsemigroup. A subsernigroup U of IMS is called sequential iff U can be described 
using the coordinate sets A,, . . . ,A,, B,, . . . , B,,f,, . . . , r, of IMS as follows: to each 
ajeAj (resp. bj E B,) associate a subset A:;), L Aj+ 1 (resp. B’,!;jl c B,), and a sub- 
groupGla’)ofc(resp. G!bJ)).Thenlet UbegivenbyU={(a,,...,ak,gkrbk,...,b,)E 
IMS)ai+l~AlaC),,bj+,~Bj~l for i=l,...,k-1, and Gp), lrkln}. (This notion 
goes back to Allen and Rhodes.) 
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3. The Synthesis Theorem for finite regular semigroups 
3.1. Introduction 
Recall that a semigroup S is regular iff V.. E S, gx~ S: sxs =s. 
Although the Synthesis Theorem holds in the same form for regular and non- 
regular semigroups it is better, from a technical point of view, to consider it primari- 
ly as a theorem for regular semigroups. The theorem for non-regular semigroups is 
then proved by relating non-regular semigroups to regular ones. 
The original idea of a ‘Synthesis-like’ theorem goes back to Allen (late 1960’s). 
His goal was to find a global form of Rees’ theorem (cf. the introduction to this 
paper); he guessed that this was related to certain special properties (observed by 
Rhodes and Allen) of Zeiger’s proof of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem. For these 
special properties see [16]; for Allen’s partial results see [l, 21. The Synthesis 
Theorem was first proved by Rhodes (around 1970), for arbitrary finite semigroups 
[16], using a stronger version of Zeiger’s proof of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem. 
The case of finite regular semigroups was considered in the late 1970’s by Rhodes, 
Margolis and Karnofsky (and a few of the techniques used appeared already in [2]). 
The original construction for finite regular semigroups contains many unnatural 
ad hoc ‘tricks’. These can be removed, using the notion of ‘unambiguity’ (and also 
using O-disjoint unions of groups, rather than direct sums). This leads to a drastical- 
ly improved Synthesis Theorem for regular semigroups. One can then apply my 
earlier results on the relation between regular and non-regular semigroups [4,5], and 
thus derive a natural construction for the Synthesis Theorem for non-regular 
semigroups. 
Before stating and proving the Synthesis Theorem for finite regular semigroups 
(in its new form) let us consider the notion of unambiguity, which is crucial for the 
proof and which is of independent interest. 
3.2. Unambiguity 
Definition. Generally speaking an order relation is unambiguous iff the Hasse 
diagram of the relation is a forest (= union of disjoint trees). Equivalently, the 
order I is unambiguous iff &,,y,z: [ZIX and z<y] = [xly or ycx]. 
Picture: 
X Y 
(where ‘S ’ means ‘ 2 or 5 ’ and is called ‘comparability’). 
Definition. A semigroup S is unambiguous iff both the R- and L-orders of S are 
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unambiguous. (Here <R and i,_ are considered as order relations on the set of R-, 
resp. L-, classes of S). 
Unambiguity is not only a very useful property, but one can also show that every 
semigroup is very close to an unambiguous one: For every semigroup S there exists 
an unambiguous emigroup s^ such that S 2- s^ (S is a homomorphic image of s^). 
If S is finite (or regular), then s^ is also finite (or regular). In addition CJJ is injective 
when restricted to any N-class (this property is denoted by 1 : 1 H), and the inverse 
image of any regular J-class of S is a unique regular J-class (while the inverse of a 
non-regular J-class, if there is any, is a union of non-regular J-classes). In addition 
the inverse image of an idempotent is a set of idempotents. Associating s^ to S is ac- 
tually a functor (called ‘expansion’). 
More on the construction of s^ from S can be found in Appendix 1. 
Fact. If S is unambiguous (regular or not, finite or infinite), then the idempotent 
order of S is also unambiguous (where e, I e2 iff e, = el e, = e2el). If in addition S 
is stable (i.e. x<R y or x<,_ y, implies x<,,y), then the H-order of S is also unam- 
biguous (where, by definition, ~5~ y iff xsR y and xIL y; the H-order between 
idempotents is precisely the idempotent order). 
Proof. Let e,a, 6, be idempotents with esHa, er,b. Then (unambiguity of L 
and R orders), a%, b and aZR b. Now the following cases occur: asH b, alu b, 
aIL b and azR 6. However if a sL b and a?R 6, then a = ub and b = au (for some 
u, v E S’), hence (since a and b are idempotents) a=ab and b=ab, so a= b. 
Similarly, in the fourth case a = b. Thus always a$, b. 
If S is stable, then the third and fourth cases do not need to be considered. c1 
Remark. If S is stable, then s^ is also stable (see Appendix 1). 
Fact. Assume S is unambiguous (regular or not, finite or infinite). 
If E is any set of idempotents of S, then the semigroup ES’E is unambiguous 
(where ES ‘E = { esf E S 1 e, f E E, and s E S ’ 3). In particular, if I is an ideal whose 
maximal L- and R-classes are regular, then I is an unambiguous emigroup. 
Proof. Let ecf<Re,af,, ecf sRe2bf2 (where e,el,e,,~fi,fiEE, and a, b,c, ES’). 
Then by unambiguity of S, we have e,afi SR e,bf, (for the R-order of S), for exam- 
ple say e,af,iI,e2bf,. So there exists UES’ such that elafi =e2bf2. u=e2bf2.f2u. 
Multiplying the equality by fi on the right, we get e,afi = e,afifi = e2 bf2. f2 ufi , so 
f2uf E ESE. Thus e,af, IR e2 bf2 for the R-order of ESE. 
If the maximal L- and R-classes of I are regular, then I= EZE, where E is the set 
of idempotents of these maximal L- and R-classes. 0 
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The notion of unambiguity of an order can be applied to single elements: An ele- 
ment z is unambiguous iff for all x,y with z -ix, 25-v we have xsy. If z is not unam- 
biguous, it is ‘ambiguous’. 
In particular an element s of a semigroup S called unambiguous iff SI~X, 
Remark. A semigroup which has a zero is usually ambiguous (except for very special 
cases). Usually the existence of a zero does not cause any trouble, if the rest of the 
semigroup is unambiguous. 
Definition. A semigroup S is unambiguous except at 0 (zero) iff S is unambiguous, 
or S has a zero and this zero is the only ambiguous element of S. 
The two facts we just proved carry over: if S is unambiguous except at zero, then 
the idempotent order, ESE, I etc. are also unambiguous except at zero. 
As an example: Completely-zero-simple semigroups (the ones for which Rees’ 
theorem holds) are unambiguous except at zero. 
The Synthesis Theorem (which is a generalization of Rees’ theorem) will be 
proved using unambiguity-except-at-zero (or just unambiguity). More precisely, 
given S (regular and, in this section: finite - see Section 4 for the generalization to 
the infinite case) we construct S such that S - S (see Appendix 1). The properties 
of S are similar to those of S, and in addition S is unambiguous (except possibly 
at zero). Next we will apply the Synthesis construction to S using unambiguity, and 
embed S in an iterative matrix semigroup: S ++ s^< IMS. In addition the embedding 
95 IMS has specia1 properties. 
3.3. Statement of the Synthesis Theorem for finite regular semigroups 
Before stating the theorem it is useful to give a stronger, conjectured result, which 
has the advantage of being much simpler that the theorem itself. 
Conjecture. If S is unambiguous-except-at-zero and finite (see Section 4 for the in- 
finite case), then there exists an iterative structure matrix semigroup IMS such that 
SC: IMS. 
Moreover (IMS-S) U (0) = N is a nilpotent ideal of IMS, of index 3 (i.e. 
N3 = (0)). Also So= IMS/N& IMS (i.e. So = S U {0} is a retract of IMS, and So is 
isomorphic to the Rees quotient of IMS over the ideal N). 
The theorem for finite regular semigroups to be proved in the next subsections 
(3.4- 10) is similar to the conjecture, but with a complication: instead of (IMS-S) U 
{O] being a nilpotent ideal (with SIIMS), only (IMS- V) U (0) is a nilpotent ideal, 
where I/ is a semigroup such that S 5 I/r IMS. Between S and V another semigroup 
U can be inserted: S5 UI I/< IMS (U consists of all the regular elements of V). 
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Main Theorem (Synthesis Theorem for finite regular semigroups). If S is un- 
ambiguous-except-at-zero, finite, and regular, then there exists an iterative struc- 
ture-matrix semigroup IMS and semigroups U and V such that: 
Moreover, 
(a) The set N= (IMS- V)O is a a nilpotent ideal of IMS, of index 3 (notation: 
XO=XU (0)). In fact IMS. N. IMS= (0) ( i.e. the product of any three elements 
of IMS, the second of which belongs to N, is zero), and n2 = 0 for all n EN. 
Hence V’=IMS/N (V” is isomorphic to the Rees quotient of IMS over the 
nilpotent ideal N), and the inclusion map V”G IMS ‘commutes’ with the 
Rees map V’=IMS/N& IMS, as follows: ir=identity of V” (applying maps to 
the right of the arguments and composing them from left to right). So V” is a 
retract of IMS. 
(b) S is a homomorphic image of V, and that morphism h : V---H S is the identity 
when restricted to S. Hence the inclusion map of S into V and the morphism h com- 
mute so as to make S a retract of V (also, extending these maps to So and V”, we 
make So a retract of V’). Hence also: So is a retract of IMS. 
The map h : V-++ S is also 1 : 1 -H (injective when restricted to any H-class of V), 
and J’ (the inverse image under h of any regular J-class of S is a union of J-classes 
of V, exactly one of which is regular). 
(c) The semigroup CT is the set of regular elements of V (so the regular elements 
of V form a semigroup). 
S is a homomorphic image of U by h I u (= the above morphism h : I/+-+ S 
restricted to U), and h ) u is the identity when restricted to S (since h is), so S is a 
retract of U. 
The map h / u is 1 : 1 -H (since h is), and J (the inverse image under h 1 u of anyi 
J-class of S is a unique J-class of U). 
What has been said so far is summarized in the diagram 
lJ” C V” 2: IMWN $ IMS. 
(d) The semigroup So is a ‘quasi-ideal’ of IMS; S. IMS . S = So. 
Also lJ” and V” are quasi-ideals of IMS. 
Moreover if the set E, is obtained by taking one idempotent from each maximal 
J-class of S, then E, . IMS . E, = E, 3 So. E, . 
For any idempotents e,f E S we have: eSf = eUf = eVf, and eS”f = e. IMS. f. So 
the homomorphisms above are ‘local isomorphisms’. 
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Remarks (further properties of S, U, I’, IMS). (1) The Green relations of S are 
those of IMS restricted to S (this follows from the fact that S is a retract of IMS). 
(2) The iterative matrix semigroup IMS can be constructed algorithmicly from S 
(this is done explicitly in subsections 3.4- 10). In particular the O-disjoint union of 
groups c is obtained by taking the structure groups of the J-classes of S that are 
at J-depth i (by definition the J-depth of a J-class is the length of the longest strict 
J-chain ascending from that J-class). 
(3) If S is not tlnambiguous-except-at-zero, then S must be replaced by s^ (with 
S ++ s^, s^ unambiguous etc.) as described in Subsection 3.2 and in Appendix 1. 
(4) S, U, V are sequential subsemigroups of IMS (as defined at the end of Subsec- 
tion 2.7). 
(5) In this new version of the Synthesis Theorem S and IMS have the same 
semigroup complexity (since IMS maps onto S” via a morphism that is injective 
when restricted to subgroups of IMS). The fact also follows by the ‘Reduction 
Theorem’ (since E, . IMS . E, = E, . So. E,). Complexity was introduced by Rhodes 
(see [IO, 13,19,20] for the definition of complexity, the Reduction Theorem, and the 
proof that 1 : 1-H homomorphisms preserve complexity). 
Let us now turn to the proof of the Synthesis Theorem for finite regular 
semigroups. First we will choose an idempotent out of each J-class; the maximal 
subgroup containing this idempotent will be used later. Next we take representatives 
for every maximal L-, respectively R-class. All these choices are however not totally 
arbitrary nor independent. These steps are repeated for every J-depth. Then one can 
define IMS as a set and show that S is included in IMS, using unambiguity. To ob- 
tain the semigroup structure of IMS we define the group actions and the structure 
matrices. This must be done carefully to insure on the one hand that, restricted to 
S, the multiplication coincides with that of S, while on the other hand, (IMS-V)’ 
is a nilpotent ideal. 
The proof goes from Subsections 3.4 to 3.11. 
Overview of the proof of the Synthesis Theorem for finite regular semigroups 
- (3.4) J-depth. Ordered systems of idempotents. Structure groups of the iterative 
matrix semigroup IMS. 
- (3.5) Definition and properties of the structure sets A, and Bk. Definition of 
IMS as a set. 
- (3.6) Embeddings of S in IMS, as sets. 
- (3.7) Gaps of the L- and R-orders with respect to the J-order. 
- (3.8) Group actions of IMS. 
- (3.9) Structure matrices of IMS. 
- (3.10) Associativity of the multiplication of IMS. Embedding of S in IMS as 
semigroups. 
- (3.11) Deeper study of the embeddings of S in IMS. Proof of the special proper- 
ties of that embedding. 
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3.4. J-depth, and choice of idempotents and of structure groups 
Definition. The J-depth of an element s in any semigroup S is the length of the 
longest strict >J-chain ascending from s. So 
J-depth(s)=max{ni(~~,,...,s,,~,ES):sl>,...>,s,,~,>,s}. 
(We do not assume here that S is regular.) 
The maximal J-classes have J-depth one; J-classes that are not maximal, but that 
have only maximal J-classes ‘ >,-above’, have J-depth two, etc. 
Of course, the J-depth is not defined everywhere for every semigroup (e.g. there 
might be no maximal J-classes). In this section we shall only deal with finite 
semigroups (so the J-depth function is defined and, moreover, bounded). 
Let us now choose one idempotent from each J-class of S-(O) (if S has a zero, 
this zero will be ignored at this moment), in such a way that the set E of idempotents 
chosen forms a so-called ‘ordered system of idempotents’. (We assume again that 
S is finite and regular.) 
Definition. A set E of idempotent representatives of the J-classes of S-(O) is an 
ordered system of idempotents iff for every e E E: either e is maximal in the J-order, 
or there exists e’ E E with J-depth(e’) = J-depth(e) - 1 and e’ >H e. In words: every 
idempotent in E is either J-maximal or has another idempotent of E above it in the 
idempotent order, and this other idempotent is just one J-level higher (its depth is 
one less). 
An equivalent condition on E is: if for e E E we have J-depth(e) = n, then there 
exists e,, . . . , e,_,EEsuch that e,>H...>He,r_,>He. 
The notion of ordered system of idempotents, as well as the following existence 
lemma are due to Rhodes (it appears first in [2]). 
Notation. If E is an ordered system of idempotents, we denote by El the subset of 
E whose elements have J-depth i. The set E is thus partitioned as El U ... U E,, 
where n = max{ J-depth(s) ) s E S - { 0)). 
The number max{ J-depth(s) / s E S - {O} > will also be called the J-depth of S, and 
denoted J-depth(S). 
Lemma. Every finite regular semigroup admits an ordered system of idempotents. 
(The finiteness assumption can be somewhat relaxed - see Section 4.) 
Proof. We will define each E, (i = 1, . . . , J-depth(S)), by induction on i. First E; is 
obtained by arbitrarily taking one idempotent from every maximal J-class of S. 
Next, assume El, . . . , Ej_ 1 have been defined so that for every e E Ek there exists 
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etEEk_, with e<“e’(for k=2,..., i- 1). For every J-class Tat J-depth i there ex- 
ists a J-class at depth i - 1 which is J-above T (by definition of J-depth); hence there 
exists e’ E Ej_ , (representing a J-class) such that T<, e’. We want to find an idem- 
potent e E T such that e cH e’ (not just e <J e’). Let f E T be any idempotent in T (f 
exists by regularity). Since f cJe’, there exists a, b E S1 with f = ae’b. Consider now 
the element e = e’bfae’. This is an idempotent: e. e = e’bfae’. e’bfae’= e’bf. ae’b. 
fae’=e’bfae’. Clearly esHe’, and er,f. Moreover flJe, since aeb = a. e’bfae’. b = 
f.f.f=f, thus eE T (since eEJf), and esHe’. 0 
Remark. If the semigroup S is unambiguous (hence its idempotent order is un- 
ambiguous) then, given e, the idempotent e’ (where ecHe’, J-depth(e’)=J- 
depth(e)-1) is unique (see Subsection 2.2). 
For every e E E, let G, denote the maximal (= largest) subgroup of S containing 
e. We then define the O-disjoint union of groups (as they will be used in the iterative 
matrix semigroup that we are constructing) by 
6= u G,U{O}, 
ecE, 
where 1 I is J-depth(S). 
In the next subsection (definition of the sets Aj and Bi) we will need the follow- 
ing subsemigroups Sj of S, called the reduction of S. 
Let S,=E,_,.S.E,_,, for i=2,..., J-depth(S); this is a subsemigroup of S. Its 
maximal J-classes are precisely the groups G, where e E E;_ , . 
Definition. The ith reduction of S (for i=2, . . . . J-depth(S)) is the subsemigroup 
Si=Ei-1sEi-,-U,.E,_, G, (i.e. remove the maximal J-classes of S, from S;). 
Define also S, = S. 
It is easy to observe that lJkci Ek belongs to S; and is an ordered system of idem- 
potents of S;. 
Clearly SjlSi (subsemigroup), if j~i. 
If .s, t E Sj and s< t in S (where I denotes any Green relation), then ss t in S;. 
Also: J-depth(Si) = J-depth(S) - i + 1. 
ByinductiononeprovesEj_ISE,_,=Ei~,S;E;_,=Ei~1Si~1E~_1=El_ISi_1Ei_1, 
and Si=Ei_,Si_IE;_l=E;_I~i~,E;_,. 
3.5. Definition of the iterative matrix semigroup as a set 
We still have to define the sets Ai and Bj (for 1 <isJ-depth(S)). 
The set Ai (respectively Bi) will be obtained by choosing representatives of the 
maximal R-classes (resp. L-classes) of S; in a special way. Let R be a maximal R- 
class of S, and let eE Ukzi Ek be the idempotent representative that was chosen for 
the J-class of R. Let L, be the L-class of e (in Si). The intersection of R and L, is 
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an H-class of Sj (see the picture). We choose as the representative of the maximal 
R-class R any element of R n L,. 
So Ai is obtained by choosing one representative in each maximal R-class of S,; 
the representative is chosen to be L-equivalent to the idempotent (E Uksi Ek) 
which represents its J-class. 
Similarly Bi is obtained by chasing one representative in each maximal L-class of 
S;; the representative is chosen to be R-equivalent to the idempotent (E l_lkzi Ek) 
which represents its J-class. 
Notation. If a,eA;, then the idempotent in Ukri Ek which is L-equivalent to ai is 
denoted by e(a,). We have aizLe(a,), which is equivalent to: a, . e(a;) =ai and 
2~~s;: xa;=e(a;). (Of course, since for every J-class of S a unique idempotent was 
chosen to represent it, it follows that for ai there is a unique e(a;) E lJk_ Ek with 
ai-le(aj).> 
Similarly for b;~ Bi there exists a unique idempotent f(b,)~ lJkzi Ek with 
f(bi) =a 6, (or equivalently: f(bi) . bi = b, and 5’~ E Si: biy =f(b,)). 
Finally we make the following convention: if e (E l_lk2; Ek) itself is R-maximal 
(resp. L-maximal) in S;, then e is chosen as the representative of its R-class (resp. 
L-class); SO then e E Ai (resp. e E B;). 
Therefore: if e(aj) sH a;, then e(a,) = a,, and if f(b;) zH b;, then f(bi) = bj. 
This convention (which is part of our construction) has the following interesting 
consequences (further important consequences will appear in the next subsection): 
Fact. The idempotents of E that belong to A; (respectively B,) are exactly the set 
E,. So AinE=E;=EnB;. 
Proof. ‘ C ‘. If e E E,, then e is J-maximal in S;, so e is R- and L-maximal in S;. 
Therefore e E Ai fl B;. 
‘ 1 ‘. If e E E and e E A, c S,, then there exists ej E Ei such that eizH e (since E is 
an ordered system of idempotents). Therefore either ej = e, or ej>H e, which implies 
e is not R-maximal (e $ Ai) nor L-maximal (e $ Bi). Contrapositively, if e E A, fl E 
or eEB,nE, then eeE,. q 
Fact. Ai fl Bi= E,. So Ai and Bj uniquely determine Ei in this construction. 
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Proof. ‘ > ‘. By the previous fact Ei c Ai and Ei c Bi. 
‘ 2 ‘. By the construction of Ai and Bj : if ai = bj E Ai fl Bi, then e(q) =f(b;) (since 
e(ai) =L ai = bi=R f(bi), and for a given J-class only one idempotent representative 
in E has been chosen). So for the idempotent e= e(a;) =f(bi) we have eEL ai= bj 
and e=R bj=ai. Thus, by the convention, e = ai = b;. Also, since eE Si we obtain 
AinB;C Uk>i Ek (the ordered system of idempotents of Si). However, no element 
Of Uk>i Ek is R-maximal (or L-maximal) in Si (since lJkzi Ek is an ordered system 
of idempotents, every element of Uk,i Ek is <H - below an element of E;). Hence 
A,flB;cEi. 0 
We also have: 
Fact. If i+j, then Ai n Aj = 0, B; n B, = 0, and A; fl Bj = 0. 
Proof. Suppose i <j and aj E Aj . If aj would also belong to Ai, then aj would have 
to be R-maximal in Si. But aj~Sj~ Ej_ISEj_l SO there exists cj-1 ~Ej-1 such that 
cj_, >R aj (strict, since E,_ 1 is at J-depth j - 1 while all of Sj has J-depth at least j). 
Also Ej_ , C S; since j - I L i. Hence ej_, >R aj in Si, SO aj cannot be R-maximal in 
sj. 
The proof that Bi fl Bj = 0 goes symmetrically. 
To prove that Ajfl Bj=0, assume by contradiction that there exists ci EA, fl B,# 
0, and let i> j (so Sip S,). By the definition of A and B, and since Sis: Sj, it 
follows that Ci is both R-maximal and L-maximal in S;. Hence f(Ci) (=n Ci) is also 
R-maximal in Si (by the definition of Si, f(c;) also belongs to Si). It follows that 
f(ci) =ci (by our convention on the choices). So CiE E. But, by an earlier fact, 
AjnE=Ej and EflBj=Ej. Hence c;EEflA;fTBj~EinEj=Ei. 0 
At this point the iterative matrix semigroup IMS of the theorem is completely 
specified, as a set. 
IMS= lj A,x ~~~xA,x(fk-{O})xB,x~~~xB,U{O} 
k=l 
(where n = J-depth(S)). 
It will be useful to consider also (for i= 1, . . . ,J-depth(S)): 
IMS,= fi AiX .** xA,x(r,-{O))xB,x .” xB;U{O}, 
and k=i 
IMS;=IMSiU(&_i-{O})=IMSiU U G,. 
eE& I 
The next section describes how S is embedded in IMS as a set, and how an element 
s (E S) relates to its copy (under that embedding) in IMS (see also the end of subsec- 
tion 3.3 for a general overview of the proof). 
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3.6. Inclusion of S in IMS, as sets 
We assume S is finite, regular, and unambiguous except at zero. 
If S has a zero 0 we identify 0 with the zero of IMS. 
Let s be a non-zero element of S. By unambiguity of S - (0) there exists a unique 
maximal R-class of S which is +-above s (and a unique maximal L-class, >r- 
above s). Let a, (resp. b,) be the representative of this R-class (resp. L-class). 
We claim that s=a,s,b, , for some s2~S2 U UeEE, G,= E,SE, . Indeed a, zR s, 
so for some y E S: s = a,y = al . e(a, ). y (since a, . e(a, ) = a, , recalling the notation 
of Subsection 3.5). Since a, zLe(a,) we have (s=)a,y=,,e(a,)*y. Hence the unique 
maximal L-class above s is the same as the one above e(a, )y, and so e(a, ). y sL 6, . 
Hence for some xeS: e(a,).y=x. 6, =x.f(b,).b, (since./(&). br =b,, cf. nota- 
tion of Subsection 3.5). Also (multiplying these last equations by e(a,) on the left): 
e(a,).y=e(a,).x.f(b,). 6,. Finally weobtain: s=a, .e(a,)y=a,.e(a,).x.f(b,). b,. 
Clearly also ~(~,).x.~(~,)EE,SE,(=S~UU,,~, G,), since e(a,)%e,,f(bl)%fi 
for some e,, fi E El (E being an ordered system of idempotents). 
The elements a, E A, and b, E B, are uniquely determined by s (being the unique 
chosen representatives of the unique maximal R-resp. L-class above s). Moreover 
the element s2 in E,SE, is also uniquely determined by s, in the sense that it is the 
unique element of E, SE, satisfying e(a,) >R s2 I, f(b,) (e(a,), f(b,) are determined 
by s, since a, and 6, are). Indeed if s=a,szbl =a, tz 6, then (letting aa, =e(a,)~~ 
al, b,u=f(b,)=Rb,, and multiplying on the left by U, on the right by u): 
e(a,) . s2 .f(b,) = e(a,) . t2 .f(b,). But under the condition that e(a,) >R .s2 and 
t, sLf(b,), it follows that s2 = e(a,)s*f(b,) = e(a,)t,f(b,) = t2. 
In exactly the same way we obtain for Sk_, (which is also unambiguous, by 
Subsection 3.3): If sk_, eSk_,, s,_r#O, kz2, then s,_,=al,_,s,bk_,, for some 
elements a,-,EA,_,, b,_,EBkpl and sk~SkUUecEh , G,=E,p,SEI,m,. More- 
over these elements are unique: ak_ , (resp. bkpl ) is the representative of the uni- 
que maximal R-class (resp. E-class) of Sk_, , above skpl . And sk is the UniqUe 
element of Ek~rSEI,~, satisfying e(akp,)>Rsk<Lf(bk&,) and sk_,=ak&,skb&,. 
Since sk E sk u UeEEk_, G, two cases occur: either sk E Sk, or sk E G, for some 
e~Ek_l.Inthelastcasee=e(ak_I)=f(bk~I)(becausee(ak~1)LRsk~~eILf(bk~1), 
and here all these elements are at J-depth k- I, so e(a,_ ,)G~ ezLf(bk_ ,); also on- 
ly one idempotent was chosen in every J-class, hence the equality). 
Also, when s&,=ak-,skbk-1, then sk~,‘LSkbk&,--Rsk (Since b,_,=,f(bkp,) 
so for some 0: bkm,u=f(bk_,), hence Skb&,~=s~f(bk_,)=sk; in a similar way 
One proves that ak&,skbk_,SLskbk_, using akp,‘Le(akp,) etc.). SO: skp,‘osk. 
Putting all these observations together we obtain the following factorization: 
Let s#O be an element of S with J-depth(s)=j. We successively factor s as 
a,s*b,, then we factor s2 as a2s3 b2 etc.; inductively we factor Sk_ 1 as ok- ,s,b,_, . 
All the factors are uniquely determined by s. Also s ED s2 cD ... ED Sk_, =D Sk =D ... 
etc. and sk&$Ue&k , G,. If Sk E G, for some eEEk_ 1 (denote Sk by gk_, in 
that case), then k - 1 = J-depth(s), because s=~ sk =D e E Ekp 1 and Ek_ , has J- 
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depth = k - 1). On the other hand, if sk E Sk, we again can write sk = aksk + , bk . Now 
we know that the factorization of s terminates after j = J-depth(s) steps. Finally we 
obtain: 
Factorization of s (#O). s=a, . ..a.gjbj... bl where j= J-depth(s) and gj =o s. 
Moreover all the factors (namely a,, . . . , aj, gj, bj, . . . , 6, ) are uniquely determined by 
s, as follows (inductively on k): 
Given Uk...UjgjbJ... bk (for 1 I k 5 j), then ak (WSp. bk) iS the representative Of 
the unique maximal R-class (reSp. L-class) in Sk above a,+ . .. ajgjb, . . . bk; and 
Uk+l...Ujgjbj...bk+, (Imp. gjin thecasek=j) is theuniqueelement ofSk+rUU,,EkG, 
Satisfying the additional condition e(ak)>R ak+ I . ..ajgjbj... bk+ I IL f(bk) (resp. 
e(aj)=f(bj)EHgj)_ Moreover j is uniquely determined as j= J-depth(s). Also 
gj E G, where e is the idempotent representative ( E Ej) of the J-class of s. 
Now we embed S into IMS by representing s (#0) by the unique element 
(a t~...~aj,gj,bj,..*, 6,) E IMS, obtained by factoring s as described. This is an injec- 
tion (since the factorization also gives s back by just multiplying the factors). If S 
has a zero 0, we represent 0 by the zero of IMS. 
3.7. Gaps of the L- and R- orders within the J-order 
(a) Definitions 
The following notions and the subsequent analysis are interesting by themselves, 
and will be needed to define the semigroup structure of IMS. 
Definition. The J-distance (in S) between two elements s and t such that ssJ t is the 
length of the longest strict J-chain ascending from s and ending in t, minus one. 
We also define the J-gap between s and t, when s<~ t: J-gap(t >Js) = length of 
the longest strict J-chain ascending from s and ending in t, minus two (i.e. we do 
not count the endpoints s and t of the chain). So: J-gap(t >Js) = J-dist(t>,s) - 1. 
Definition. In any preorder I we say that a strict chain xi < .+. <x, is dense iff it 
is impossible to have x, <x < x, + , , where Xi and xi+ 1 are successive elements in the 
chain (for any element x). 
Let s be an element of S (unambiguous, except at zero), with s#O. By unambigui- 
ty there exists a unique longest dense R-chain of R-classes ascending from s: 
R, >R ... >R Rk_, >R s. An important information about the element s is the set of 
locations of these R-classes within the J-order. 
Definition. The sequence of J-distances R-above s is the sequence of k numbers: 
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J-depth(R,), J-dist(R, >R R2), J-dist(R,>, R,), . . . , J-dist(R,-, >R s). We will also 
consider the sequence of J-gaps R-above s, namely the sequence: J-depth (R,) - 1, 
J-gw(R, h Rd, . . . , J-gap(Rk_l>,s). They are called respectively, the first, se- 
cond, . . . . kth gap R-above s. 
(If the R-chain is dense within the J-order, and if the R-maximal R-class R, is 
also J-maximal, then all the gaps R-above s are 0, and all the distances R-above s 
are 1.) 
The same definitions can be made for the L-order. 
Remark. These numbers, which relate the R-order (resp. L-order) to the J-order, 
could also be defined for semigroups that are ambiguous. However then the gaps 
R-above s do no longer form a sequence but a complicated graph (whose edges are 
labelled by those numbers). Only in the unambiguous case is there a unique first, 
second, . . . gap R-above s (for s#O). This yields (for each s) a numerical function: 
to i (< R-depth(s)) associate the ith gap R-above s. 
Notation. Let e be an element of E, and suppose S is unambiguous except at zero. 
Then ek[e] (where 1~ k< J-depth(e)) is the unique idempotent in Ek which is TV- 
above e. (It exists because E is an ordered system of idempotents, and it is unique 
because the idempotent order is unambiguous except at zero.) 
(6) Gap sequences R- respectively L-above s 
The factorization of s ( ES - (0)) can be further analyzed, and better understood 
using the gap sequences R- resp. L-above s. 
Let s=at . ..ajgjbj... bl be the factorization of s, as described above, where j= J- 
depth(s). By the previous observations we have a, ...aj~~a] ...ajgjlRal . ..a.g;bj... bl 
(and symmetrically bj. . . b, ‘L gjbj. . . 61 ‘L al . . . ajgjbj.. . 61 ). 
Consider now the following R-chain ascending from s: 
ai ?R ala2 ?a”‘. +a, . . . aj_] >RS(ERal . ..aj). 
The length of this R-chain is exactly the J-depth j of s. 
About that R-chain we ask the following questions: 
_ Is this chain dense in the R-order (i.e. is it impossible to have al . . . a& I >R x>R 
a, . . . ak _ , ak)? The answer will be “yes”. 
- What are the J-gaps of that chain? Answer: “The J-gaps R-above s”. 
- When is the ‘ZR’ in the chain ‘>R’ and when is it ‘=R’? 
- What happens to the chain if a different system A i, . . . ,A,, . . . of representatives 
is chosen? How much does this factorization of s depend on those choices, and 
how much is invariant (how much are the ai etc. determined by s)? It will turn 
out that there too the gaps above s play an important role. 
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To prove all this we shall need a deeper analysis of the factorization of s. The 
main importance of this analysis will be its use in the definition of the multiplication 
of IMS (in such a way that S is embedded in IMS as a semigroup, with preservation 
of complexity etc.). 
Consider any coordinate uk of s (with 15 ksj- l), and let us look at the 
neighboring coordinates to the right (that is ak+ r, ak+Z,. ..) and to the left (namely 
...,ak-2,ak-l). 
Observation. Two cases occur, either (1): e(ak)>a ak+ 1, or (2): e(ak) <a ak+, . 
Indeed: The element sk+r =ak+r . ..Ujgjbj...bk+i satisfies e(ak)LR Sk+ 1 sLf(bk), 
(from the proof of S C IMS). We also have ak+, ZR Sk+ 1 . Hence by unambiquity: 
e(ak) %a ak+ 1, (where s IneanS ‘2 Or I’). 
Case (1) (when e(ak)>a ak+ ,) is called ‘the orderly case’ (the order goes with the 
direction of the R-chain). 
In case (2) (when e(ak) Ia ok+, ) we have an ‘inversion’. Let us now analyze what 
happens around an inversion. 
Since e(ak)<Rak+t and ak+lESk+l, the J-depth of e(&) (sL ak) ImISt be 
I k + 1, hence e(ak) E Sk+ I. We shall prove first: 
Fact. Let the J-depth of e(ak) be k + h (where h 2 1). 
(Right side) To the right of the inversion we have: ak+; = ek+, [e(ak)] = e(ak+ ;) >H 
ek+,+l[e(ak)] for l<i<h. Also e(ak)=ak+l,=e(ak+h)>Rak+h+1. So all the rela- 
tions e(ak+;)>Rak+;+], for i=l,..., h where k + h = J-depth(e(ak)), are orderly. 
We call h = J-depth(e(ak)) - k the gap at the inversion. So after (right of) an inver- 
sion with gap h, there are h orderly coordinates; moreover these coordinates are 
idempotents. If there is an inversion then hz 1. 
(Left side) On the left side of the inversion e(ak) 5 R ak+, we have: the neigh- 
boring coordinate is orderly: e(ak_ , ) bR ak (unless, of course, k = 1, and there is no 
left neighbor). 
So the picture of the coordinates around an inversion e(ak)sR ak+ , with gap size 
h is as follows: 
. ..) Ok-1 1 .” >Hek+h~l[e(ak)l>He(Clk)>Rak+h+l,... 
I 
,y ~ ,yl~ee(k)ll>x 
I 
I 
@k-l) 
< >’ 
e(ak) ~ inversion gap 
Notation (cf. Subsection 3.5). Recall that e;[e] is the unique idempotent in E, which 
is H-above e. 
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Remark. Although the inversion gap h is a number, we shall also call the above se- 
quence of coordinates ak + ,, . . . , ok + h the ‘inversion gap’, and we shall say that ak+; 
(1 <is/z) is ‘in the inversion gap’. Notice also that in the inversion gap, ak+;= 
ek+;[e(ak)], for 1 iilh. 
See also Fig. 1 a few pages ahead. 
Proof of the fact. We have e(ak) SR ak+ I and e(ak) E Sk; also ak+, is R-maximal in 
Sk+, . We ah have c(ak)sn ek+ 1 [e(ak)] and e k+ I [e(+)] is J-maximal (hence R- 
maxima]) in Sk+, . Since ak+ 1 and ek+ 1 [e(ak)] are both R-above e(ak) and both R- 
maximal, we have by unambiguity: ak+ 1 zR ek+,[e(ak)]. Moreover by our conven- 
tion that we always choose an idempotent ( EE) as the representative (in A,+ ,) of 
its R-class if it is R-maximal, we obtain ak+, = ek + , [e(ak)]. 
Assume by induction that ak+,=ek+l[e(a,)],...,ak+,=ek+i[e(ak)], where l< 
ilh. Then e(ak+;)=ek+;[e(ak)]. Also So+;+, =e(ak+;)‘sk+i+t (recall from the 
proof of ‘SC IMS’, that e(ak+,)?n Sk+;+ 1). Therefore 
Sk+ 1 = ++,l . ..ak+i...ajgjbj... bk+ 1 
=ek+,[e@k)l . . . ‘ek+i[e(ak)l.ak+l+l...ajgjbj...bk+l 
= ek+; [e(ak)l.Sk+i+l’bk+r...bk+l 
(since ek+t[...]>H.” >Hek+;[...]), hencesk+r=.sk+;+t. bk+;... bk+, (since ek+;[e(ak)]= 
e(ak + ;) zR ski_ i). Finally we have 
thus by unambiguity: e(ak)%a al,+;+, (for i=2, . . ..h). However e(ak) has J-depth 
k+ h, so unless i? h, e(ak) will be <,-deeper than ak+i+ 1. Hence e(ak) <a ak+i+, if 
i< h. Now by the same reasoning as for ak+, we get ak+i+l =ek+!+l[dak)l~ 
When i=h the relation c(ak)$?Rak+h+t must be e(ak)>aak+h+r, since J- 
depth(e(ak)) = k + h and ak +,, + I ESk+h+, (hence ak+h+r has J-depth rk+h+ 1). 
It follows that all the relations e(ak+;)>Rak+;+] hold for i= 1, . . . . h (since 
e(ak+;)=ek+i[e(ak)l>Hek+i+I[e(ak)l=a k+;+l for i<h; for i=h the relation was 
just proved directly). We also have e(ak) ~ek+~[e(ak)] =ak+h=e(ak+h). 
We still have to look at the left neighbor of the inversion. For sk=aksk+, bk we 
have e(ak _ , ) zR Sk. Also ak ?R Sk, hence by unambiguity e(q r ) sR ak. If (by con- 
tradiction) we had e(ak_ ,)+ ak (i.e. there is an inversion here too) it would 
follow, by what we just proved about the right side of an inversion, that ak= 
ek[e(akPI)]; hence e(ak>=ek[e(ak~1)]EEk. This contradicts the assumption that 
there is an inversion e(ak)la ok+, (since at an inversion the J-depth of e(ak) is 
rk+ 1, so we could not have e(ak) EEk). This proves the fact. 0 
corollary. zf e(ak) sR ak + 1 is an inversion with gap h, then the R-chain looks as 
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follows around the inversion: 
e(ak) IR uk+ 1 
inversion 
a, . . . a,_,>Ra,...ak~1ak=a]...akak+l=“.=al...ak...ak+h>Ral...ak+hak+ht1. 
inversion gap 
I.e. just to the left of the inversion the R-order is strict: >R (unless k= 1). To the 
right the R-orderings are actually equalities; just right of the equalities, after posi- 
tion k + h = J-depth(e(ak)), the R-ordering is again strict. 
Proof. The equalities are easy to prove: since a k+;=ek+i[e(ak)]2He(ak), for IsiS 
h, we have 
al . . . akak+,...ak+j=al...ak.e(ak)‘ek+,[...]. . . . .ek+i[...] 
= a, . . . a,+‘e(ak)=a,...ak. 
The ‘>n’ just left of the inversion (at the right end of the inversion gap) will follow 
from the next claim. 
Claim. If e(ak)+ak+I is an inversion, then at ...ak_IELe(ak_l) and at . ..a.&la,+ 
=L @k)- 
Proof (by induction on the number of inversions left of the inversion e(ak)$ 
ak+l 1. 
If e(ak) %n ak+, is the left-most (i.e. only the orderly case occurs to the left), then 
al~Le(al)>Raz~~e(az)>R’.. >a ak EL e(ak) ( sR a,+ I). Hence for 1 5 is k (letting 
ui E S be such that uiai = e(a,)): 
al . . . ai eLui... u2u,al . . . at = ui... u2e(al)a2...aj = ai... u2a2...ai = -1. 
= Ujaj = e(a;) (since e(a,)a2 = a,, . . ..e(ai_.)ai = ai). 
Assume now the claim holds for all inversions left of e(a,) I~ a,,+ 1, and let 
e(ak) In ok+ 1 be the nearest inversion to the right. By the previous fact 
where m - n is the gap of the inversion e(a,) s;R a, + 1 (J-depth (a,) = m, n <m); and 
the coordinates that follow, namely e(a,) >n a,, + 1, . . . , e(a,+_ 1 ) >R ak are in the 
orderly case. Then aI . . . a, . . . a, = aI . . . a, (by the equality that we already proved in 
the corollary), and aI . . . a, =L e(a,) by inductive hypothesis; also e(a,) = a, = e(a,). So 
al . . . a, sL e(a,). Let u ES be such that ua, . . . a, = e(a,); let Ui be such that u;ai = 
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e(ai). Now al...a,,,...ak-,~Luk_,...u,~+,ua ,... a,a,,+ ,... ak_,=~k_l...u,,,+le(a,,~) 
~,,,+I ... okPI= (sincee(a,)>~~,,+])~~_]...~,,+]a,+l...~k-l=~~~=~~-lak~l =e(+-]) 
(since e(a;)>,+a;+] for i=m ,..., k-l). Also a]...a,...ak_,e(ak_])=a]...ak_l so 
we also have a , . ..akm. zLe(ak_ ,). This proves a, . ..uk_. zLe(ak_ ,). Finally (multi- 
plying this =L on the right by ah): al . . . uk_]ak~~e(uk_]).ak=uk (we have 
e(ak_])ak=ak since .+a&])>, a,); also ak=]e(+). 
This proves the claim. 
We now complete the proof of the corollary. To show a, . ..ak_ 1 >R a, . ..ak-lak. 
assume (by contradition) that a,. . . ok_] =Ra] . ..akP]ak. By the claim there exists UES 
such that ua] . . . akm, = e(ak_ ]). Hence (multiplying ‘=R’ by U): e(ak-])=Re(ak-])ak= 
ak (e(ak _,)a, =ak since e(ak_ ,)>Rak by the previous fact). This however con- 
tradicts e(+ ] ) >R ak . 
To show a] . ..$+h >aa] . ..ak+hak+h+]. we use the equalities of this corollary 
which have already been proved: a, . ..ak+h=a]...ak. and so al . ..ak+hak+h+] = 
a, . . . akak+h+]. So assume (by contradiction) that ~7, . ..~=~a] ...c~~Q~+~+, . Then 
(since a] . ..ak’Le(ak) by the ChiIII): e(ak)~Re(ak)‘ak+h+]=ak+h+] (indeed 
e(ak)‘ak+h+] =ak+h+] since by the fact e(@k)>R++h+]). So e(ak)‘sak+h+]. But 
this contradicts the fact that e(ak)>a ak+h+ 1. 
This proves the corollary. 0 
So far we have only studied the factorization s = a] . . . aJgj bj . . . b] around the in- 
versions. The orderly case also has interesting properties. 
Fact. If (for 14 k <j) e(+) >R ak+ , (OKh-/J CL@, then e(ak) E Ek . 
Proof. Suppose (by contradiction) that e(ak) has J-depth at least k+ 1. Then 
e(ak)EU;zk+, &csk+le But now we have a contradiction: since ok+] is R- 
maximal in Sk+ ] We Cannot have e(ffk) >K ok+, if e(ak) alSO belongs to Sk+, . 3 
Let us now study under what condition the 2,-order nl . . . ok+ al . . . akak+ , is 
strict (>R). 
Fact. If a,...a,>,al...akak+,, then e(ak)>Kak+] (orderly case), and ak+] does 
not lie within an inversion gap (there exists no inversion e(a;) sR a;, 1 with gap m 
such that i+ 1 skri+m). 
PrOOf. If We had e(ak)lR ak+], then (inversion) we would have a] . ..ak=a]...akak+. 
(by the corollary). 
If ak+, lies in an inversion gap, then to0 a] . . . ak = a] . . . &&+ 1 . 0 
The converse of this fact also holds, but we need the following lemma first to 
prove it: 
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Lemma. zf e(ak) >R ak+ ] (orderly case) and ak+ , does not lie within the gap of an 
inversion, then a, . ..ak’Le(ak) and al . ..akak+] ‘Le(ak+,). 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of the claim that appears in the last 
corollary. Let e(a,) iR a, + 1 be the nearest inversion left of ok+, (with gap m). 
Then a,...a,+,a,+,+,...ak~Le(a,+,)‘a,+,+,...ak (by the Claim). Moreover, 
since e(a,) IR a, + 1 is the nearest inversion, all the relations further right (between 
m+n and k+ 1) are orderly: e(a,+,)>Ran+m+,=Le(a,+,+,)>R... >Rak”,_ 
e(ak)>R a,+ I =Le(ak+ 1). Therefor (by a proof scheme applied already many 
times): e(a,+,)‘a,+,+,...ak=a,+,+,...ak~L... ~Le(ak~,)ak=ak’Le(ak). Thus 
al... ak “Le(ak). Similarly a,. . . akak+l ‘L@k+I) (since @k)>R ak+l>- 0 
Now we can prove: 
Fact. Zf e(ak) >R ak + 1 (orderly case) and a k+ , does not lie within any inVeiTiOn gap 
(i.e. ak+, is neither at an inversion nor inside an inversion gap), then a, . ..ak >R 
a,... akak+l. 
A Iso: J-depth(a, . . . ak) = k and J-depth(a, . . . ak ak + , ) = J-depth(a, + , ). 
Proof. Suppose (by contradiction) that a, . . . ak=Ra, . . . akak+ I. Then, since by the 
lemma a, . . . ak=Le(ak), We obtain: e(ak) ‘a e(ak)ak+ , . Thus (since e(ak) >a ok+ 1 
imphes e(&)++, =++,): e(ak)“a ak+, , which contradicts the assumption that 
@k)>R ak+l. 
By the lemma: a, . . . ak’Le(ak). Also by one of the previous facts, e(&) E Ek. 
Thus J-depth(a, . . . ok) = k. 
Also by the lemma a, . . . akak+l’Le(ak+l), and of course e(ak+,)‘Lak+,. so 
a, . . . akak+,eLak+, and hence the fact follows. 0 
Corollary. Zf a,...ak~Ra,...akak+,, then a,...ak=a,...akak+, and ak+, is in an 
inversion gap. 
Proof. If a, . ..ak=aa. . . . &ok+, and e(ak)la ak+, (inversion), then ak+, =ek+,[e(ak)], 
and hence a,...ak=a,...akak+, and ak+, is in an inversion gap. If e(ak)>a ak+ 1 
then(bytheabovefact)a,...ak>,a,...akak+,, which contradicts our assumption 
that a, . ..ak’aa. . ..akak+ 1. 0 
Now we can prove that the R-chain is dense. 
Proposition. The R-chain a, ?R a, a2+ .** ?R a, . . . Uj_ , zR S is dense for the R- 
order of S (i.e. there exist no XE S and no k, 1% k< j such that al . . . ak>R x>R 
a, . . . akak+l). 
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Proof. Suppose (by contradiction) that there exists OES such that ai . ..a. >a 
a, . . . aku>RaI...akak+l. Then, since here a, . . . ak>R aI . . . akak+ 1 we have (by the 
last lemma and the fact preceding it): e(ak)>R ak+ 1 and a, . . . akEL e(ak) E Ek. 
Therefore (by a reasoning often made on the last few pages): e(ak) >R e(ak) . v >R 
e(ak).ak+l=4+I. 
1 claim that e(&) . v is R-equivalent to an element w that belongs to S,, , . 
Let us factor e(ak)‘v in SCIMS as a;...a~a~+l...g’...b~+lb~...b~. Moreover 
e(ak)v=a;...a~a;+l...g’...b~+16~...b;i,a;...a~a;+,...g’...b~+l(Ra;...a~+l...g’. But 
(recall the proof of ‘SCIMS’): e&).v=aa;...g’Hence e(ak).v=Ra;...aLaL+l...g’= 
w, where g’EG,, for some e’ElJi2k+l E,. 
Thus w = e(ak) . w. e’ where e(ak) and e’E Ui2k E,. So w EEkSEk (since every 
element of lJirk Ej is c,-below an element of Ek). Also we lJeEEA G,, since 
W=ae(ak).v and e(ak).v<Re(ak)EEk. So e(ak) . v is at a J-depth at least k + 1. 
Therefore, wESk+l=EkSEI(-U,EEk G,. 
Now we have e(ak) >a w >a ok+ 1 (since w “R e(ak) . v), where w E Sk+, . This is 
a contradiction, since ak+ 1 is R-maximal in Sk+, (so it is impossible to have 
W>Rak+l in Sk+,). q 
Although density was intuitively expected, we had to go through the whole 
previous analysis to prove it. 
The following fact is not surprising either: 
Proposition. The sequence of inversion gaps in the factorization of s is exactly the 
sequence of non-zero gaps R-above s (i.e. the nth inversion gap when going left 
in the factorization of s, is equal to the nth non-zero J-gap in the R-chain 
aI?RaIa2+ ‘*. ?R s). 
Proof. Since the R-chain a, + ala2 ?R”’ ?R a, . ..aj- I zR s is dense for the 
R-order of S, any J-gap R-above s is of the form J-depth@, . . . akak+ 1) - 
J-depth(a, . ..ak)-1. for some k, 15k5j-1, in case a,...ak>,al...akak+1. By 
what was proved in the last few facts, this implies that a,. . . ak =L e(ak) >R ak+, zL 
e(ak+,)=,_a, ...akak+. , and that e(ak) EEk. Therefore J-depth(a, . ..akak+t)= 
J-depth(e(ak+,)) and J-depth(a, . ..a.) = k. Thus J-depth(a, . ..~~a~+~) - 
J-depth(a, . . . a,) - 1 = J-depth(e(ak+ i)) - (k + 1); if this number is non-zero, then by 
a previous fact e(ak+ 1 ) sR ak+2 (inversion), and the number is precisely equal to 
the inversion gap. 0 
The analysis of the R-chain a, ?R a, a2 ?R”’ zR s can be summarized in Figs 1 
and 2. 
From a purely graphical point of view one goes from Fig. 2 to Fig. 1 by ‘in- 
tegrating’ with respect to rnin (i.e. one moves from left to right taking always the 
minimum of all the J-depths already seen). 
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a, a-a, a,. .a, 
J al...ak (1 5 k 5 j) 
nts (Jdepth(al.. .ak) 
tly those elements 
of inversion gaps or 
d of inversion gaps 
j 
Jdepth(al.. .ak) 
(1 5 k 5 j) 
Fig. 1. The products al ok (lsksj) versus their J-depth. 
A remark is in order regarding the possible sizes of gaps in the R-chain 
a, La ala2 zR... TR al . . . Uj( ‘R S). 
We have the following formula: 
;irJ-gap(a...ai_r LRUI...a;_,ai)+j=J-depth(s) 
(= J-depth(al...aj)) 
(where, for i=l, al... ai_, denotes the identity 1 of S1 ). 
The proof is immediate from Figs 1 and 2. 
Another consequence of the figures (and what we proved) is that inversion gaps 
cannot overlap (i.e. no inversion e(ak) <a ak+ I can be located within the inversion 
gap of another inversion). 
Finally, a consequence of the above formula is that around the center of 
s=(a, ,... faj,gj,bj,..., b,) E SI IMS there cannot be a gap (because al . . . Uj3R s zL 
bj... b, ). More precisely, aj (and bj) is not strictly inside an inversion gap: we do 
not have e(ai) <a Uj (nor bj>,f(b,)) for any i~j. 
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Jdepth(ak) 
(1 s k 5 j) 
Fig. 2. The factors ak (l~k~j) versus their J-depth 
The right side (the b’s) of the factorization of s is analyzed in a similar way 
as we did for the left side (the a’s): one considers the L-chain S( ELbj... br)(L 
bj~,...b,~,.” ILb261~Lb], uses the J-gaps L-above s, inversions bk+, zRf(bk). 
etc. 
Regarding the general question of what remains invariant (in the representation 
of s E S as an element of IMS) if different representatives are chosen to define the 
sets E, Ak, Bk (for 15 ks.L-depth(S)), we so far have shown: 
Figs 1 and 2 are invariant (depend only on s, not on the choices). 
The R-chain of the R-classes R(a,), R(ala2), . . ..R(a....a;_,), R(s) is invariant. 
For future research : It would probably be interesting to study more deeply what 
the different possible ordered systems of idempotents E and possible sets A,, Bk 
are, and to find out what remains invariant under ‘change of coordinates’, and how 
the different representations (in different coordinates) are obtained from each 
other. 
It will be useful to have a necessary and sufficient condition for when an element 
of IMS belongs to S ( c IMS), respectively to IMS-S. 
Fact. Let w = (a,, . . . , aj, gj, bj, . . . , bl ) E IMS be such that: 
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(1) e(ak)sR ok+ 1 and bk+, &f(bk), for all k= 1, . . ..j- 1; and 
(2) gj~He(aj)=f(bj)EEjandal...aj~Lg,~R bj...b,. Then WES. Conversely, if 
w belongs to S, then it satisfies these conditions. 
Remark. From this description of S it follows that S is a ‘sequential’ subsemigroup 
(cf. Subsection 2.7) of IMS. 
The conditions e(ak) ?& ak + 1 andbk+,ZLf(bk) (for l<k<j), andgjc,e(aj)= 
f(bj), ( for a given element w = (a,, . . . , a;, gj, bj, . . . , b,) of IMS) are locally testable. 
Indeed, in order to check if the conditions do not hold for w one just has to find 
two neighboring coordinates for which the conditions fail. 
On the other hand the conditions a1 .. . aj =L gj =R bj... b, are global: to check 
whether they are true or false for w one must examine at least half of all the coor- 
dinates of w. 
Proof of the fact. That an element of S satisfies these conditions was already shown 
in the proof of ‘S c IMS’ and the subsequent analysis of gaps. 
Assume now that w E IMS satisfies the two conditions. Let s = al.. . ajgjbj.. . 6, 
(product of the coordinates in the original semigroup S), and let sk = a,. . . ajgj bj.. . bk. 
CkarlyskE&l~Ek_l (because ak,bkESkCEk&,SEI,_,). 
Like in the previous analysis, we have either e(ak)>R ak+, (orderly Case), or 
e(ak)<a ok+, = ek+ 1 [e(ak)] (inVerSiOn). Shdarly, either bk+ 1 <L f(bk), Or bk+, 2~ 
f(bk) = ek+ 1 [f(bk)] (inversion). 
We must show now that the IMS coordinates obtained by factoring s (as in the 
proof that SC IMS) are precisely aI, . . . ,aj,gjl bj, . . . , b, (hence w is the representa- 
tion in IMS of the elements SE S). 
First, a,, b, (as given) are uniquely determined by s. 
Suppose by induction that the first k - 1 coordinates al, . . . , ok- ,, bk_ 1, . . . , 6, as 
given in w are equal to the ones obtained by factoring s, and that this determines 
(cf. the proof that SC IMS) a uniqueSkESk such that s=al...ak_,Skbkml... b,. From 
the reasoning in the proof Of ‘SC IMS’ We have sk=e(ak_,)ak...ajgjbj... bkf(bk_,). 
But (cf. the previous analysis, using e(ak) %& ak+ , etc.): Now ak and bk as given 
in UJ are uniquely determined as the representative of the unique maximal R- 
reSp. L-Class Of Sk above Sk. This, inductively, leads to all the coordinates 
al ,..., a,,b, ,..., 6, , and uniquely determines ajgJ bj . This then uniquely determines 
gj (as given in w) as the group-coordinate of s (cf. the proof of ‘SC IMS’ using 
gjeHe(aj)=f(bj), or the proof of Rees’ theorem). 0 
(cl Standard set of generators of S 
It follows from the proof of ‘SC IMS’ that 
Fact. Theset Ui=, AkUUi=, BkUU~=] lJee4 G,( U (0)) (where n = J-depth(S)) 
is a set of generators for S. 
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Such a set of generators (which we will call a ‘standard set of generators’) can be 
defined for every regular semigroup (unambiguity is not needed at this point). We 
shall see later that in the non-regular case and in certain infinite cases the notion 
carries over with little change. 
It will be useful to know how the standard generators themselves are embedded 
in the iterative matrix semigroups IMS and IMS, (1 <irJ-depth(S)) (constructed 
from exactly these coordinate sets). 
An element akEAk will be represented as follows: 
Since A,cS,CE,_,SE~~,, there exists an idempotent ek_, E EkkI such that 
ek_, >K ak. By unambiguity ek_ , is unique (given a,,). If the J-depth of ak is k, 
then ak is represented by (e, [ek_i], . . . , e,~2[ek~ll,ek-,,a,,e(ak),e(a,),e,,[e(a,)l, . . . , 
e,[e(ak)]) (the overbarred element is the group coordinate, in the middle). If 
the J-depth of ak is k+ h (inversion with gap h> I), then ak is represented by 
(elk-ll,..., ek~~[ek-ll,ek~I,ak,ek+IIe(a~)l,...,ek+h+l Mak )I, 4akh e(ak), @k), 
ek+h-l[e(ak)lr ...tek[e(ak>lt ...,el[e(ak)b 
The embedding of an element bk E B, into IMS is similar. 
An element g E G,, where e E Ek, will be represented as (e, [e], . . . , ek_ , [e], e, g, e, 
e,_,[el,...,e,tel,..., e,[e]) E IMS. Within IMS;, with irk, the representation of g 
will be (e,[e], . . . . ek-~[el,e,~,e~ek~,[el,...~ej[el). 
This way, in particular the disjoint union of groups T,=U,,E, G,U {0} is 
embedded in IMS, (for iz k) in a unique way. 
In the next two sections we define the multiplication in IMS by giving the group 
action and the structure matrices (see also the end of Subsection 3.3 for a general 
overview of the proof). 
3.8. Group actions of IMS 
We need the following property: 
Lemma. Let S be a finite regular semigroup which is unambiguous except at 
zero. Let E be an ordered system of idempotents for S, and let the sets A, and 
B, (k=l,..., J-depth(S)) be chosen as in Subsection 3.5 (construction of IMS as a 
set). 
Let gEG, where eEE,, and let aX-+,EAk+, be such that e>Rak+,. Then 
(I) g’ak+l is also R-maximal in S,,,, and g.ak+,Er,ak+,, and e>Rg.aki ,. 
(2) There exists a unique element a;+, E A, + , such that g. a,; + , =H a; + , and 
ai+I=Lak+, 60 e(ak+l)=dai+,)h 
(3) It _foNows that there exists an element g’E G,r where f = e(a, + ,) = e(aL + ,), 
such that g’ak+I=ai+,=ai+,‘g’. This element g’ in Gf is unique (given g and 
ax_+- ,). It fottows C&O that the group Gs depends only on ak+ , (not on g). 
Proof. (1) Thatg.ak+,~,ak+,isobvious(sincee>,a,+,,soea,+,=a,+,,hence 
g-‘gak+I=eak+I=ak+I). 
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Suppose (by contradiction) that g. ak+ 1 is not R-maximal in Sk+, . Then there 
exists x~S~+t with x>,gea,+, , hence g-’ .x+ak+, (since gelgak+, =ak+,). 
Also g-‘xe S,, ], since g -’ E G,, e E Ek. If we prove that this ‘ zR’ is strict (i.e. that 
g -‘. x>~ uk+ ,), then we have a contradiction with the fact that ak+ , is R-maximal 
in S,,, . 
Let us prove that gP1.x>aak+,. Assume (by contradiction) that g-’ . x=~ ak+ , , 
hence (multiplying on the left by g): exzR g. ak+ 1. If now we prove that e-x=x, 
then we get x=R gak+ 1, which contradicts the initial assumption that x>R gak+, . 
Let us prove that ex=x. We have x>ag’ak+t and e+ gak+, (‘a ex), hence by 
unambiguity x5, e. Moreover e is J-maximal, hence R-maximal, in S, (since 
e E Ek) while x belongs to Sk+ 1 (hence has J-depth at least k + 1). Therefore e>R x, 
hence ex = x. 
Let US finally prove that e>, g. ok + 1 . Since e>R ak+ , , We have (mUltiplying On 
the left by g): gr, g* ak+ 1. Also eEHg, so e+ g. ok+, . Moreover we cannot have 
e’ag’ak+t since e>aak+l (strict), and ak+t=Lg’ak+t. 
(2) Since g ’ ak+ 1 is R-maximal in Sk+ 1 there is a unique representative a;,, E 
A k+ 1 of this maximal R-class. So gak+ I ‘R a;+, . Moreover ak+ 1 =Lg. ok+ 1 (as 
proved in (1)) so ak+ , EJ a;+ 1. Hence ok+, EL ai+ 1, since within a J-class the 
representatives of maximal R-classes are L-equivalent (recall the contruction of 
IMS, in Subsection 3.5). Now, finally we have aL+1 =Lak+l’Lg’ ak+l, thus 
ajl+,=L gak+]. This proves gak+t=HaL+t. 
(3) Since g. ok + , eH a;+, there exists an element x E S,, 1 such that gak+ 1 = 
a;+ ,x. Moreover a k+l=ak+lf and 4+1=4+lf, Where f=e(ak+l>=&h+l). 
Therefore gak+ 1 = ai+ 1 . fxf. Now fxf belongs to the J-class of gak+ t( sJ f), and 
fxflH f. Hence fxflH f. But the H-class off is precisely the group Cf. 
Uniqueness of g’E Gf: Suppose a;+ I . g’= a;+ t . g”, where g’, g” E Cf. Let u E S 
be such that ~.a;+~ =f (since a;+l=L f=e(a i,,)). Then (multiplying the equality 
by u on the left) f. g’=f’. g”, so g’=g” (since f is the identity of the group). q 
We only stated the lemma for the ‘A’s’ (e>R a, etc.). The symmetric properties 
hold for the ‘B’ s’ (b<,e, etc.). 
Thanks to this lemma we will be able to define the functions y corresponding to 
the group actions (cf. Subsections 2.4 and 2.7). 
Definition of the actions and the y’s 
Consider k with 15 klj- 1, and let rk be the O-disjoint union of the groups G,, 
eEEk. Let us define the O-disjoint UIIiOn Of @traIISfOrInatiOn groups (rk,Ak+ 1) 
and (B,++ 1, &), and the functions (gk, a,++,) e (&- (0)) xAk+ I+ Y&,t+ 11, and 
(bk+l,gk)EBk+lX(rk-{O})-‘(bk+l)gkY. 
The elements Ygn(ak+t) and (bk+t)&Y belong to lJizk+t lJeEE, Gp”‘= 
U ,zk+l <‘k’-{0}, where GLk) resp. 4 (k’ is the standard copy (as described in 
Subsection 3.7(c)) of G, (resp. 6) within LMSk+, + rk+ 1. 
An element g E G, (where e E E, and il k + 1) is embedded in IMS,+, + r,+ , as 
(ek++% . . . . ei-ltel,e,g,e,ei-l[el,..., ek+2[e]) if rkc2, and as g itself if gErk+t - (0). 
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Definition. For g E G, , e E Ek and ak + 1 E Ak + , , as in the above lemma, we define 
the left action as follows: 
0 (undefined) if g PPR ak+, , 
g*ak+l = 
i 
ai+LEAk+l if g>Rak+l (where a;,, is the unique 
element of Ak+, given in the lemma, 
with a;+,EHg’ak+l). 
Similarly, for g E G,, e E Ek and bk+ , E Bk + , define the right action by 
0 (undefined) if bk+, Qg, 
b k+l*g= hi+, EBk+, if bk+ 1 <L g (where b;, I is the 
unique element of Bk + 1 such that 
&+l=Hbk+l.g). 
The elements yg(ak+ , ) and (bk+ 1 ), y are defined as follows: 
Definition. Let ak + , have J-depth k + h, where h 2 1; assume g >R ak + , . 
If h = 1, then yg(ak+ ,) is the element g’( E rk+ I - (0)) of the lemma (so g. ak+ 1 = 
a~+l’v,(ak+l)=(g*ak+,)‘~~(ak+l)). 
If h>l, let g’EG&&+h- (0) be the group element of the lemma, (where 
f=e(ak+l)=e(ai+l)); then define Yg(ak+l)=(ek+2[flj . . ..ek+h-l[fl.f,g’,~ek+h~l[fl, 
. ..) ek+z[f]) E IMSk+2 (i.e. the element g’E Gf is embedded into IMSk +z). 
The definition of (bk+,)gy is analogous. 
We only define ys(ak+ 1) (resp. (bk+ l),y) when g>R ak+ 1 (resp. bk+, <Lg), and in 
this case the elements y,(a) and (b),y belong to groups depending only on a, 
respectively 6. The other case will not occur in the IMS, and so Yg(ak+]) can be 
chosen arbitrarily when g >R ak + I . 
Remark. For each ak+, EA~+~ (for 1 rklj- l), there exists a unique group G, 
such that e>Rak+I and e E Ek (by unambiguity). 
Fact. For all g,hEG, (where eeE,), aeAk+,, bEBk+,: g*(h*a)=(gh)*a and 
(b*g)*h = b*(gh). 
Proof. We only prove the ‘a-case’ (the b-case is similar). 
Since h and gh belong to the same group G,, we have: h >R a iff gh >R a. So 
h*a=0 iff (gh)*a=O. Hence g*(h*a)=(gh)*a=0 when h>,a. 
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Consider now the case where h>, a. Then by the lemma: h*asR ha (actually 
Go), hence (multiplying on the left by g): g(h*a)=,gha. Applying the lemma 
again we have g(h*a)=,g*(h*a), and also (gh)*a=,gha. Therefore (gh)*aER 
gha, and these two elements belong to A,, , . But in the definition of Ak+, only 
one representative was chosen for every R-class. Hence, since (gh)*a and g*(h*a) 
belong to the same R-class they must be equal. 0 
Fact. For all g,hEG, (where eEEk), aeAk+,, bEBk+,: ygh(a)=y,(h*a).yh(a) 
and (b&=(b&Y. (b*g),y. 
Proof. We only prove the ‘a-case’ (the b-case is similar). 
Since yh(a) etc. is defined arbitrarily when h >R a, we may assume that the fact 
is true in that case. 
Assume now that h >R a. By the lemma there exist h’, g’, r’E Gr such that f = e(a), 
and ha=(h*a). h’, g.(h*a)=(g*(h*a))-g’, and gha=((gh)*a).r’. By definition, 
yh(a) (respectively ygh(a) or y,(h*a)) is the embedding of h’ (resp. r’ or g’) in 
IM%+2’JG+,. 
We have then: (g*(h*a))eg’. h’=g. (h*a)- h’=gha. Also (gh)*a=g*(h*a) (by 
previous fact), and gah = ((gh) *a). r’. Therefore gha = ((gh)*a) . r’= ((gh) *a). g’h’. 
By the lemma there exists a unique element x such that gha= ((gh)*a). x (still 
assuming gh =H h >R a). Therefore r’=g’h’. 
Moreover ygh(a), y,(h *a), y,(a) are the unique embeddings of r’, g’, h’ into 
IMSk+r U r,. Also this embedding is a homomorphism from S into IMS; when one 
considers only elements of 4 (i = 1,2, . ..). this is easy to see directly from the defini- 
tion of the structure matrices. (It will be proved later in the genera1 case.) 
The fact then follows. C! 
3.9. Structure matrices of IMS 
The matrix Ck+,:Bk+,~Ak+l-‘IMSk+2 + r, + , (where k> 0) is defined next. 
Let bk+,EBk+, and ak+lEAk+l. Then the product bk+,.ak+, belongs to 
E~+,SE~+,=&+z U UeeEA,, G,, because bk+,=f(bk+,)-bk+, and ak+l=ak+l-e(ak+l) and 
f(bk+J, e(ak+JE U i2k+l E;. If S has a zero it could also happen that bk+, . ak+,=O. Let 
[bh+, . a,,,] denote the representation of the element bk+l. ak+l(ESk+2 U lJeeEk+, G,) 
in IMSktz + r,+ l (applying the embedding of Subsection 3.6). 
What we have in mind defining C,, 1 is that the multiplication of IMS, when 
restricted to the subset S of IMS, should coincide with the multiplication of S (i.e. 
should be a sub-semigroup of IMS), while the multiplication by elements not in S 
should produce 0 whenever possible. So the matrix C,, 1, when applied to (bk+ 1, 
ok + , ) EBk+ I x Ak+ , , should recognize as well as possible whether this ak+, (and 
this bk+ 1) arises from the multiplication of elements of S or of IMS-S. This in in- 
deed possible to some extent. Indeed, coordinates of elements (a,, . . . , aj, gj, bj, . . . , b,) 
of S have the following ‘local’ property: 
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For a_+, ak+ , (with 15 k< j) there exists an idempotent ek E Ek such that aklL 
ek> Rak+, . (This follows from the fact that e(ak)%R ak+, and e(ak)lHek[e(ak)] =ek, 
hence ek [e@k 11 >R ok + 1 by unambiguity. Recall the analysis of gaps etc. of Subsec- 
tion 3.7(b)). Similarly for bk+,, bk there eXiStS ek E Ek such that bk + 1 <L ek ?R bk . 
This, finally, motivates the following definition (the full justification will come 
from the results and the proof in the next two subsections): 
Definition. For kr 1 define 
I 
[bk+l’ak+,l if (~ekEEk):bk+l<Lek>Rak+l, 
Ck+l@k+laak+1) = ’ 
otherwise (i.e. if bk+ , . ak+ 1 = 0 
or if there is no ekEEk such 
that bk+, <Lek>Rak+l) 
Moreover (for ‘k = 0’) define 
Cl(bl,a,) = [b, + a,] (which is OE IMS, if b,. a, =OES). 
(Recall that by [bk+l . ++,I we denote the representation of bk+, . ak+] in 
IMSk+l + rk+ 1 according to the embedding of Subsection 3.6.) 
Remark. The case of k=O is special because bl, a, are L-maximal, resp. R- 
maximal, so there cannot be an idempotent above them. The case k = 0 can be made 
part of the general case by saying (maybe somewhat artificially) that b, <L 1 >a a,, 
where 1 is the identity element of S’ ; i.e. we would introduce E, = { 1) c S’. 
It is through the condition (&?k E Ek): bk+, <L ek>, ak+ 1, that the matrix ck+ 1 
‘recognizes’ whether we are (possibly) multiplying elements of S (rather than 
IMS-S); this will be studied in detail in Subsection 3.11. 
Given ak+, E Ak+ 1 (and bk+ 1 E B,, ,) there exists a unique idempotent ek = 
ek[ak+ ,] EEI, (IWpeCtiVdy fk=fk[bk+,] EEk) such that ek>a ak+,,fk>,_ bk+, . The 
uniqueness follows from unambiguity, the existence comes from the fact that ak+ 1 
and b/c+ 1 belong t0 L& + , and Sk+, C E,$E, . so we have, 
Fact. The condition (~ekEEk):bk+,<Lek>Rak+l is equivalent to ek[ak+,]= 
fk[bk+,]. 
Intuitively, ek[ak+ ,] represents some information about the ‘past’ of ak+ 1, the 
‘past’ Of ak+ 1 being ak; indeed ak$ ek[++ ,] if (a,, . . . ,ai,gj, bj, . . . , b,) belongs to 
S (as shown at the end of Subsection 3.7(b). 
Now the multiplication of IMS is completely defined. In the next Subsection we 
show that this multiplication is associative (linkage), and we prove that the embed- 
ding of S in IMS (given in Subsection 3.6) turns S into a subsemigroup of IMS. 
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3.10. Properties of the multiplication of IMS and of S 
(a) Linkage (associativity of the multiplication of IMS) 
We must show that for all ak+,EAk+,,bk+,EBk+,, and hk,gkETk-(0): 
(1) (bk+l)g,Y.Ck+l(bk+l*gk,ak+l)=Ck+l(bk+l,gk*ak+l)~Ygi(ak+l), 
(2) ~,,~&+J = Y,,@k*ak+l). ?+&k+d3 and (bk+l)gkhkY = (bk+l)gky- @k+l *&&Y, 
where we denote by * the group actions of (Bk+ 1, Ij,) and (Tj, Ak+ 1 ). 
From that it follows (see Subsection 2.7) that IMS is associative. 
Proof. We prove the linkage condition (1). The conditions (2) were proved at the 
end of Subsection 3.8. 
Case 1. Assume gk >,_ bk+ ]. In that case (by the way we defined the group ac- 
tions in IMS): bk+, *&’ 0, so Ck+,(bk+,*gk,ak+,)=O. If We alSO have gk>R 
%+I, then dS0 &*ak+l=@r so Ck+l(bk+l,gk * ak+ 1) = 0, and hence the linkage 
condition holds. If on the other hand gk>R ak+ 1, then (by Subsection 3.8, Lemma) 
gk>Rgk’ak+l”Hgk*ak+l~ Hence gk ‘H ek [gk * ak +, ] (where ek [gk * ak + ,I is the 
unique element of Ek that is >R gk * a k+l)* But gkfHfktbk+l] W=refk[bk+l] is 
the unique element of Ek that is >, bk + 1 ), beCaUSe&>,bk+,. Henceek[gk*ak+,]# 
fk[bk+ ,I, which implies that C k+,(bk+,,gk*ak+,)=O (by the fact at the end Of 
Subsection 3.9). So here too the linkage condition holds. 
The case where gk >R ak + , is handled in a symmetric way. 
Case 2. Assume bk+ , <L&‘, >R ok+, . Then (recall the definition of the group ac- 
tions in IMS): bk+,*gk<Lgk>Rgk*ak+,. Also, if k + h is the J-depth of ok+ ], 
then Ygk(ak+l)=(ek+2,‘..,ek+h,g~+h,ek+h,...,ek+*), where gi + ,, E G, where 
e=ek+,,= e(ak+,), and ei=ej[e(ak)] (i=k+2,...,k+h). 
We claim that Ck+,(bk+,,gk*ak+])’ y,,(ak+,) (and symmetrically also (b,+,),y. 
Ck+,(bk+, “gk,ak+,)) is the representation, in IMS,+,+rk+, , of the element 
bk+,.(gk*ak+,)*g;+/, (which iS equal t0 bk+,.gk.ak+, by Subsection 3.8). From 
this claim the linkage condition follows (since the two sides of the condition are 
embeddings in IMS of bk+ I . gk + ak+ 1, and this embedding is unique). 
We now prove the claim. 
By definition of Ck+ , , we know that Ck + , (bk+ 1, gk *ok + , ) is the representation 
in IMSk+l+rk+, of the element bk+,.(&*Q+,) (E&+&,t&&+, G,). 
Ifbk+,~(gk*ak+,)EG,forsomeeE~k+,,thenthe~-depthofak+,isk+l,and 
so Y.&k+,)=g;+/$G, (for the same + Then Ck+~(bk+,~gk*~k+l)‘~gk(~k+l) 
belongs to &.+, and iS identical with bk+, . (&*ak+,)’ &(a,+,)=b,+, ‘g,. ak+, EG,. 
If bk+l.(gk*ak+,)ESk+2, let k+h (where hzl) be the J-depth of uk+, (and of 
gk * ak+ 1). In that case, by our andySiS in Subsection 3.7(b) Of gaps etc., the 
representation in IMS, + 2 mUSt be Of the form: Ck+,(bk+,,gk*ak+,)=(bk+z,..., 
g’, . . . ya~+h+lyek+h9...3 ek+2), where ek+h=e(ak+,), and e;=e;[e(ak+,)] (i=k+2, . . . , 
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k+h; if h= 1, then the ‘e-part’ is absent). Hence Ck+i(bk+i,gk*ak+r)* y@k+,)= 
(&+2, . ..4?‘. ...,bL+h+l,ek+ht Sae9ek+2)- (ek+2, . ..~ek+h&~+h9~!h~ ..-ve,i+2)=(a~+29 . . . , 
a~,h,(a;+h+,,...,g:...,b;+h+,).g;th,e;+h,..., CT;+~). (This last equality follows 
from the definition of the structure matrix values C,(e;e;) for i = k + 2, . . . , k + h.) 
What is left now is to prove that, in general, an element (a;, . . . , g,, . . . , b;) . gi- 1 of 
IMSi+~:, represents the element ai...g,...bi.gi_, of SiUU,,, , G, (if b;<L 
gi-1). 
This is proved by induction on the length (that is n -i) of (ai,. . . , g,, . . . , b;). If 
the length is zero, then ‘(ai, . . . ,g,, . . . . bi)’ =g,, , SO the element g,giE G, and its 
representation in c_ 1 are identical. In general (ai, . . . , g,, . . . , bi) . g;_ , = (a;, (ai+ ,, . . . , 
g n, *..ybi+,)* (bi),~,y,b;*g;_,) where, as before: if bi has J-depth i+d, then 
(bi),_,y is of the form (ei+l,...,ei+d,gl+d,e;+d,...,ei+l) and (ai+l,...,gn,...,bi+l) 
is of the form (Qi+i, . . . ,ai+d, . . . ,g,, . . . , b;+d+,,ei+d, . . .. e;,,). NOW (0; ,..., g,,...,b;)* 
gi-,= (a;,...,ai+dr(ai+d+,,...,gn,...rbi+d+,).gl+d,ei+d,...rei+,,b,*g;~,). 
Inductively now (since the length has decreased from n-i to n-i-d- I), 
(ai+d+, ,..., b;+d+,)‘gl+drepresents ai+d+l...gn...bi+d+,.g~+~+,. SO (ai,...,g,,..., 
bi).gi_, represents ai...ai+d+l . ..g. . . . b;+d+, .gi+d* (bi*gi_,) (the idempotents 
ei+d...ei+l are absorbed by gi+d), and gl+d. (bi * gi_ 1) = bi * gi_ 1 (by Subsection 
3.8). Thus (ai, ...yg,, ...) bi).g;_, represents a;...g,...b;.gi-,. 0 
(b) Embedding of S in IMS, as semigroups 
Fact. S is a subsemigroup of the semigroup IMS. 
Proof. From the proof (in Subsection 3.6) that S is included (as a set) in IMS we 
know that the function 
h:(a, ,..., aj,gj,bj ,..., b,)EIMS+a,...ajgjb;...b,ES 
is injective when restricted to the copy of S in IMS that we constructed. We still have 
to show that the product (in IMS) of two elements X= (a,, . . . , aj, gj, bj, . . . ,b,) and 
x’=(a; ,..., al,g,r,bl,..., 6;) is mapped to the product ai. ..ajgjbj. . . b, . a; . ..aiglb.!... b; 
in S. From the next lemma it follows that if h(x). h(x’)#O in S, then h(x). h(x’) = 
h(xx’) in S (for x,x’eIMS). 
Lemma. Let xCi, = (a;‘, . . . , aj,i,,gf), bj:‘, . . . , 6:') or = g(‘) (where i = I, . . . , n) be a se- 
quence of n elements of IMS, + r, _ , . Let sCi, = a:‘. . . aj:‘g,r” 6;:‘. . . 6:’ or = gCi). 
Suppose : 
(1) s= nl=i sci)#O. (Remark: The element s belongs to skU UeeEk_, G,. Let j 
be the J-depth of s in S.) 
(2) C,(bi) a(‘+ ‘, , k ) # (resp. b,$‘<,g,itl, or gW >R a(i + 1) or gW~Hg(i+,)) for 
i=l ,...,n-1. 
Then the product ny=, x(j) ( E IMSk + &, ) is the representation of s. 
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Proof. Induction on j - k (where j = J-depth(s) and k is such that for all i = 1, . . . , n: 
s(~)WJU~~~~_, Gel. 
If j-k = - 1, then all the elements are of the form g(‘, E& I (so j= k- 1) for 
i=l , . . . , n. Then actually all the elements belong to the same G, (for some etzEk_,), 
otherwise the product nl=, g(‘, in S would have J-depth bigger than k - 1 (the 
elements would belong to different J-classes at the same J-depth). Hence nr=, g”’ 
considered in IMS, + r,_ I is identical with nl=, g,‘, considered in Sk IJ 
U G. PEEA&, 
Suppose the lemma holds for values up to (but excluding) j- k, and assume now 
j-kr0. Then 
ii 
i=l 
x(i) = ;o, (ai!,, . . . , a;;), g,s”, $‘, . . . , b!‘) 
= (p (p 
k ’ k+ I,..., u;;),g;,l),bj(,l) ,..., bi’l,) 
Remark. We only consider the case where each x@) is of the form x,‘)= (a!), . . . , 6:‘). 
The case where some elements are of the form x(‘, = g(‘, = s(‘, E r,_ , - { 0} causes no 
new problem. 
Let us check that the hypotheses (1) and (2) (with smaller values of ‘j-k’) now hold 
for the product 
bi,+;‘)). 
(at:, , . . . , g,‘,,,)... , bri,). n,“_,’ (C,(bi!‘, a!“,). (uf:;‘, . . . ,gj+T,‘!.. , 
(1) The product in S of all these factors is a;:, . . . bi,:, . fly:,’ (b!$)at+,). 
(i+ I) 
ak+l *.. k+l b”+ ‘I), which is a factor of s (s is obtained from it by multiplying on the 
left by a;’ and on the right by bf’). Hence this product cannot be zero (if it were, 
s would be equal to ak (‘I. 0. bp’=O, but we assumed s#O). 
(2) Let C,(bc’ d’+‘) , k )=(a;+ ,,..., bi,,) or =gi. We must show that Ck+,(bti,, 
uL+,)#O and Ck+,(bA+,,af:,,))#O, respectively bti,<,gi and g;>aafl,,). 
Let us show C,+,(bf;,,‘,ai+,)#O. Here ai,, is the representative of the max- 
imal R-class of S,, 1 R-above bf’. aft ‘) (by the definition of C, + 1 (b$‘, ak (I+ 1’)). 
Also qJf(bt’)] +,f(b”‘) 3 b(‘) > b(‘)#+ ‘) 
a;+, . We also have bf\, 
R k Rkk 7 hence by unambiguity: ek[f(b$‘)] >R 
<,_ ek [ f(b[‘)], by a general property of the representation 
in IMS of elements of S (see e.g. the fact at the end of Subsection 3.7(b)). Therefore, 
by the definition, Ck+ I (bf’, 1, a;+, ) is just the representation in iMSk+ 2 + rk+, of 
the element b$!, .a;+, ES. Moreover b(,‘),,ai+, #O since it is a factor of s, and 
S#O. 
The proofs that Ck+ ,(b~+,,a~~,,))#O, or that b $‘+, <,gi and gi>a af,‘,,’ are 
similar. 
This shows that hypotheses (1) and (2) of the lemma hold for this new product. 
Moreover, j- k has been replaced byj’-(k+ 1) (where j’ is the J-depth of this par- 
ticular factor ofs, hencej’sj). So j’- (k+l)<j-k. Hence this product (by induction) 
represents the element a!;, . . . g(,” . . . bfi, . n:r,’ (bt' . a:+‘, . Q:::’ . . . g,‘,‘,:!!. bt:;‘) E 
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S. Therefore (a:), (a(‘) k+lr...,#il). ny:llCk(b, ,ak 
represents RYE l at) . . . gjf!.. 
(j) (‘+I)). (a~~,t:),...,6~::)),b~)) 
bt’( E S). This proves the lemma. 0 
The next lemma implies that if h(x). h(Y) = 0 in S, (for X,X’E IMS), then x. x’= 0 
in IMS. 
Lemma. Let x(j) = (a(‘) 
quence of elements 
sk”u,,, , G,. 
Proof. Induction on m =length(nr=, x(j)). We keep n variable. (The length of an 
element of IMSk U r,_ 1 was defined at the end of Section 2.) 
If m = 0, then all the elements x(j) are of the form g(‘)E rk_ 1 . Since n:=, x(‘)#O, 
all elements g”’ (i = 1 , . . . , n) must belong to a same group G, (e E Ek_ ,), hence 
II:=, XC’)= n:‘=, g(i)= H” , lS(i)#OinS. 
Suppose the lemma holds for all lengths cm, where now m >O. Then fl:=, x(‘) = 
(a:‘), (0;: I, . . . , g:,“, . . . , bi’i I) . n?,,’ (C&t’, ak(‘+ I’) . (af::), . . . ,gj’,:: I), . . . , bt,+:‘)), 
bf’). Since ny=, x(‘)#O, the center product is (ayl,, . . . , gJr]‘, . . . , by:,). n:zl (Ck(bi!‘, 
.;+‘)). (c/$$‘, . . . ,g;_:n, . ..) 
So by induction p=a!‘) 
b,$$))) #O. Moreover fy; ;hi;,product the length is m-l. 
A + , . . . gj,]’ . . . 6!1, . n::: bd a; (;+I) (;+I) ‘ak+l . ..gj.,, ... k+l 
b(ii I)_+0 
(hire we use also’the fact that, if Ck(6~‘,a~!+‘))#O, then Ck(bti),$+‘)) is just the 
representation in IMSkUTh of bt)at~+ ‘)ES~ U lJeEEn , G,). Moreover since s(I)= 
(1) (1) 
uk uk+ I .*-gj, (1) ... q,qE Q(I) L k+ 1 . . . gj,‘) . . . 61]’ and s(“‘= a?) . . . g,j:) . . . 6l’l, (by the 
embedding of S in IMS, see Subsection 3.6), we get ny=, s(‘)=,p#O hence 
fly=, s”‘#o. 0 
Remark. Not only did we show that S and its copy in IMS are isomorphic semi- 
groups, but also Sj (respectively EjSEj = S;, , U lJeEE, G,) is isomorphic to its copy 
in IMSi (resp. IMS,, , + c). 
In the next section we prove the various special properties of the embedding of 
S in IMS that were mentioned in the statement of the Synthesis Theorem in Subsec- 
tion 3.3 (see also the end of Subsection 3.3 for an overview of the entire proof). 
3. Il. Deeper study of the embedding SI IMS 
What one would like, ideally, is that (IMS-S) U (0) (i.e. the complement of S in 
IMS, including the zero) be a nilpotent ideal of IMS. In this construction I could 
not obtain that much; nevertheless it might be possible to prove the Synthesis 
Theorem with that strong a property. A weaker form of this is given in the next pro- 
position. 
First a few definitions. 
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(1) If T is a semigroup and Z is an ideal of T, then the semigroup (T-Z) U (0) 
(whose multiplication is: t, * t, = the product tl tz in T if t, t2 $ Z, and t, . t2 = 0 if 
tl t2 EZ for the multiplication in T) is called the Rees quotient semigroup and 
denoted T/Z. We have the following surjective morphism: T -+ T/Z defined by t + t 
if t6Z and t+O if tEZ. 
(2) If 9: T, -++ T2 is a surjective morphism, then 9 is ‘1 : IH’ (one to one on H) 
iff 9 is injective when restricted to any H-class of T, . 
v, is called J iff 9-’ preserves the J-order of T2 (i.e. the inverse image of any J- 
class of T2 is a unique J-class of T,; it follows that Jr, J’ for J-classes in T2, im- 
plies (J)(o-’ sJ(J’)9-’ in TI). 
9 is called J’ iff the inverse image under 9 of any regular J-class of T, contains 
just one regular J-class (together with any number of non-regular J-classes) of T, . 
(One could say, 9-l preserves the J-order of T2 restricted to the regular J-classes.) 
For more information on these properties of homomorphisms see [4,13]. 
(3) If T is any finite semigroup (not necessarily regular) and if E(T) is the set of 
all idempotents of T, then E(T) is called the reduction of T (if T is regular then 
E(T). T. E(T) = T, as is easy to prove). 
Let E be a set of idempotent representatives of those regular J-classes of T that 
are J-maximal within the set of regular J-classes (not necessarily maximal within all 
J-classes). (I.e. for every regular J-class of T which has no other regular J-class J- 
above one chooses one idempotent and puts it into E.) Then E. T. E is called the 
E-reduction of T. 
Proposition. Let S be a finite regular unambiguous (except at 0) semigroup, and let 
IMS be the iterative matrix semigroup that we constructed. Then there exist 
subsemigroups (I and V of IMS such that 
SI Us I/SIMS, 
with the following additional properties: 
(I) N= (IMS- V) U (0) is a nilpotent ideal of IMS, of index 3 (in fact IMS . N. 
IMS = {0}, i.e. the product of any three elements of IMS of which the middle one 
belongs to N, is zero). Also n2 = 0 for all n EN. Moreover VU (0) is isomorphic to 
the Rees quotient semigroup IMS/N. 
(2) S is a homomorphic image of V, h : V + S. The map h is the identity when 
restricted to the subsemigroup S of V. Moreover h is 1 : 1 H and J ‘. Zf i : S G V is 
the embedding map of S into V, then i. h = identity on S (composing morphisms left 
to right). So S is a retract of V. 
(3) U is the set of regular elements of V (so, the regular elements of Vform a 
semigroup). S is a homomorphic image of U under h /o (h restricted to the 
subsemigroup U of V). Moreover h 1 u is 1 : 1H and J, and h 1 u is the identity when 
restricted to the subsemigroup S of U. 
(4) Wealso haveSeIMS.S=SU{O} (andalso U.IMS.U=UU{O}, V.IMS. 
V= VU(O), and CJ. V.U=U, Se V.S=S.U.S=S). 
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If S is a monoid with identity 1, then 1. IMS . 1 = S U {O}. 
The reduction of IMS is UU (0) ( i.e. UU {O} =E(IMS) . IMS .E(IMS), where 
E(IMS) is the set of all idempotents of IMS). If E is the ordered system of idem- 
patents ( c S) chosen for the construction of IMS, then E. IMS . E = E. S. E U (0) = 
E,. S. E, U (0) (where we identify S and E with their copies in IMS), so the 
E,-reduction of IMS coincides with the El-reduction of SU {O}; in both cases E, is 
a set of idempotent representatives of the highest (in the J-order) among the regular 
J-classes (every regular element of S or IMS is <,-below an element of E,). 
For any idempotents e, f E S we have: eSf = eUf = eVf and eS”f = e. IMS. f. So 
the homomorphisms mentioned above are ‘local isomorphisms’. 
In summary: 
UI VI IMS and U” I V” = IMS/N++ IMS 
Corollary. S and IMS have the same semigroup complexity. 
Semigroup complexity (introduced by Rhodes) is defined in [ 13, 191, e.g. The cor- 
ollary holds because (1) the map h : V ++ S, being 1 : IH, preserves complexity, (2) 
V and V” = VU { 0} have the same complexity, (3) IMS/N and IMS have the same 
complexity if N is an ideal containing no non-trival group. See e.g. [13, 191 for more 
explanations. 
Another proof that S and IMS have the same complexity comes from the 
Rhodes-Tilson reduction theorem (see [18,19]): E, . IMS . E, . = El . S. E, U { 0) is 
the E,-reduction of both IMS and SU (0}, hence (since by the reduction theorem 
a semigroup and its E,-reduction have the same complexity) IMS and SU (0) have 
the same complexity. Moreover S and SU (0) have the same complexity (for every 
finite semigroup S). 
In the following proof we shall first define V, h, and U. Then we show that 
(1) The complement of P’ (with 0 added) is a nilpotent ideal, 
(2) V and U are semigroups and h : V-+ S is a homomorphism, 
(3) No element of V-U is regular, 
(4) U is regular, 
(5,6) The map h IL/: U-+Sisl:lH+J,andh:V+Sisl:lH+J’,andSisa 
retract of U and of V, 
(7) S.IMS.S=SU{O}, and the reduction properties hold. 
Proof of the proposition. Let us first define U and V: V is the set of those elements 
of IMS of the form (a,, .., , aj, gj, b,, . . . , 6,) that satisfy 
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(1) (%~L)ekk(%)] >R%+l andbk+l<Lek[f(bk)](lRbk)fork=l,...,j-1, and 
(2) ejMq)l =:H gj”H ejt_f(bj)l ( or equivalently by unambiguity: aj lLgj >R bj). 
(For the notation, recall the definition of IMS. So ek[e] is the unique idempotent 
in Ek which is +-above e, etc.). If S contains 0, then also OE V. 
U is the set of those elements of V which (in addition to the defining properties 
of V) satisfy (in the above notation): a, . . . aj=L gj “R bj... bl . If S contains 0, then 
also 0 E U. 
We have UC VC IMS (as sets), by the definition. 
We have SC U (as sets). This follows from the fact at the end of Subsection 
3.7(b). (Condition (1) of that fact implies (1) above, by unambiguity, but is not 
equivalent to it. Condition (2) of the fact is the same as the above condition (2) + 
the additional condition for Cr.) 
V is defined by locally testable conditions on the coordinates of the element w of 
IMS. The conditions used in V are a weaker form of the locally testable conditions 
characterizing elements of S within IMS (see the fact and remark near the end of 
Subsection 3.7(b)). 
LI is defined by adding to the definition of V the global condition of S. 
Let US also define the function h : I’++ S by (01, .. . , aj,gj, bj, . . . , b,) ++ 0, . . . ajgjbj.. .bl 
(product of the coordinates). 
We now prove the various parts of the proposition. 
Claim 1. Let N= (IMS- V) U (0). Then IMS. N. IMS = (0). In fact for every ele- 
mentnEN, wehaven.IMS={O} orIMS.n={O}. Hencen2=0forallnEN. In 
particular N is a nilpotent ideal of IMS, of index 3 (i.e. N3 = (0)). 
Proof. Let n=(a, ,..., aj,gj,bj ,..., 6, ) E IMS- V and assume that there exists no ele- 
ment e in Ek (for some k= 1, . . . ,j- 1) such that aksr e>aak+ 1 or assume that 
a, SLgj. (Symmetrically we could assume, by the definition of V and IMS- V, that 
for some k, no element e exists in Ek such that bk+l <LerRbk, or assume that 
gj~R bj.) We shall prove that in that case IMS. n = (0) (in the symmetric case we 
have n . IMS = {O}). 
Case where for some k, there is no eE Ek with aksLe>,a,+, . Then, if x is any 
element of IMS, the computation of the product x. n will lead either to (.. . , . . . . 
c/J..., ak).(ak+,,...,gj,..., bk+,),bk,...,b,) or to (.--,..: Y,..(a,).(ak+,,...,gj,..., 
bk+,hbk,..., 6,). Moreover, Ck(... , ak) resp. y.,.(ak) are either equal to some 
g;EG, where e=e(uk)EEk, or C,+(..., ak) resp. ~,..(a~) are of the form (... , ,Ok+ ]) 
wherePk+,~fG+l and&+,% e(+) (SO Pk+, $_ek[e(uk)] by unambiguity). In any 
case x.n=O: If Ck(..., ak) resp. Y,.,(Q) are equal to gk, then g;. (ak+r,...)=O 
because g; ‘H e(&) = ek [e(&)] 3 a 0 k+t (see the definition of the group actions). If 
G,(.**, ak) reSp. y,,.(uk) are Of the form (...) Pk+ t), then (... ,,8k+ 1). (ok+ t, . ..) =O, 
since ~k+l(~k+lr~k+l)=% Sincefk(Pk+l)=ek[e(ak)l%ak+l)- 
Case where aj fr gj . The product X. n will lead either to (. . . , . . . . Cj(. . . , aj) . gj, bj, 
. . . . b,) or to (..., . . . * Y,.,(Qj).gj, . . . . b,). Again, Cj(...,aj) resp. ~.,.(a,) are either 
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equal to g;EG, where e=e(aj)EEj, or Cj(..., Qj) resp. Y.,,(aj) are of the form 
(...,Pj+l)wherepj+,EBj+, and bj+ I%Lc(Q~)(so bj+\<Lej[e(Qj)] by unambiguity). 
If c/J..., Uj) resp. Y,,,(aj) are equal to gj, then g;. gj=O because g,!EHe(aj)EL 
uJ"Lgj so gjlsHgj. 
If c/J..., aj) resp. Y,.,(Q~) are of the form (..., b,+i), then (..., /?j+,).gj=O 
because p’+ 1 CL gj (otherwise p’+ 1 <I_ gj and p’+ 1 <L ej [e(aj)] would imply (aj sr) 
e;[e(aj)J =r gj, contradicting the assumption aI sL gJ . q 
Claim 2. V and U are closed under the multiplication of IMS. And: the surjective 
function h : I/+ S is a homomorphism. 
Proof. Let us first define V, as a subset of IMSk, where k= 1, . . . , J-depth(S) (by 
the same conditions that defined V inside IMS), and similarly define the function 
hk:Vk+(rk~,-{o})~SkUUe~E~~, G. 
That Vk+rk_, and vk (and in particular V) are semigroups, and that h and h, 
are homomorphisms follows from the next lemma: 
Lemma Let z(j) (for i = 1 
(1) ._ “.= h (z 
,...,n) belong to Vk+rk_,; so 2 (‘) is of the form (at), . . . , 
a;:“, gj,“, b:;“, .. . , bt’) or g ’ (E G, for some eE Ek_ ,). Assume: 
n )=‘I;. (i) n I I k ,+, .,L,~L 6:' f 0. (This product s belongs to 
S,U (JeEEk , G,. Let j be the J-depth of s in S). 
(2) C,(bf), ai,i+‘)) #O (resp. b$“<, g(‘+‘) or g(‘)>,at+‘) 07 g(‘),,, g”+“) for i= 
1 ,...,n-1. 
Then fly= l z(j) belongs to Vk + r,_, , and h,(fl!= z’ )=n”= h (z”‘)=s h I I (.I I I k . 
The proof of the lemma is almost identical to that of the lemma occurring in the 
fact in Subsection 3.10(b), so it will be omitted. 
Proof that U is a semigroup: consider the product of two elements of U, 
(a ,,..., aj,gj,b, ,..., b,).(a; ,..., a,!,g:,bj ,..., b;) where 01 .., aj=,gj and 
g,k,&‘...b;. 
If j = i this product is equal to 
(a ,,..., a,,g;(...)-..(...).gl,bl,..., 6;). 
The central overbarred part is equal to some element s E Sj + I U lJeEE G, (by the 
lemma of Subsection 3.10(b) and the above lemma). Here we identify/S,,. , U U G, 
with its copy in IMS,, , + r,. Moreover a, ... uj =r gj zL spa gi zR b,! ... 6;. It fol- 
lows (modulo routine details) that this product is of the form 
(a 17 .. . . aJ, . . . . a,,g,,b; ,..., b; ,..., 6;) 
with a, ... uJ . ..a.~~,g,~,b~...b(...b;. 
If j>i the product is of the form 
(a l,...,a,,(a;+,,...,gj,..., b,+l). (...) ... (...)g;, b;, . . . . 6;) 
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where the overbarred central part is equal to some element SE&+, U UecE, G, (by 
the lemmas) and siR giGR bj ... b; . 
By computing further, the product takes the form 
(a 1, ..*,Q,,Qi+,, . . . . aj,gj. (...) . . . (...) . . . (...),b;, . . . . b;, . . . . b;) 
where the overbarred central part is equal to some element s’ES~+~ U (JeEE G, 
and a, ... aj~:LgjZLS’(Rb~...bl+,.gl’RbJI +.. b,‘, I bl . . . b; . Next decomposing s’ 
(ESj+l’JUE,G,)in IMS,+l +rj we obtain a result, for the product, which belongs 
tou. q 
Claim 3. No element of V- U is regular, and the H-classes in IMS of elements in 
V- U are singletons. 
Proof. Let z=(~l,...,Uj,gj,bj,..., b,) be an element of V- U, satisfying (for 
example) a, ... aj <Lgj (the case gj >a bj me* bl is studied similarly). 
We will show that for all x E IMS, the product zxz has length strictly larger than 
j (the length of z). Therefore zxzfz, hence z cannot be regular. More strongly we 
show, that xz has length bigger thanj (by convention the element 0 E IMS has length 
03), hence xzfz. (In the case gj >R bj a.. b1 we have zx#z.) It follows that: 
For every element z of V- U, the R-class or the L-class of z (or both) are single- 
tons (hence the H-class of z is a singleton). 
To prove that the length of xz is larger than j, let x= (a;, . . . , al, gi, bl, . . . , b;) be 
an element of IMS. Certainly, if i>j, then xz has length 1 i>j (since the length 
never decreases under multiplication). So let us assume ilj. Then xz = (a;, . . . , a,!, 
gl.(...)...(...).(ai+,,...,aj,gj,bj,...,bi+1),6,,..., 6,) where the overbarred central 
part belongs to Sj+, U lJeEE, G,. 
Continuing the multiplication we obtain an element of the form (a;, . . . , ai, a;+ ,, . . . , 
a;:(...)...(...)g,,bj,...,b;,..., b,) where the overbarred central part is equal to 
some element sESj+,UIJeeE G,. But this element s satisfies s<J a, ... aj (<L gj) by 
the definition of the multiplication in IMS. Hence SE Sj+i, so the embedding of s 
in IMSj+I has length 2 1; therefore the length of xz is at least j+ 1. 0 
Claim 4. U is regular. 
Proof. Let z=(al,...,aj,gj,bj,...,bl)EUwith h(z)=a,...ajg,bj...b,ES. Since S 
is regular h(z) has an inverse h(z). Let Z be uny element of V such that h(Z) = h(z). 
We claim that z~z = z. 
We need the following: 
Lemma. Let (al’), . . . , a:“), gj”, b,“), .. . , b:“) and (af), . . . , a)“), gj”‘, bjn), .. . , bf’) (same 
j for both) belong to V,, and let z(‘) (for i = 2, . . . , n - 1) belong to V, + r,_ 1 (denote 
z(i) by (@ , . . . , bf’) resp g(‘)) Assume. 
(1) c ( (i) (i+l) k ak , bk ;+O (iespeitively b”;< g(‘+‘) k L 
or g(O>,a~+l) or gU)E., g('+l)) 
for i=l,...,n-1. 
(2) fly=, h,(z”‘) #0 (this product is equal to some element SE Sj+l U U,,, G,). 
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Then (a;‘), . . . , aj”‘, ,$‘, b;“, . . . , b;‘) . n;:; zci) . (a?), . . . , a;“‘, g,(“), bj’“‘, . . . , by’) = 
(a;), . ..) a,l), zj, bj’“‘, . . . , br’), where z. is the embedding into IMS,+ i + 5 of the ele- 
J(n) ment g!‘) bj” . . . bl” . nyri hk(Zci)) . ak in 
g!“)E 
.. . a!n)gy) E S (so if, particular gJ(“EH 
J 
$1) . . . b(l) 
H J 
k . fly:’ hk(z”‘). acn) 
I 2 k ..+ay),‘then z,~rJ--0)). 
Proof. Induction on J-depth(s) -k (where s = nyz 1 hk(zCi))); the details go exactly 
as in the lemma of Subsection 3.10(b), and will be omitted. 
ProofofClaim4(continued). Wehavez.z.z=(al,...,aj,g,,bj,...,b,).z.(a,,..., 
aj,gj,bj ,..., b,)=(a ,,..., aj,gjbj...bl.h(z).a,...ajgj,bi, . . . . b,), by the lemma, 
and because gj. bj ... 6, h(Z)a, ... ajgj =Hgj. Actually we have equality instead of 
just sH (i.e. gJ 6, ... b,h(t)a, .e+ ajg, = gj). Indeed, let a, b E S be such that 
a.a, “.aj=ej, and b,...b,b=e, (a,b exist, since a, ...aj=Lgj=Rbj...bl, where ej 
is the identity of the group of gj). Then we have: gj bj ... bl. h(Z). a, ... ajgj = 
(a. a, . ..ajgj).bj...bl.h(z).al...aj(~.b, . ..b.) = aah(z).h(z).h(z).b = a.h(z).b= 
aaa,...a,gjbj...b,.b=gj. This proves that zZz=z. 0 
Claims 3 and 4 imply that U is exactly the set of regular elements of V, and (since 
by Claim 1, IMS- V is nilpotent) the subsemigroup UU (0) is the set of all regular 
elements of IMS. 
Claim 5. The homomorphisms h : V ++ S and h 1” : U + S are 1 : I H (i.e. injective 
when restricted to any H-class of V, resp. U). 
Proof. Since the H-classes of elements in V- U are all singletons (by Claim 3), we 
only have to prove that h 1 u is 1: 1H. 
We need the following: 
Lemma. If (al, . . . , aj, gj, bj, . . . , bl)=H (a;, . . . , ai, 81, b,!, .. . , b;) for two elements in 
U, theni=j,ak=aiandbk=bL(fork=l,... , j), and gj ‘H gi (i.e. gj and g,! belong 
to the same group G, for some e E E,). 
Proof. If for example i< j, then the two elements could not be H-equivalent, since 
multiplication never reduces the length (so multiplying an element of length j never 
leads to an element of length i). Hence i= j. 
If we multiply (a,, ... , aj, gj, bj, . . . . 6,) on the right by an element the product is 
(if it is # 0) of the form (al, . . . , aj, . . . ). Therefore if the two elements of the lemma 
are zH, they must satisfy ak = ai for k = 1 , . . . , j. Similarly bk = 6; (for k = 1, . . . , j), 
using left multiplication. 
What we proved so far holds for any two elements of IMS. If the two elements be- 
long to Uwe can apply the morphism h and thus a,...ajgj b,...b, ‘Ha,“.ajgibj”‘b, 
(in S) - using also the fact that i = j, ak = a;, bk = b;. In U we also have 
ai ... aj ‘L gj and a, .** aj zL g;, hence gj sL gj; similarly gj =R bj ... bl =R gj. Finally 
gj sHg;. This proves the lemma. 
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Proof of Claim 5 (continued). Consider two elements of U, z = (~1, .. . , aj, gj, bj, . . . , 
b,)~~(a,,...,a;,gj,bj,..., b,) =z’, with gj =H g,, and suppose h(z) = h(z’). We must 
show that then Z=Z’ (that is gj =g;). 
So a, . ..a.g,b,...b,=a,...ajg;b,... bl. Also there exist a, b E S with a. a, ... aJ = 
ej= bj ... 6,. b, where ej is the identity element of the group of gj and g; (since for 
elements in U, a, ... aj =L ej sR bj ... b,). Multiplying the equality h(z) = h(Y) on the 
left by a and on the right by b yields: a’a, *..ajgjb,- ... bl. b=ejgjej=ejgjej= 
a.a,...ajg;b, ... b,. 6, hence gj=g;. 0 
Claim 5’. If i denotes the embedding morphism of S into U or V, then ih is the 
identity map of S (i.e. the diagrams 
S’L”u and S’A’V 
h~u h 
commute). In other words, S is a retract of U and of V. 
The proof is immediate, from the embedding of S into IMS. 
Claim 6. The homomorphism h 1 u : U-H S is J (i.e. the inverse image of a J-class 
of S is a unique J-class of U), and h : V + S is J’ (i.e. the inverse image of a J-class 
of S contains a unique regular J-class, possibly together with a union of non-regular 
J-classes of V). 
Proof. It is enough to prove that h ju is J, since all the elements of V- U are non- 
regular. 
We will prove that the inverse image in U of an element of S lies entirely in one 
J-class of U. It follows that the inverse image of a J-class of S is a J-class of U 
because of the following: Let xrJ y, so Ba, b E S’: x= ayb; let J, (resp. J,) be the 
J-class of U containing h-‘(x) resp. h-‘(y). Let y’ be an element of h-‘(y) and let 
a’E h-‘(a), b’E h-‘(b). Then a’y’b’e h-‘(x), therefore JY?,, 4,. Similarly JYsJ J,, 
thus J,= JY. 
NOW let z=(a, ,..., aj,gj,bj ,..., b,), and z’=(a; ,..., ai,gi,bj ,..., 6;) be elements 
of U such that h(z)= h(z’). We must show z=~z’. 
We claim that i =j and that gj -H g;. 
Let a,bES be such that a.al.*.aj=e,=bj e*. b, . b, where ej is the identity of 
the group of gj. Similarly let a’, b’E S with a’. a; ... a:= ei= 611.. b; . b’. Multiplying 
the equation h(z)= h(z’) on the left by a and on the right by b we obtain gj = 
a. a; ... alg:bj... b; . 6, hence gj sJ gi. Similarly gJ zJ g(, hence gj =J g(. Moreover 
by the choice of the ordered system of idempotents, there is only one structure group 
per J-class of S. Hence gj and g,: belong to the same group, SO gj =fj 81. Also by 
the general definition of iterative matrix semigroups, gj E G, for some e EEL 
(J-depth =j) and g,! E G,, for some e*EE,; now G, = G,* (giFH gj) hence i=j. 
To complete the proof of Claim 6 we now just have to show: 
Lemma. If z, z’ belong to 
belong to the same group, 
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U, have the same length and their group-coordinates 
then z=~ z’ in U. 
Proof. z zJ z’ (in a similar way one proves that z‘zJz): 
Let z=(a,,...,aj,gj,b,,...,b,), z’=(a;,...,a;,g~,b;,...,b;)EUwithgj,g;EG, for 
some eeE,. Let a,b,a’,b’ES be such that a.a,...ajgj=e=gjbj...b,.b (since 
al ...aj=,g,=ab, . ..b.) and similarlya’.a;...aj=e=bb;...b;.b’. 
Then we have z’=z’. [b'a] . z. [bgj-'a'] . z’, hence z’sJz (where [b’a] and 
[bg;-‘a’] are the embedding of b’a resp. bg;-’ a’ in IMS). This holds by the lemma 
that appears in the proof of Claim 4; the conditions of the lemma are easily veri- 
fied. a 
Claim 7 (Reduction properties etc.). (i) S. IMS .S=SU (0); 
(ii) 1 . IMS . 1 = S U {0} if S has an identity 1; 
(iii) E(IMS). IMS .E(IMS)= U. IMS . U= UU (0); 
(iv) E~IMS~E=E,~IMS~E,=E,~S~E,U{O}; 
(v) For any idempotents e, f s S: eSf = eUf = eVf and eS”f = e. IMS . f. 
Proof. We only prove (i); the other proofs follow the same scheme. 
Since IMS . N. IMS = (0) (where N= (IMS - V) U (O)), by Claim 1, we have 
already S. N. S = {O}. Hence we only have to prove that S. I/. S = S. Certainly 
S. S. S = S (S being regular), so we must prove S. I/* S C S. 
Lemma. Let uk E Vk + rk _ 1, and Sk, tk E Sk + r,_, (considered as embedded in 
IMS,+l-,_,). Assume s,vktkfO. Then s,vktkESk+rk_,. 
Proof. Induction on the number J-depth(+ uk tk) -k. 
Let Sk = (ak, , . . , bk), uk = (a;, . . . , b;,), t, = (ax”, . .. , b;). Then 
Byinduction,~~+,.~~+~.t~+,~S~+, + rk. Further details are routine (see the proof 
of the lemma in Subsection 3.10(b). 0 
That 1. IMS . 1 = SU {0} (if S is a monoid) follows now: By the above 1. IMS .l c 
S.IMS.S=SU{O}. But also S=l.S+lcl.IMS.l. 
The other facts are proved in a similar way. 
This completes the entire proof of the Synthesis Theorem, as stated in Subsection 
3.3. 0 
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Remark. From the definition of CJ and V it follows that U and V are ‘sequential’ 
subsemigroups (cf. Subsection 2.7) of IMS. 
3.12. A variant: iterative matrix semigroup (and corresponding synthesis theorem) 
with single group action 
Definition. An iterative matrix semigroup IMS is said to have single group action 
iff the elements v,(a) and (b&y are all 1 (for any g,a,b). So here gk_l.(ak,ak+l, ...) = 
(gk_, *akYak+I, ...) or = 0. 
In the general case (that we considered until this section) the group action was itera- 
tiVe,intheSenSethatgk_,.(ak,ak+,,...,aj,gj,bj ,... )=(&,Ua;+r ,..., Qj ,..., gj+h ,...) 
(unless the result = 0), where a;=gk_l*ak, ak+l=y,,_,(ak)*ak+l, etc. So U;+i 
depends on gk_r and on &,++r, . . ..‘++j. the action of g&r propagates sequen- 
tially along the a’s towards the center group coordinate. 
Iterative matrix semigroups with single group action are of course simpler, and 
it is useful to have such a form of the Synthesis Theorem. But there are trade-offs: 
as the IMS becomes simpler the simulation S < IMS loses some of its properties. 
We have the following theorem: 
Theorem (Synthesis Theorem with single group action, for finite regular semi- 
groups). 
If S is unambiguous (except at zero), finite, and regular, then there exists an itera- 
tive matrix semigroup IMS with single group action, and there exist semigroups 
T, U, V such that 
where 
(1) N = (IMS - V) u (0) is a nilpotent ideal, whose nilpotency index is 2. 
J-depth(S) + 1 (by definition J-depth(S) = longest ascending strict chain of J-classes 
in S- {O)), and n2 = 0, for all n EN. Also VU (0) = IMS/N++ IMS (Rees quotient 
morphism). We have: 
TU (0) I Uu (0) I Vu (0) = IMS/N+ IMS 
T, U, Vare ‘sequential’ subsemigroups of IMS (definition in Subsection 2.7, at the 
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end). U is the set of regular elements of V. (So the regular elements of V form a 
subsemigroup). 
(2) The iterative matrix semigroup IMS is constructed from S. In particular I; is 
the O-disjoint union of the Schiitzenberger groups of S at J-depth i. 
(3) The homomorphism p is J’ and 1: 1 H. The morphisms v, 1 u and v, IT (respec- 
tively the restriction to U and T) are J and 1 : 1H. 
As a consequence S and MS have the same semigroup complexity. 
The difference between this version of the Synthesis Theorem and the one with 
iterative group action is thus the following: The IMS with single group action 
has a simpler multiplication, but S (unambiguous except at 0) is no longer em- 
bedded in IMS and the nilpotent ideal N is no longer of index 3 (but of index 
2. J-depth(S) + 1, so in the infinite case N will no longer be nilpotent, in the classical 
sense, but just idempotent free). Further, none of the reduction properties hold 
(T. IMS . T is different from TU (0) etc.). 
Proof of the theorem. We only give an outline of the construction and of the 
proofs - since everything is quite similar to the theorem with iterative group action. 
In order to define IMS we use the same system of idempotents E and the 
same groups G,, e E E, as before. The set A, is replaced by the set Ak = 
U ai l AL G,_,(ak) . ak, where Gk_ ,(Q) is defined to be the group G,, where e is the 
unique (by unambiguity) idempotent in Ek_ , satisfying e>R& (and Gk_ r(ak). ak = 
{g~a,/gEGk_I(ak)}). Similarly Bk iS replaced by&=lJUbrEB1 bk.Gkpl(bk) where 
Gkp,(bk)=G,, bk<Le, eeE,p,. 
By our earlier studies G,-,(a,). ak is contained in the H-class of ak (for the 
H-order of Sk). Hence each element of Gk_ t(ak) . ok satisfies the same Green rela- 
tions as ak itself. 
Because of this new definition of the coordinate sets (Ak,Bk becoming resp. dk 
and &), the function y can be chosen to be the Constant 1; indeed now gk_, . gk edI, 
(if g k-l>Rgk and !?kEdkh 
The definition of the structure matrices Ck is modified only to the extent that if 
Ck(&, &) f 0 we choose Ck(&., &) to be any element of the semigroup T (the repre- 
sentation of S in IMS) that represents the element bk. gk. Since the representation 
of bk. gk E S in T (5 IMS) is not unique we have to make some arbitrary choices in 
defining Ck(bk, ak). The linkage condition will hold since this choice of C&r $) 
depends only on the product ok. gk (not directly on bk and & itself): both 
Ck(&.gkPt,gk) and C&k, g&i. ak)aretheonechosenrepresentative of &‘gk-t ’ gk. 
The embedding of S into IMS (see Subsection 3.6) still holds, where S and IMS 
are considered as sets only. However this copy of the set S in IMS is no longer a 
subsemigroup (we needed iterative group actions for that); T is the subsemigroup 
generated by this copy of S in IMS. Elements of T can also be defined by the 
property (as given at the end of Subsection 3.7(b): w = (ai, . . . ,gj, gj, _b,, . . . ,_bi) 
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(where here the e’s and 4’s belong to the newly defined sets 4 and e) belongs to 
T iff 
(1) e@k)SRgk+l, bk+lSlf@k) (fork=l,...,J-depth(S)-l), and 
(2) gj ‘H dgj!j) =f @j!j> (E Ej). 
The subsemigroups U and I/ are defined by the same conditions as before (in Sub- 
section 3.11). 
The only proof that differs from the previous case (iterative group action) in a more 
substantial way is that N= (IMS - V) U (0) is nilpotent, of index 2. J-depth(S)+ 1 
(the fact that N is an ideal is not so difficult). 
Claim. N is a nilpotent semigroup of index 2. J-depth(S) + 1. 
PrOOf. If Z=(cI],...,~~;,gj,~jj..., 4,) belongs to N, then there exists k (with 
1 I k < j) with an incomparability e, [e($)] >a & + 1 or bk + I &L ek if @k)l , or (at level 
j) C!jJLgj9 or gjXs bj (recall the definition of V, at the beginning of Subsection 
3.11). We will say in that case that “Z has an incomparability at level k in the a’s 
(respectively in the b’s)“. Let z’= (cl;, . . . , ai, gf b! b’) be another element of N. r,_r,--*9_1 
Let us first examine the problem: 
In the case of iterative matrix semigroups with single group action, the product 
Z. z’ may be non-zero even if z and Z’ have incomparabilities on the same side (e.g. 
if both have incomparabilities in the c’s). This may happen because in the multi- 
plication the incomparabilities might not be ‘touched upon’: for example if 
z=@,,g,,b,) and C,@,,g;) E Gt (some group at J-depth l), then ~3 $=(a,, g, . 
C,@,,g;)-g; ,... ,&a~+,,...,&.. ), which is different from 0 (if g, . C,(b,,a;)>Ra;), 
although Z’ has an incomparability in the a’s at level k. In the case of iterative group 
action this does not occur (i.e. here t. Z’ would be 0) because the group action 
‘propagates along the Q’S of z’ towards the middle’, and at some point the incompar- 
ability will show up: the group action of the form y,(ak) *ai+, will appear where 
~,(a;) sL a;, hence by incomparability (ek[e(&)] Pa a;+ ,), y,(ai) * ai,, = 0 (here we 
informally identify S and its image in IMS). Let us now go to the formal proof that 
N is nevertheless nilpotent. 
The idea is that, when ~0 z’#O, then the incomparabilities in ~0 Z’ have moved 
towards the smaller k’s (in the a-side or the &side), compared to the incomparabili- 
ties in z or z’. Moreover if Z, Z’ have incomparabilities on the same side, at the same 
level, then Z. z’=O. Let us now prove that. 
Four cases occur (depending on the relative sides of the incomparabilities of z and 
Case 1. z has an incomparability in the b’s, and Z’ has an incomparability in the 
a’s. Then .z. z’=O (the proof of this is routine). A consequence of the proving 
method is: for all z E N: z* = 0. 
Case 2. Both z and z’ have an incomparability in the g’s, but Case 1 does not 
apply. Assume the incomparability in 2’ is at level k. Then either z. z’= 0 or z has 
length at most k - 1 (the proof of this is routine). Hence z f z’ has an incomparability 
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in the a’s at level k- 1 (since in the product z. z’ the a-side of z appears as a left 
segment). 
Case 3. Same as Case 2, with ‘g’ replaced by ‘4’. 
Case 4. z has an incomparability in the a’s and z’ has an incomparability in the 
4’s. Assume Cases 1, 2, 3 do not apply. Then z. z’ has incomparabilities in both the 
a’s and the b’s. 
Let us prove now that N is nilpotent of index 2. J-depth(S)+ 1. 
Consider a product zl e..?;,,, where nL2.J-depth(S)+l, and eachzj (i=l,...,n) 
belongs to N. Let us show that this product is zero. Since each element zi belongs 
to N, it has an incomparability, either on the a-side or the b-side (or both). In a 
sequence of length 2. J-depth(S) + 1 there must be at least J-depth(S) + 1 elements 
that have their incomparability on the same side; let us assume it is the a-side 
(the reasoning is the same for the b-side). Let us denote J-depth(S) + 1 by d, and 
let z;,, . . . . z;, be d (= J-depth(S) + 1) elements among zi (i= 1, . . . , n) that have 
their incomparability on the a-side (1 I ii < i2 < ... <id 5 n). Then n, = zl ... z;, , n2 = 
Zr,+l “‘ziz’ ... 1 %f=Zy-,+1 ..- zjd are d elements of N, each of which has an incom- 
parability in the a-side. By Case 2 the product n, n2 e+. nd must have its incompara- 
bility d - 1 = J-depth(S) levels above the incomparability of nd (which itself cannot 
lie deeper than J-depth(S)). Hence this product would have its incomparability at 
level J-depth(S) - J-depth(S) = 0, but there is no level zero. I7 
Remark. In this proof we used the fact that the semigroup S has finite J-depth 
(hence every element of IMS has its length bounded by J-depth(S)). If J-depth(S) 
is infinite, but S has a J-depth function (i.e. every element of S- (0) has finite 
J-depth) then we can still say: if zl, . . . , z, E N are n elements each of J-depth rj and 
if n~2j+l, then zi . ..z.=O. 
4. The Synthesis Theorem for infinite regular semigroups 
The Synthesis Theorem (as stated in Subsection 3.3, as well as the variant of 
Subsection 3.12) applies also to a large class of infinite semigroups, namely those 
having both of the following two properties: 
(1) Stability, (2) Existence of a J-depth function (except ‘at zero’). 
Definition. A semigroup S is stable iff for all x, y E S: if x<, y or if X<L Y, then 
x<J Y. 
The stability condition establishes a connection between the R- and L-orders, and 
the J-order. For stable semigroups, J=D, and Rees’ theorem holds for every regular 
J-class (see e.g. [9, 121). 
Definition. A semigroup S admits a J-depth function (except at zero) iff for every 
J-class J of S - {O} the <,-chains ascending from J have bounded length. 
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The J-depth function J-depth : S - { 0) --H tN is then defined as follows: Let J(s) be 
the J-class of the element s of S. Then J-depth(s) = max{n E N 1 there exist J-classes 
J,- ,, . . . . J1 of S: J(s)<, Jn-,<J... cJ J1 } . So J-depth(s) is the length of the longest 
strict J-chain of J-classes ascending from s. For example, ifs is J-maximal, then J- 
depth(s) = 1. 
Notice that if S has a zero 0 we do not require that J-depth(O) be defined (J- 
depth(O) is allowed to be ‘infinite’). 
Notation. If S is stable and admits a J-depth function except at 0, then we say that 
‘S is stable + EI J-depth(-0)‘. 
Remark. There exist semigroup expansions that turn an arbitrary semigroup into 
one which is stable + B J-depth (actually the much stronger ‘finite-J-above’ proper- 
ty will hold). This is described in [S], but will not be directly used here. The existence 
of such expansions, together with the fact that many semigroups encountered in 
practice are stable + El J-depth(-0), shows that the assumption ‘stable + B J- 
depth(-0)’ is meaningful. 
Conversely, if S is a semigroup satisfying the Synthesis Theorem (with all the pro- 
perties stated in Subsection 3.3 or 3.12, concerning the embedding SlIMS etc.), 
then S is stable + ZI J-depth(-0). This follows from the fact that an infinite iterative 
matrix semigroup (to be defined rigorously shortly) always has the ‘stable + B J- 
depth(-0)’ property (as we will see in the next two theorems). 
Definition. An infinite iterative matrix semigroup IMS is determined by sets A,, B, 
(k E N - {O}), and O-disjoint unions of groups r, (k E N - (03) (we will write r,= 
(01 U Ue& G!,“‘, where Ek is a set of subscripts). 
As a set, we define 
and 
IMS=E A,x . ..xA.x(c-{O})xB,x~~~xB,U{O}, 
i= I 
i=m 
IMSk= u A,x ... xA;x(c-{O})xB,x ... xBkU{O}. 
i=k 
The multiplication in IMS and IMSk is determined by the matrices C;: BixAi-t 
(r; - 101) U IMS,, I (for ie N -(O}), the actions (4, A,+I) and (B,,,, 4) (as 
O-disjoint unions of partial permutation groups), and the functions (g, a;, ,) E 
(4-{Ol)xAi+~ -+y,(ai+d and (b;+l, g)EB;+l x(~-{OI)~(~+~),Y. Here y,(a;+,) 
and (bi+ I& Y belong to Uk<i+ 1(T,, - {0}) U {l}, where ri denotes a fixed isomor- 
phic copy of rk chosen in IMSi+2 U +r;+ r . (See also Subsection 2.7) 
In addition we assume that the linkage conditions hold, to guarantee associativity 
(see Subsections 2.5 and 2.7). 
Two elements wl, w2 of IMS are multiplied just like in the case of finite iterative 
matrix semigroups. One complication that occurs in the infinite case is that the 
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multiplication wi . w2 might go on forever (as if w1 . w2 were equal to an element of 
infinite length). In the case where the multiplication does not terminate, we define 
wl. w2 to be zero. 
Remarks. Even if all the structure elements of IMS (i.e. Ak, Bk, Z,, C,, y, etc.) are 
recursively (decidably) given, it might still be undecidable whether w, . w2 =0 
(halting problem). 
Infinite iterative matrix semigroups (with a somewhat different definition for the 
multiplication) were first studied by Rhodes in the very interesting and very readable 
papers [15]. 
A digression on unambiguity in the infinite case is necessary: The definition of 
unambiguity is independent on questions of finiteness. Also, if S is not unam- 
biguous the expansions (see Appendix 1, and also Subsection 3.2 for more details) 
apply, independently of finiteness, yielding an expanded semigroup s^ which is 
unambiguous (and still regular, if S was regular). 
What is less trivial is: 
Fact. Let S be a semigroup and S its unambiguous expansion (as described in Ap- 
pendix 1). Then 
(1) Zf S is stable, then S is also stable (if in addition S is regular, then the converse 
also holds). 
(2) Zf S is stable + ?I J-depth(-0), then S also satisfies g J-depth(-0) (if in addi- 
tion S is regular, then also: S has 3 J-depth(-0) implies S has 9 J-depth(-0)). 
The somewhat complicated proof of this is in [7]; see also Appendix 1. 
Synthesis Theorem. (I) Let S be a regular and unambigous (except at zero) 
semigroup which is ‘stable + 2 J-depth(-0)‘. Then there exists an infinite iterative 
matrix semigroup IMS such that SI IMS, with all the properties stated in Subsec- 
tion 3.3 (i.e. there exist semigroups U and V with SI Us VIIMS, where 
N=IMS- VU {O} is a nilpotent ideal of index 3, S is a retract of IMS, etc.). 
(Zf an infinite iterative matrix semigroup with single group action is used, then 
the statement of Subsection 3.12 holds, except that N will not be nilpotent if J- 
depth(S) is infinite). 
(2) Conversely, if S is regular and satisfies the conditions of the Synthesis 
Theorem of Subsections 3.3 or 3.12 (actually one only needs to assume that S is a 
retract of IMS, or, more weakly, that Si IMS and that the Green relations of S are 
obtained by restricting those of IMS to S), then S is ‘stable + B J-depth(-0)‘. 
Proof. The proof of part (1) is the same as for the finite case; one can check that 
the proof is independent on the finiteness of Ak, Bk, Z,, Ek and J-depth(S), and 
that all we use is that every element of S- (0) has finite J-depth and that S is stable. 
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Part (2) follows from the next claims: 
Claim 1. Every infinite iterative matrix semigroup IMS (as defined above) is ‘stable 
+ 3 J-depth(-0)‘. 
Proof. The J-depth of an element w = (a,, . . . ,ak, gk, bk, . . . ,b,) E IMS is at most k, 
the length of w. Indeed when elements are multiplied the length never decreases. 
Also if w, sJ w2 and w,, w2 have the same length, then wl = J w2 (this is proved by 
induction on the length; for length= 1 it is a consequence of Rees’ theorem). 
If wr <,_ w2, then w2 must have smaller length than wr (one proves, by induction 
on the lengths, that wr I,_ w2 and 1 w, / = 1 w2 1 implies wr =L w2). Next, if ) wI I< 1 w2j 
(where 1 wil denotes the length), then one cannot have w, ‘J w2 (since multiplica- 
tions never decrease the length). So if w, <L w2 then w1 <J w2 (and similarly for 
<a). Thus IMS is stable. 0 
Claim 2. Suppose S is a retract of T, that is: 
where i is an injective morphism, h is a surjective morphism, and i. h is the identity 
of S (here we apply functions to the right of the arguments). Then the Green rela- 
tions of S are obtained by restricting those of T to S (i.e. for every Green relation 
sX and each sl, s2 E S I T: s1 I, s2 in S iff s, I, s2 in T. Here we identify s E S with 
(s)i E T.). 
Proof. For example, consider the <R relation (the proof is the same for the other 
relations). 
If sr <Rs2 in T (Or’ more rigOrOUdy: (S,)ilR(S2)i in T), then (Sl)i=(Sz)i. t 
for some tE T’. Hence, applying h : s1 =s2. (t)h, since ih =identity. Thus, since 
(t)hES’, we get srI,s2 m S. 
If s1 lRsZ in S, then s, =s2. x for some XE S’. Hence, obviously, (sl)i= 
(s2)i. (x)i, so (s,)i<, (s2)i in T (since (x)ie T’). 0 
Claim 3. Suppose S< T, and the Green relations of S are obtained from those of 
T by restriction to S. Then we have 
(i) If T is stable then S is stable; 
(ii) If T admits a J-depth function (except at 0), then S admits a J-depth function 
(always except at zero). 
Proof. Suppose s, <as2 in S. Then s, <Rsl in T (by hypothesis), hence s1 < Js2 in T 
(since T is stable). So s, <Js2 in S (by hypothesis). Similarly, if s1 <,_sz in S then 
s, <J s2 in S. So S is stable. 
Regarding the J-depth, by the restriction property of the Green relations we have: 
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every strict J-chain in S ascending from s (of the form scJs, _ , <J”’ <Js, in s), iS 
also a strict J-chain in T ascending from s. Hence there is a bound on the length 
of such chains, since T admits a J-depth function. 0 
This completes the proof of the Synthesis Theorem and its converse. 0 
The Synthesis Theorem can also be formulated as a structure theorem for regular 
semigroups that are ‘stable + B J-depth(-0)‘: 
Theorem. Let S be a regular semigroup. 
Then S is ‘stable + 3 J-depth(-0)’ 
(i) iff S (the unambiguous-except-at-O expansion of S, described in Appendix 1) 
is a retract of an (infinite) iterative matrix semigroup, 
(ii) iff s^ is embeddable in an (infinite) iterative matrix semigroup IMS in such a 
way that the Green relations of s^ are equivalent o restricting the Green relations 
of IMS to s^. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the Synthesis Theorem and its converse, and from 
the previous fact (concerning the unambiguous (except at 0) expansion Sin relation 
to the ‘stable + B J-depth(-0)’ property). 0 
5. Synthesis Theorem for non-regular semigroups 
Consider a semigroup S which is stable, has a J-depth function (except possibly 
at zero), and which is unambiguous (except possibly at zero). (If S is ambiguous we 
can apply the expansions of Appendix 1.) 
To obtain the Synthesis Theorem for S we will first embed S in a regular 
semigroup (S&, which is also unambiguous (except at 0) and stable + BJ- 
depth(-O), and which is structurally very ‘close to S’. Then we apply the Synthesis 
Theorem for regular semigroups, which yields an embedding of S in an iterative 
matrix semigroup. 
The semigroup (S),,, , constructed from S, is defined in Appendix 2 of this 
paper, and more details are found in [5]. (S),,, has the following properties: 
Theorem (Birget [5]). Suppose S is unambiguous (except possibly at zero). Then 
SC (S&Y and we have 
(1) (Sk, is a regular semigroup; 
(2) The Green relations of S are obtained by restricting the Green relations of 
(S& to the subsemigroup S (i.e., if s, t E S and ss, t in (S),,, , then s I, t in S, 
where x stands for any one of L, R or J); 
(3) Every D-class (and every J-class) of (S),,,-(O) contains exactly one D-class 
(respectively J-class) of S. 
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Moreover, a D-class of(S),,, is obtained from the D-class of S which it contains 
by ‘adding rows and columns’ in the Green-Rees picture. In particular an H-class 
of(S),,, lies either entirely in S (and is an H-class of S) or does not intersect S. So 
every subgroup of (S),,, is a Schutzenberger group of a D-class of S. 
By (2) and (3), S and (S),,, have ‘the same’ J-order. 
(4) S has a J-depth function (except possibly at zero) iff (S),,, has a J-depth 
function (except at 0). 
S is finite iff (S),,, is finite. 
S is stable iff (S),,, is stable. (Proof in Appendix 2.) 
(5) (Sk, is unambiguous (except at zero). 
When we apply the Synthesis Theorem for regular semigroups (of Subsection 3.3 
and Section 4) to (S),,, we obtain: 
There exists an iterative matrix semigroup IMS and semigroups U and V such that 
U = I’= IMS/N k=== IMS 
with all the properties of Subsection 3.3 and Section 4. 
Since the Green relations of S are obtained from those of (S),,, by restriction, 
and since (S),,, is a retract of IMS we have: The Green relations of S are obtained 
from those of IMS by restriction. 
Also the O-disjoint union of groups 4 used in the definition of IMS is the 
O-disjoint union of the structure groups of S at J-depth i. 
Also, IMS is finite if S is finite. 
Open problems, in the non-regular case 
(1) Can one obtain a Synthesis Theorem for non-regular finite semigroups in 
which S (or a ‘good’ expansion of S) and IMS have the same semigroup complexity? 
(2) Can one obtain a Synthesis Theorem for non-regular semigroups in which 
S U (0) (or a good expansion of S) is a retract of IMS? 
In the regular case both were proved (in Subsection 3.3 and Section 4), using 
unambiguous expansions. In the non-regular case I only obtained partial results, 
outlined below. 
Outline of partial results 
Although (S),,, is very close to S in some aspects, it does not necessarily have the 
same semigroup complexity as S. Moreover S is not a homomorphic image of 
(S),,,. 
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One idea for embedding S in IMS with preservation of complexity is to start out 
with (S),,,, but only to use part of (S),,, to construct IMS (yet enough to still have 
SI IMS). 
Regular semigroups have the following special property (which non-regular 
semigroups lack): 
Fact. Let S be a regular semigroup and let J be a J-class of S. Then, for each s in 
S with s>~ J there exists TV J such that s>,t (that is: s>,_ t and .s>~ t). 
Proof. See the construction of an orderedsystem of idempotents (in Subsection 3.4, 
where it is even shown that if s is an idempotent, then t can also be chosen to be 
an idempotent). 0 
Let us now consider an example of a non-regular semigroup S which violates the 
above property: 
As a set, S= (0, e, n, en}. The multiplication is as follows: 0 is a zero, e2=e, 
nx= 0 for all XE S (so n is non-regular). 
e.n 
0 
Then e>Ren but e>r en; and also n>, en but n +, en. 
Further study of (S),,, inspires the following property (defined below), which 
generalizes the property (in the above fact) that regular semigroups have. Still not 
all non-regular semigroups will have this new property, as the above example will 
illustrate (perhaps an expansion will work). For (non-regular) semigroups with the 
property below the Synthesis Theorem will have the retract property. 
Definition. Let S be a semigroup which is ‘stable + 9 J-depth(-0)‘. Consider all 
J-classes at J-depths j or j+ 1. We say that the J-classes at J-depth j uniformly cover 
the J-classes at J-depth j+ 1 by the >,-order iff the following holds: 
For each J-class Jj at J-depth j and each J-class Jj+, at J-depth j + 1 we have: 
(VsEJj)(ZtEJj+I): S>, t. 
We say that the J-order of S is LR-uniform iff for each j, the J-classes of S at 
J-depth j cover the J-classes at J-depth j+ 1, either uniformly by >L, or uniformly 
by >R* 
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The example above gives a semigroup where the J-classes at depth 1 do not cover 
the J-classes at depth 2 uniformly by >L, nor uniformly by >a; one has to use 
both >,_ and >a to go from depth 1 to depth 2. So in this semigroup the J-order 
is not LR-uniform. 
It is the fact that for non-regular semigroups the J-order is not necessarily LR- 
uniform that makes these semigroups difficult to handle. 
For semigroups whose J-order is LR-uniform the Synthesis Theorem can be im- 
proved. 
Fact. Let S be a semigroup which is ‘stable + 3 J-depth(-0)’ and which is unam- 
biguous (except possibly at 0). If the J-order of S is LR-uniform, then (S),,, admits 
an ordered system of idempotents E with the property: 
Foralle, e’EE, eithereSe’ore.e’=e’.e=O. 
(Here 5 denotes comparability in the idempotent order.) 
Proof. Denote Ej = {e E E 1 J-depth(e) =j}. 
To define E, choose one element in each J-class at J-depth 1 and take El = 
{slSI 1 s, is a representative of a J-class of J-depth l}. 
If the J-classes at depth 1 cover the J-classes at depth 2 by >a, then define 
E2 = {s2S2 / s2 is a representative of a J-class at J-depth 2 such that s2 <asi for some 
.s,~r EE,}. (Review the last proposition of Appendix 2 in this context.) 
If the J-classes at depth 1 cover the J-classes at depth 2 by >L, then define E2= 
{sl.Qs2S1 Is2 is a representative of a J-class at J-depth 2 such that s~<~s, for some 
sis, EE,}. 
In general suppose Ej is of the form {UCZZ? / --- } c (S)reg, where UCE (S),,, and J- 
depth(c)=j, and the ‘center’ c of UC belongs to S (see [.5] for definitions). Then 
define Ej+, as follows: 
(1) If the J-classes of S of J-depth j cover the J-classes of depth j+ 1 by >a, then 
Ej+ , = {USSZI (s is a representative of a J-class of S of J-depth j+ 1 and s<, c for 
some UC~U E Ej}. 
(2) If the J-classes of S of J-depthj cover the J-classes of depth j+ 1 by >L, then 
E,, , = { uc.wEii 1 *..s<,c, where UCC~~EE~}. 
Dually, if Ej is of the form {iifc~ / ...} where the ‘center’ c of UECU belongs to 
S, then Ej+l is defined by: 
(1) If ‘J-depth j covers J-depth j+ 1 by >a’, define Ej+ 1 = (iiCs.7~~ 1 s is a 
representative of a J-class of S of J-depth j+ 1 and s<a c where iiEcu E Ej}. 
(2) If ‘depth j covers J-depth j-t 1 by >L’r define E,, 1 = {u~sii ( ..-.s<~c for 
some ZI~;CU E Ej}. 
It is straightforward to check that E, defined that way, is an ordered system of 
idempotents and that e. e’= 0 if e and e’ are not comparable in the idempotent 
order. Equivalently, if e#e’ and e, e’EE, (same J-depth), then es e’=O. 
For example, if si Z~S; then s, Sr . s;S; = 0 in (S),,,. 0 
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Using ordered systems of idempotents with that property (i.e. if e, e’EEi and 
e#e’, then ee’=O) has the following consequences: 
(1) I;5 (S),,, (i.e. the O-disjoint unions of groups used to construct IMS are now 
actually subsemigroups of (S),,,); 
(2) N( = IMS - VU (0)) maps to (0) under the product map 
(a I,..., aj, gj, bj, . . . . b,)-a,...ajgjb,...bl 
(where N is the nilpotent ideal mentioned in Subsection 3.3 and Section 4); 
(3) IMS maps onto (S),,, under the product map. (In Section 3 we first mapped 
IMS to V”= IMS/N under the Rees quotient map and then mapped Vonto S using 
the product map. Here the product map alone is sufficient.) 
The reason why the product map works here is because now: 
(1) b; ai=0 in (S),,, if there exists no eeE;_, such that b,<,e>,a;. This is 
equivalent to Ci(b,, a;) = 0 (definition in Subsection 3.9); 
(2) g-a;=0 or b,.g=O in (S),,, (when g~c;,,) if g>aai or biKLg. This is 
equivalent to g*ai = 0 or b;*g=O (group action, definition in Subsection 3.8). 
So if the ordered system of idempotent E has the property that e$e’ implies 
es e’=O, and if (S),,, is used (where si=O if s$~ t, and .?t=O ifs& t), then the 
various definitions used in constructing IMS become much more natural (or even 
automatic). 
Finally, IMS can be made smaller (using (S),,, only as an auxiliary), so that S 
has the same complexity as IMS (assuming still that the J-order of S is LR-uniform 
etc.). 
An outline is as follows: 
First define E as above, and then c (i = 1, 2, . . . ). 
Then define the sets A;, B;, by only choosing R- (resp. L-) maximal elements of 
((S),,& that are R- (resp. L-) equivalent to some element of S. So the R- (resp. L-) 
classes of ((S),,,)j that do not intersect S are left out. In addition each aeAi is 
chosen L-equivalent to the idempotent representative of the J-class (just as in 
Subsection 3.5). 
Synthesis Theorem for semigroups whose J-order is L-uniform 
It is interesting to carry out the IMS construction for the case where (S),,, has 
an ordered system of idempotents consisting entirely of elements of the form ss 
(with SES). 
Recall that Xxr,Ss iff ~5~s. So, such an ordered system of idempotents exists 
iff the J-order of S is L-uniform (i.e.: if a J-class has J-depth j, then there exists 
an L-class of S in that J-class which has L-depthj). If the J-order of S is R-uniform, 
then one can use an ordered system of idempotents of the form ss (with SE S). 
Within (S),,, consider the subsemigroups Sr = S, and Si = Ei_ , . (S),,, . Ei~ I - 
UPEE,_! G,, for 2iiI J-depth(S). [Proof that Si is indeed a subsemigroup: let 
S,si, tit,, $2~2, &, tzEEi_1 and x1, x~ES, and considerp=S,s,x,i,t,.SZs2x2i2t2. 
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If t,t,#S,s,, then ~=OE&. If T,t,=.T2s2, then p=s,s,x,i,t,x2S2s2. Since J- 
depth@ t,)=J-depth(tr)=i- I, and J-depth (s,xr)?i- 1, J-depth(t,xz)?i- 1, we 
have s1 x1 & t,x2 =sl x1x2 if sr x1 sL t, (and slxl ?I t, x2 = 0 if slxl f, tl). Hence p = 
OESi or P=S,S,XlX*t22‘2ESi*] 
Next, define A, to be a set of representatives of the maximal R-class of Si . Such 
representatives ai are chosen to be L-equivalent to the idempotent representative 
DEE of their J-class: ui=r~s, so a$s=ai and gs=~?;a;. For ir2, every element of 
A; will be of the form ai=P;_lei_Iaj, where PiPie;_, ~Ei-1, GOES, ei_IGiELa;. 
On the other hand Al c S. 
Define Bi as a set of representatives of the maximal L-classes of Si. Such 
representatives bj are chosen R-equivalent to the idempotent representative ff E E 
of their respective J-class: bi=,f;f, soffbi=bi. So, every element of Bi will be of 
the form b; =s;fpi where y;f E E, ,l$ E S and ff sr f ER fLli=L bi . Also, since bj E Sj we 
have bj=b,J_,.j_, for somef;fEE,_, (if i?2), hence bj=~f~;~_,~_l. Since b,#O 
we have (comparability): fpisLJ;- 1. 
Factorization of an element SE S- (0) into coordinates (in order to embed S into 
IMS) 
Given s E S- {0}, let al E A, (respectively 6r E B,) be the representative of the 
unique maximal R- (resp. L-) class above s in the R- (resp. L-) order. (Uniqueness 
follows from unambiguity). Then s= a,. t2. b, for some t2 E S. Hence s= als2bl 
where s2=C7,al. t,.f,f,, writing 6, =f, f,p, =Rfifi E E. Thus s2 E El SE1 . If 
s2 $ LJeEE, G, (thus s2 ES,), then s2 can be further factored. First notice that s, = 
al al t2fi fi =d,al t2fi (since t2sLfi, otherwise s2=O=s). Next, s2=ala,cx2t3f2f2P2= 
a2s3b2 with a2=a1a,a2EA2, b2=f2f2P2E B,, t3 ES and s3 =&a2t3f2f2eE2SE2. So 
we take a2 (respectively 6,) to be the representative of the maximal R- (resp. L-) 
class of S, above s2 in the R- (resp. L-) order. The factorization then continues with 
s3, etc. See also Fig. 3. 
This embedding of S into IMS uses (S),,, in a very natural way. One sees where 
the idempotents used in the IMS construction come from. 
The construction has the following properties (refer to Subsections 3.3 and 3.11 
for the notation): 
(1) The semigroup (I is identical with S (U is defined by relations in Subsection 
3.11); 
(2) The semigroup V is now defined by the following relations: 
(a l)...,aj,gj,bj,..., b,) E IMS belongs to V iff for all i (1 I i<j): iijZ$, a;, 1 , 
bi+1~L~;, and ajs:,gjZRbj; 
(3) IMS- V is a nilpotent ideal of IMS (of index 3) and V” is the image of IMS 
under the product map (which turns out to be equal to the Rees quotient map here); 
(4) s. V*SCS; 
(5) If F is a set of idempotents of S (not just (S),,,) representing the regular J- 
classes of S, then F. I/. F=F. S. F. Hence (by the Rhodes-T&on Reduction 
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Fig. 3. Factorization of s into coordinates. 
Theorem), S and V (and hence IMS) have the same complexity; 
(6) Most other properties stated in Subsection 3.3 hold, except that the product 
map no longer maps V onto S. Also, of course, S (= U) is not assumed to be regular 
here. 
Proof. (1) and (2). If an element w E IMS does not satisfy the relations defining V 
(stated in (2)), then the product map maps w to 0 (because of the incomparabilities 
and the definition of (S),,,). 
Notice also that here e(a;) =cTiai~~ 6, and f(bi)sr 6, SO f(bi)sR bi; but f(bi) = 
f(b;) (since idempotents used here are of the form SS). 
(3) This follows from earlier remarks. 
(4) The proof that s. u. s’ E S if u E V, and s, s’ ES, goes by induction on 
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length(u) - J-depth(h(o)), where the length of an element of IMS was defined at the 
end of Section 2, h denotes the product map here, and the J-depth is taken here 
within (S),,, (since hi,&. The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 7 in 
Subsection 3.11. 
(5) Certainly F. S. Fc F. I/. F(since SC V). Conversely, F. I/. FC FSVSF (since 
FC FS and Fc SF), and FSVSFC FSF (since S VSC S by (4), which we just prov- 
ed), so FVFc FSF. Therefore FSF= FVF. 
(6) V does not map into S under the product map but onto a subsemigroup of 
the semigroup generated by E U S within (S),,,. (Recall that E denotes the ordered 
system of idempotents of (S),,, that we chose.) c1 
Open problem. Is every semigroup S a homomorphic image or a subsemigroup, or 
a divisor, of a semigroup S’ whose J-order is LR-uniform? Of course S and S’ 
should be ‘close’; in particular if S is finite or ‘stable + g J-depth(-0)’ or unam- 
biguous (except at 0), then S’ should have those properties too. Also S and S’ should 
have the same semigroup complexity. 
A final comment 
It would be interesting to study more deeply the connection between the follow- 
ing: (1) The Synthesis Theorem and iterative matrix semigroups, (2) The (S),,, con- 
struction, (3) Nambooripad’s approach to regular semigroups (see [14]), (4) 
Categories viewed as algebraic structures (studied by Tilson [21]), (5) Grillet’s cross 
connections [ 111. 
Appendix 1 
Unambiguity and expansions 
Simply speaking, an expansion associates to every semigroup S a semigroup Ex(S) 
such that S is a homomorphic image of Ex(S). A more precise definition can be 
found in [8] or [4], but will not be needed here. 
Here we will very briefly describe expansions such that Ex(S) is unambiguous (for 
every S) and for which the map Ex(S) -tS has special properties. Also Ex(S) is 
finite (respectively stable and has a J-depth function except at zero) if S has that 
property. 
Our starting point is the Rhodes expansions sL and SR of a semigroup S, 
defined as follows (we will define SL; the definition of SR is similar). 
As a set sL consists of all strict L-chains of elements of S (of the form 
S,<LS,_i<L... <Lair where n>O, and sw, . . . . si ES). 
We define the multiplication in SL by 
(s,<t .*. <Ls,).&<Ltk-l<L.‘. <Ltl) 
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=red(s,,tk<,_... qs, tX_IL tk<L tk_ ] <L... <r, tl). 
Here red( ...) is a reduction operation which transforms non-strict L-chains into 
strict ones, according to the rules 
and 
red( . . . ILX<L_Y%L ~..)=red(...<Lx)<Lred(y~L...) 
red( ... ~Lx~LzILY~L...)=red(... <rx~~y~~...). 
In words: applying red(...) to an <,-chain consists in reading the chain from 
right to left, and in keeping those elements that appear just before a strict <L 
symbol. We also assume that singleton chains are already reduced (i.e. for YES: 
red(s) = (s)). 
It is easy to check that with this multiplication SL is a semigroup. Moreover the 
map (s, <L...) E SL -s,, E S is a surjective homomorphism. 
The Rhodes expansion SR . is defined similarly (replacing iL by >a; it is 
convenient to write R-chains in the descending direction s, >a ... >R s,). For more 
information on the Rhodes expansion and its usefulness see [4; 10; 15, part II; 19; 
201. 
If S is generated by a set A c S, then one can consider the subsemigroup Sk of 
SL generated by the set of singleton L-chains {(a) 1 a EA). Usually Si is smaller 
than SL, but in any case S is a homomorphic image of Sk (since A generates all of 
S). The semigroup Sk is called ‘cutdown to generators’. Both SL and Sk were in- 
troduced by Rhodes. 
Clearly, if S is finite, then St- and SR are finite. 
We also have: 
Fact (Rhodes, see [4, p. 151). The L-order of $i and the R-order or s: are unam- 
biguous (for any semigroup S and any set of generators A of S). 
However we want an expansion S for which both the L- and R-orders are unam- 
biguous (and which is finite if S is finite, etc.). The idea for achieving that is to 
apply -L and -R repeatedly (see [4]), producing 
:“K 
S’, p’, S^L, 
etc. It is especially useful to keep always the same set of generators A of S, and to 
cut down always to those. 
Then one has (see [4] for proofs): 
Fact (Birget, Rhodes). If S is any regular semigroup, then F?i- R and gi- L are 
unambiguous, and regular. 
Fact (Tilson). If S is any semigroup (generated by A c S), then 
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(where = denotes isomorphism). 
One can apply *L, ^R infinitely often, alternatingly, using projective limits to ob- 
tain a rigorous definition (see [4]). Then one obtains an expansion 92 (cut down 
to generators A of S) defined as the projective limit (within the category of 
semigroups generated by A) of the sequence of surmorphisms 
Then we have (see [4] for proofs): 
-L -R 
Fact (Birget). Si= 92 = 92. So for any semigroup S, the expanded semigroup Si 
is unambiguous. 
Moreover, 
Fact (Birget, see [4] and [22]). If S is finite, then 3; is finite. 
Fact (Birget [7]). If S is stable (i.e. I~x>~ y or x>,_ y, then x>,y), then the ex- 
panded semigroups Si, 9: and 32 are also stable. 
If S is stable and has a J-depth function, then the expanded semigroups Si, 9; 
and 92 also have J-depth functions. 
(The case where J-depth functions except at zero are used, is considered below.) 
The surmorphisms from Sk, respectively SJ, respectively Si, onto S have the 
following special properties: 
Fact (see [4] for proofs). Let h denote any one of the morphisms 52 -++S, S.!i+S, 
or S,!++S. Then 
(1) h is 1 : 1H (i.e. h is injective when restricted to any H-class). 
(2) For every group G in S, there exists an isomorphic group G’ in Si (resp. Si 
etc.) such that G = h(G’). 
(3) h is J* (i.e. the inverse image h-‘(s) of any regular elements of S consists on- 
ly of regular elements, and is entirely contained within a regular J-class of 92, 
resp. Sk, resp. Sj). 
(4) The inverse image h-‘(e) of any idempotent e of S is a rectangular band. 
(5) (implied by (3) and (4)). If S has a zero 0, then h-‘(O) is a rectangular band 
which is also a J-class (and a stable D-class) of 92 , resp. Sk, resp. 9”. 
If S has a zero 0, then the Rees quotient Si/h-l(O) of 32 (resp. Sk, etc.) over 
the minimal ideal h-‘(O) is a very useful expansion. We have 
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Fact. For every regular semigroup S with a zero 0, the expansions $R/h-‘(0) and 
gTL/h-‘(0) are unambiguous except at zero, and regular. 
For every semigroup S with a zero 0, the expansion ??,‘/h-‘(0) is unambiguous 
except at 0 (and regular if S is regular). 
Proof. The L- (resp. R-) order of $Af/hP1(0) is the same as that of $2, except for 
the zero of si/h-‘(0). We know already that si is unambiguous (earlier fact). 
Hence, for all elements of 92/h-‘(O), except possibly for zero, there is a ‘unique 
way up on the L- (resp. R-) order’. 0 
Fact. If S is stable, then ~~L/h-l(0), gk”R/h-l(0), and 92/h-l(O) are stable. 
Proof. Same as for 32, etc. (see [7]). 0 
Fact. If S is stable and has a J-depth function except at 0, then g,fR/h-‘(0), 
gFL/h-‘(0), and $2/h-‘(O) have a J-depth function except at 0. 
Proof (for C?i/hK’(O); the other two cases are similar). The J-order of si/hP’(0) 
is the same as that of si, except possibly for the zero. We know already (earlier 
fact, [7]) that every element x of $2, for which h(x) has finite J-depth in S, has 
finite J-depth in 32. Hence every element of $i/h-l(O), except possibly the zero, 
has finite J-depth. 0 
Another property of 32, szR, gFL, $1, gj, S,‘/h-‘(O), etc. for the finite case 
is: 
Fact. S and 32, gknR, etc., have the same semigroup complexity. 
This follows from the fact that h is 1 : IH, and from a general theorem by Rhodes 
(see [19,20]). 
Final remarks. The ‘unambiguous expansion s^’ used in the main part of this paper 
(from Subsection 3.2 onward) refers to sk”R/hml(0) or ~~“L/h~~l(0) if S is regular, 
and to gi/h-‘(0) if S is not regular. 
Appendix 2 
The (S),,, construction 
Here I define the construction (S),,, which is used, and whose main properties 
are given in Section 5 of this paper. That construction was introduced in [5], where 
its properties are proved. 
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Let S be a semigroup that is unambiguous (except possibly at zero). Let 
S= {S 1 s E S} be a set that is disjoint from and in one-to-one correspondence with 
S. Then (S),,, is the semigroup presented by the following generators and relations: 
Generators: S U S U { 0} . 
Relations: 
(1) slsz = s3 if s, . s2 =s3 (where . denotes the multiplication of S); 
(2) s,&=S, if s2.s1 =s3 in S; 
(3) OO=O=O~=~O=OS=SO, for each SES (i.e. 0 acts as a zero); 
(4) sss = .s and sss = S, for each s E S; 
(5L) sI S, = 0 if sl $r s2, 
(5R) s,s,=O if sl +as2 (where & resp. *a denotes incomparability in the L- 
resp. R-order of S). 
See Section 5 of this paper, and [5], for the main properties of (S),,,. 
If S is ambiguous, then we can use the expansions of Appendix 1 to obtain S 
which is unambiguous (except possibly at 0), such that S-S etc. 
Here we shall prove a few properties needed in this paper, which are not proved 
in [5]. 
Proposition. Suppose S is unambiguous (except possibly at 0). Then S is stable iff 
c%_, is stable. 
Proof. Assume S is left and right stable. Let wI, wz E (S),,, with wI ‘J w2 and 
w, ?r w2. We must show that wr =,_ w2. 
We refer to [5] for terminology. 
By [5, Facts 2.34 and 2.351: wl, w2 are of the form w, = L,c,R, respectively 
w2 = L2c2Rz, where c, resp. c2 are the ‘centers’ (ES or S) of the ‘coded normal 
form’ representations of w, resp. w2; LI, L2 and R,, R2 denote the left and right 
sides of w, resp. w2. Moreover, since w, sJ w2 we have ct =Jc2 [5, Fact 2.341; and 
since w1 ?,_ w2 we have: c,R, is a ‘right subsegment’ of c2R2 [5, Fact 2.35 and 
definition preceding it]. Since c, = Jc2 and S is stable, we have: cIR, and c2R2 have 
the same length, and c,=rc2. Hence R, =R,. Then (by [5, Fact 2.351 again) 
W] =r w,. 
In a similar way one proves R-stability of (S),,,. 
Conversely, if (S),,, is stable, then S is stable since the Green relations of S are 
the restrictions of the ones of (S),,,. 0 
Fact. Suppose S is unambiguous except possibly at 0. Then S has a J-depth function 
(except possibly at 0) if_f (S),,, has a J-depth function (except at 0). 
Proof. By the properties of (S),,, mentioned in Section 5 every J-class of 
(S),,, - (0) contains a unique J-class of S. Also, since the Green relations of S are 
the restrictions of the Green relations of (S),,, we have: J1 >J J2 for J-classes of 
(S),,, iff J;>J J; in S, where J; respectively Ji are the unique J-classes of S contain- 
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ed in Jr resp. J2. It follows that the J-depth in (S),,, of a J-class J is equal to the 
J-depth in S of the unique J-class of S contained in J. Hence S and (S),,, have, so 
to speak, the same J-depth function. Recall also that if S is ‘stable + B J- 
depth(-O)‘, then the unambiguous expansion S is ‘stable + B J-depth(-0)’ (see Ap- 
pendix 1). q 
The following proposition implies that the idernpotent order of(S),,, determines 
also the L- and R-orders of(S),,, (and of S): 
Proposition. Let u, u be any elements of(S),,, - (0). Let I denote the idempotent 
order. Then 
(1) ulRu in (S),,, iff ut2lvU in (Sjres. 
In particular: u=R u iff uii = vu. 
(2) ~5~ u in (S),,, iff iit4 5 Go in (S),,,. 
In particular: u=L v iff iiu = Cu. 
Proof. We only prove (2); the proof of (1) is dual. 
‘ = ‘. Suppose au I UU, which in particular implies iiu sL UU. But w = wt~w and 
I;ir= I;irwl?, for all WE(S& - (0) (this is proved in [5]). Hence u=~ iiu and ueL Vu. 
Therefore u sL u. 
‘ = ‘. Suppose u sL v. We just saw that u =r iiu and v =,_ UU, therefore Uu sL Uu. 
Also u 5, u implies ii <a 17 (since u = ux implies ii =X0). Again, since ii ‘R iiu and 
6=Riiv we obtain then iiu<aiju. 
so now iiUI,f7V and iiu<,i)u, thus aulDu. IL! 
Appendix 3 
Effective construction of certain extensions of a structure matrix semigroup by a 
group 
The Synthesis Theorem (in Sections 3 and 4) states, in particular, that every finite 
unambiguous semigroup can be embedded into a finite iterative matrix semigroup. 
In order to study finite semigroups by viewing them as divisors of iterative matrix 
semigroups it will often be necessary to construct all possible iterative matrix semi- 
groups that occur in the Synthesis Theorem. 
Constructing structure matrix semigroups presents no problems. But there is a 
serious difficulty with the construction of extensions of structure matrix semigroups 
by groups, because here one has to make sure that the linkage condition holds. Here 
I present one way to do that. Not all extensions can be constructed that way, but 
all those needed for the Synthesis Theorem are obtained. Hence every finite un- 
ambiguous semigroup is embedded in an iterative matrix semigroup constructed by 
that method, and all the properties of the Synthesis Theorem (Subsection 3.3 and 
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Section 5), will hold for the embedding. For example, the only subsemigroups S of 
an iterative matrix semigroup IMS that one has to consider are the ‘sequential sub- 
semigroups’ (defined at the end of Section 2), with the additional property that the 
Green relations of S are the restrictions of those of IMS. 
Let (G,A) and (B,G) be arbitrary left, respectively right, partial permutation 
groups (with the same group G), and let S be a semigroup. The problem is to choose 
thematrixC:B~A~SU{O,l},andthefunctiony:GxA~S’andBxG-,S’so 
that the linkage condition holds (i.e. the extension M”(A x SxB, C) + G, deter- 
mined that way, is associative). Refer to Section 2 for definitions and notation. 
The following method uses the intuitive idea of first defining ‘all the matrix 
entries C(b. g, a)‘, and then choosing each C(b, g+ a), and the function y so that the 
linkage condition holds. In particular, if each element y,(a) is ‘invertible’, then 
C(b, g. a) is uniquely determined as being equal to (b), y. C(b . g, a). y,(a)-‘. We 
shall only deal with the case where each (b),y and each y,(a) is ‘invertible’ (and 
this case is all we shall need for the construction of iterative matrix semigroups in 
the Synthesis Theorem). 
Definition. The set ((b),y E S ) g E G} consists of ‘invertible elements’ iff there is a 
subgroup G’ ( LS U (0, l}), such that 
(1) (VgEG): (b),yEG’ (i.e. G/depends only on b), and 
(2) (Vg E G), (Vx E A): G’ zL C(b . g, X) (or equivalently, denoting the identity of 
G’ by e’: e’. C(b.g,x)=C(b.g,x)). 
Similarly, the elements y,(a) E S (as g ranges over G) are ‘invertible’ iff there is 
a subgroup G” (cSU (0, l>), such that 
(1) (VgeG): y,(a)EG” (i.e. G” depends only on a), and 
(2) (VgE G), (VY E B): G” 2R C(y, g. a) (or equivalently, denoting the identity 
of G” by e”: C(y,g. a). e”=C(y,g. a)). 
We shall now construct all extensions M”(A x S x B, C) + G whose elements y,(a) 
and (b),y are invertible. 
First one chooses S (semigroup), G (a group), (G,A) and (B, G) (a left, resp. 
right, partial permutation group) arbitrarily. As we mentioned earlier regarding 
partial permutation groups, A is partitioned as A =A0 U A r, A0 fl A, = 0, G. A, = 0, 
and (G,A,) is a permutation group. Similarly B= B,U Br, B,fl B, =0 etc. 
Second, decompose A, (respectively B,) into transitivity (= reachability) classes 
(with respect to the action of G), and choose a representative a,, . . . , a;, . . . 
(resp. 61, . . . . bj, . . . ) in each class. Let aiC = {gE G ( g. ai = a;} be the stabilizer 
of ai (similarly, G,, = {ge G 1 bl . g = bj}). Decompose G into left cosets G = 
.,G+...+g..,G+..., for each a; (representative), respectively into right cosets 
G=G,,++G,;g+., for each bj (representative). In every coset g. a, G resp. 
G,, . g obtained (as a,, bj range over the chosen representatives of the transitivity 
classes) choose a representative group element. 
In summary, given S, (G,A,) and (B1, G), the choices to be made are A0 and Bo, 
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the a;‘~, the bj’s, the left resp. right coset representatives. The number of choices 
to be made is equal to 
lAoI + I& +tr(GA,)+tr(Bl,G) 
+ c L,G:Gl+ c 
lsistr(G,A,) 1 sjs tr(B1, G) 
G,:Gl 
(where tr(G,A,), resp. tr(B,,G), is the number of transitivity classes of (G,A,), 
resp. (B,, G), and for any subgroup H of G, [H: G] denotes the index of H in G). 
This number of choices is the ‘dimension’ of the problem, in the sense that the 
matrix entries C(b,a), and the elements y,(a), (b&y can be chosen arbitrarily if 
b, a, g are among those representatives; moreover once those values of C( . . . , . ..). 
y...(. ..), ( . . .),.. y have been fixed everything is determined (fewer choices will not 
lead to a unique determination, more arbitrary choices will lead to contradictions). 
Third, the function y can now be defined: 
(1) Choose (b&y and ~,(a,) arbitrarily in S’ for boeBo, ao~Ao, and ge G. 
(2) Let ai resp. bj be representatives of transitivity classes of (G,A,) resp. (Br, G), 
and let g’, resp. g”, be the representative of the coset g’. a,G, resp. G,, . g”; now 
choose (b,),,,y and ~,,(a;) arbitrarily in SU (0, 1). 
(3) From these choices the function y is completely determined as follows: 
If geg’. O,G, set y&z;) = ~,,(a,) (ai, g’ are representatives). 
If g E Gb,. g”, set (b,),y = (bj),,,~ (b,, g” are representatives). 
Finally for a E A,, let ai be the representative of the transitivity class of a and let 
g, E G be such that a = g,- ai (similarly for b E B, write b = bj. g,); then define 
y&z) = ?,,,(a;). ~,,@i)-’ 9 (b)gY = (bj)gbYp’. (bj)g,.gYy 
where y,,,( . ..)-’ is the group inverse of y..,( . ..) (in the group to which v,,,( . ..) 
belongs). (This definition does not depend on the g,, gb chosen; if g,. a; =g,. a;, 
then g;‘g, E,,G; hence g,, g, belong to the same coset of .,G.) From these defini- 
tions it easily follows that VaEAl, VbEB,, Vg,,g,E G: 
y,,(gl. a>. Ygl(a) = Ygzs,(a) and (b),,y. (6. gl),,y = @),,g,yG 
Fourth, let us give the definition of C(b, a) for all b E B, as A. 
(1) For (bo,ao) E B, x A,, choose C(bO,a,) arbitrarily in SU (0, 1). 
(2) For (b, a) E B. x A, U B, x A,, take C(b, a) = 0. 
(3) The case (b, a) E B1 x A 1 is the interesting one and it is more complicated; 
(3.1) For b,, ai (representatives of transitivity classes) and g’ (a representa- 
tive of a left coset of .,G), choose C(b,. g’, a;) arbitrarily in SU (0, I}. 
From this, C(b, a) will be uniquely determined for all b E B,, a E A,, as follows: 
(3.2) For any g E =,G (stabilizer), set C(bj . g’. g, a,) = C(bj . g’, ai) (hence for 
given b and ai the value of C(b . g, ai) depends only on the left coset g. .,G of g). 
At this point C(b,a,) has been determined for all bEB1, and all representatives 
Ui in A,. 
(3.3) For b E B, , a E A, where a = g, . ai (ai is the representative of the transi- 
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tivity class of a, and g, E G) define C(b, a) by C(b, g,. a;) = (b),o?y. C(b . g,, a;). 
Y&W-‘. 
(This definition does not depend on the chosen g,: if g, . ai = gz. ai, then g, and 
g, belong to the same coset of a,G, hence ~,,(a;) = a,, and C(b. g,,a;) = 
C(b . g,, a;).) 
This completes the definition of M”(A x S X B, C) + G. Let us check that the 
linkage condition holds: 
The case (b, a) E B, xA, U B, x A, U B, x A, is easy; the two sides of the linkage 
equations are 0; recall C(O, a) = C(b, 0) = 0 (when bo. g = 0 or g. a0 = 0 appears). If 
(b,a)~B~xA, we have (let a=g,+a;): 
and 
(b&y. C(be g, a) = (b&v. (bg),oy. C(b. gg,,ai). y,,(G 
= (b),U~. C(b. gg,,ai). v&J’, 
C(b, g s a). Y,(Q) = @lggo?y. We gg,, ai>. Y,,,@i>-’ . Y&C) 
= (b),o~. C@. a,, 4). Y,,(ai)Yl. q 
Appendix 4 
The original version of the Synthesis Theorem for finite regular semigroups (Allen, 
Rhodes, Karnofsky, Margolis) 
Most of the ideas in this appendix are due to Allen, Rhodes, Karnofsky, and 
Margolis. The proof was however never written down, and existed only as an oral 
tradition that Rhodes transmits to his students. 
This was the starting point for the proofs of Sections 3 and 5. However, there I 
use unambiguity and (S)_, which not only yields a Synthesis Theorem with 
stronger properties, but also a more transparent proof. Many ideas that appear as 
ad hoc tricks in the old proof become more natural, or even automatic, as conse- 
quences of unambiguity or properties of (S),,,. 
For terminology see Section 2. 
Theorem. Let S be a finite regular semigroup. Then there exists an iterative matrix 
semigroup IMS, a subsemigroup U of IMS, and a surjective homomorphism 
I,U : U+ S. So S ++ UI IMS, i.e. every finite regular semigroup divides an iterative 
matrix semigroup. 
The following special properties hold: 
(1) The iterative matrix semigroup IMS is built from groups (not O-disjoint union 
of groups) and these groups are direct products of subgroups of S (more precisely: 
one takes each time the direct product of the structure groups, or Schtitzenberger 
groups, of all the J-classes of S at a given J-depth). Moreover, all the extensions 
used in building the iterative matrix semigroups are proper (see Subsection 2.3), and 
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in the group action the elements y,(a),(b), y are 
ignored). 
the identity (i.e. they can be 
(2) The surmorphism @ : U ++ S is injective when restricted to any H-class of U. 
Also, U is regular, and c#-’ preserves the J-order (i.e., if s?J t in S, and s’, I’E U 
are such that @(s’)=s, @(t’)=t, then s’?Jt’in U). 
(3) The embedding UI IMS can be described in terms of the coordinate sets 
A,, . . . . A,, B,,...,B,, G,,..., G,, of the iterative matrix semigroup IMS: to every 
a,eA; (resp. 6, E B,) associate a subset AZ\ c Aj+, (resp. B/$1 c B,+l) and a sub- 
group G!“” of Gj (resp. G!bi’) such that Gp’ (resp. G/bf)) is one of the direct factors 
of Gj (recall G, is a direct product of groups). Then U = {(a,, . . . , ak, g,, b,, . . . , b,) E 
IMS\lrkln, a;+,EAy’)l, b,+lEB!$i for i=l,...,k-1, and gkEGp)=G$.bA)}. 
Such a subsemigroup U will be called sequential subsemigroup. (See also the end 
of Section 2.) 
Proof. Let S be a finite regular semigroup. 
Step 1 
Choose an idempotent in every J-class of S so that the set E of chosen idempo- 
tents is an ‘ordered system of idempotents’. 
Definition. A set E of idempotent representatives of the J-classes of S is an ordered 
system of idempotents iff for every e E E, if e E E is at J-depth i 12, then there exists 
an element e’E E at J-depth i- 1 with ecH e’. Notation: let E, be those idempotents 
of E at J-depth i. 
Lemma (Rhodes). If S is a finite regular semigroup, then S admits an ordered 
system of idempo ten t representatives. 
Proof. See Subsection 3.4. 
Important remark. In this appendix the zero of S (if S has a zero) will not be treated 
in a special way (as opposed to the previous parts of this paper). 
Step 2. Definition of the iterative matrix semigroup as a set 
Let E be an ordered system of idempotents of S, and Ej = (e E E ) J-depth(e) = i}. 
Let G, be the maximal subgroup of S containing the idempotent e (EE). 
The subsemigroup E, SE, = {ese’ / e, e’E E,, and s E S> 5 S has as maximal J- 
classes the groups G,, e E E,. 
If we remove these maximal J-classes we obtain the subsemigroup 
&=E,SE,- u G,. 
t-GE1 
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By induction define S, = S, and S,, , = Ei SE; - lJecE, G,. It is easy to observe that 
lJk,; Ek belongs to Sj and is an ordered system of idempotents of Si. The maximal 
J-classes of EiSE; are the groups G,, e E Ei. By induction one proves that EiSE; = 
E;SiEi. ALSO EiSEi=S;+I U lJecEi G,. We also have J-depth(S) =J-depth(S) - i+ 1. 
Clearly also Sj I Si if j 2 i. If .s, t E S, and SI t in S (where I is any Green relation), 
then SI t in S;. In this appendix we define J-depth(S)= max{J-depth(x) 1 XES}. 
(Recall that in this appendix the possible zero element of S is not treated in a 
special way.) 
Notation. To every element x E S; we associate the unique idempotent representa- 
tive (E E) of the J-class (in Si) of x; this idempotent will be denoted by e[x] or 
e(x), or f[x] or f(x) (depending on the situation). If XE S’i, then e(x)(=f(x)) E 
l_lk2; Ek, by the above remarks. 
To define the iterative matrix semigroup as a set we have to give the coordinate 
sets, i.e. the sets Ai and Bi and the groups Gi. 
We choose Gi = eeeE, G, (direct sum of all the groups G, of the chosen idempo- 
tents at J-depth i), where i= 1, . . ..J-depth(S). 
Besides the sets A, and Bi we will also consider sets Ai, B~c S;. The sets Ai, B, 
will be defined from the sets A:, Bl (defined soon) as follows: 
A, =A;, B1 = B;, 
and for izl: 
A;+1 = {(ei,al+,)EEj~A:+i Iej>Ral+, for the R-order of S,}, 
B;+i = ((~,‘+,,J)EB:+~ xE; / ~J,!+~<,J for the L-order of $1. 
Let us next construct the sets Ai and B:. 
First, A; is the union of the L-classes (in S) of the idempotent representatives of 
those J-classes that contain maximal R-classes. In other words for every J-class that 
contains a maximal R-class, consider the idempotent representative e E E of that 
J-class; then let L, be the L-class of e; finally A; is the union of all such classes. 
The set B; is defined symmetrically as the union of the R-classes of the idempotent 
representatives of those J-classes that contain maximal L-classes. 
To define Ai (2 5 is J-depth(S)) consider all elements of the form e, _, . rj, where 
e,- l E Uk, ;_, Ek, and ri is a chosen representative of a maximal R-class of S;. Now 
let Ai be-the union of all the L-classes L, c S, of the idempotent representatives e 
of those J-classes of Sj that contain such elements eiP,r,; so Ai =U L,, where e 
represents ej_lrj, ei_l ~lJ~,~-i Ek. 
Let e[x] or e(x) denote the idempotent representative (E E) of the J-class of x. 
Consider the next picture: 
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The idempotent e[e,_Iri] does not depend on the representative r; chosen for a 
maximal R-class of S,: if ~;=ar,!, then ej_,rj=aeiP1q!, hence e[e;_rr;] =e[ejP,r:]. 
For elements x in the R-class of ejP,rj we have: ejPlx=x. For elements x in the 
L-class of e[e;_rr,] we have: x. e[e,_, . ri] =x. Thus: 
Fact. Zfai EA:, then a,=,e[a;] (i.e. ai. eta;] =a;, and FIXES;: xa; =e[ai]). Also for 
every ai E Ai with i 2 2, there exists at least one e,-, E E,_, such that e,-, >R a,. 0 
The definition of Bi is symmetric. Let f[bi] of f(bi) denote the idempotent repre- 
sentative EE of the J-class of bi. The above fact for BI is: 
If b; E B:, then b;=af(b;) (i.e. f(b;). bi =b;, and 3~~s;: biy=f(b,)). Also for 
each 6, E B,’ with i 2 2 there exists at least one Lf; 1 E E,- 1 such that bi <r fi_, . 
Now we define (as a set): 
J-depth(S) 
IMS = u A,x~~~xA,xG,xB,x~~~xB,U{0}. 
x-=1 
We shall also need (for i= 1, . . . , J-depth(S)): 
and 
J-depth(S) 
IMS;= u A;x~~~xA,xG,xB,x~~~xB;U{0), 
k=i 
IMSi= {O)UA;XG,XBI 
J-depth(S) 
” ,;+I 
A;xA;+, x.-e XA,XG,XB,X..*xB;+,xB;. 
Clearly these sets are finite (since S is finite). 
Definition of U as a subset of IMS, and of @ as a function U-t S 
For every idempotent eEl_lkzi Ek (-En&), we make a fixed choice of an idem- 
potent ej [e] E Ei such that e; [e] TH e (e; [e] exists since lJkki Ek is an ordered system 
of idempotents). Usually more than one choice is possible (unambiguity is not 
assumed). 
Definition. U=U1 and (for i=l,...,J-depth(S)) Ui=((aj,e;,a;+,,e;+I,...,ek-l,ak, 
g,, bk,fk-,, ...T J;+l,bi+,,J;;,bi)~IMSi 1 i<kkrJ-depth(S), &EG,, where ek=e(ak)= 
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f(bk), and where for all h E {i, . . . , k} we have: 
e(ah).ah+i = ah+l, b h+~.f(bd = bh+l, 
eh = eh [e(ah>lt fh = e/r[f(b~>l). 
By this definition, Q is clearly a sequential subset of IMS,. 
Definition. Let & : Ui + S; be given by 
(ai,ei, . . . . ek-l,ak,gk,bk,fk-l,...,~f;.,b;)~a;...akg,bk...bi 
(which is simply the product of all the coordinates, since a,& = ah f e(oh). eh = 
a. e(ah) = ah). Finally let @ = ~$1. 
Proposition. The function pi: Ui --f S; is surjective (I 5 i 5 J-depth(S)). 
Proof. We use induction on J-depth(S)-i (i.e. decreasing induction on i). 
If i = J-depth(S), then Sj has J-depth 1. That @; is surjective if Sj has J-depth 1 is 
proved by a reasoning similar to the proof of Rees’ theorem: every element sj E Sj 
can be written si=aig;bi, where a;,g;, bi are the Rees coordinates of Si within its 
J-class. SO Si = ~i(ai, gi, bi). It is easy to see that the Rees coordinates belong to the 
sets A:, G,, B; respectively, as we defined them. Moreover in the present case, 
ai CR S; =L bi; therefore, for any idempotents e, f E E such that esi =si =sif we have 
eai = ai and b,f= bi (if, still i = J-depth(S)). 
Suppose now that the following induction hypotheses hold for all kg {i-t 1, . . . , 
J-depth(S)} : 
(1) Gk is surjective (i.e. for sk E Sk there exists uk E Llk with sk = Qk(Uk)); 
(2) for any idempotents e, f~ lJn2k_ 1 E, such that ‘Z.sk=sk=sk.f (ESk), there 
exists uk = (ak, ek, . . . , a,, g,, b,, . . . , fk, bk) E r/k with sk = Gk(uk), satisfying e’ ak = ak 
and bk.f=bk. 
We want to show that the same conditions hold for i. For any si E Sj we can write 
si=ajt;b; where aiEAi, biEB,: and tiESi. Also, if esi=si=sif, for e,fE(Jk,i_, Ek, 
then a,, bi can be chosen to satisfy ea; = Q;, bi = bif. (Indeed, first write Si = r,Xi 
where ri is R-maximal in Si, and XiESi. Also if es,=si=sif with e,fEUkklpl Ek, 
we have si = erixj = aixi where eri = ai E Ai and ea, = ai. Similarly, Xi = ti bi, with 
6, E B: and bi f = bi .) 
Moreover a;=a;. e(ai), bi=f(bi). bi; hence Si=ai * (e(ai). ti *f(b;)). b;. Let Si+i = 
e(a,). ti . f(b,); clearly Si+l E EiSE; (since @ai) E lJkzi Ek it follows that there exists 
e, E Ei: eir,ye(ai), by the properties of ordered systems of idempotents). Since 
&SE, =S;+i U&E, G, (recall the definition of S,+i), two cases now arise: either 
s;+~EG, for some eEEi, or Si+iESi+i* 
Case 1. Si+l EC, (denote s;+i by g;), where e = e(ai) =f(b,). Indeed e(ai). s,, 1 . 
f(bi) =s;+I “H e, SO e(ai), f(bi) 2~ eE Ei. But also e(a;), f(bi) E Ukki Ek, thus 
e(ai), f(bi) E Ei. Also, two idempotents in Ei are J-incomparable, unless they are 
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equal, so e(a;) =f(bj). Then si = Qj(ui) where Ui = (a;, gj, bj) E Ui. (Remark: here 
again a,=Rs;“rb;.) 
Case 2. si+, =e(a;)- ti.f(bj)ESi+,. Then, by induction, s~+~ =@;+,(ui+,) for some 
element Ui+,=(a;+,,ei+,,,..,fi+,,b;+,)E~+, with e(a,).ai+l=ai+,,bj+,.f(b;+,)= 
b;, 1 (by the second inductive condition, since s;+, satisfies e(a;) - si+, =s;+, .f(b,), 
where 4aj)J(b) E Ukzi 43. 
Therefore sj=&(ui), where ~;=(a;, e;[e(a;)], uj+,,ej[f(bi)], b,)=(a;, ei[e(a;)], a;+,, 
ei+l,--.9J;+,,bi+,, , e.[_f(b;)], b,). The element ui belongs to U,, since e(a,) . a;, , = a;+, 
and bi+,.f(bi)=bi+,. 
The second inductive condition for i holds, by the choice of aj,bj. 0 
Step 3. Definition of the multiplication 
We have to describe the structure matrices and the group actions. 
Group actions 
Let (g,, . . . , g,) E aetE, G, (writing E; = (1, . . . , n}), and consider an element of 
IMSi+,, of the form (e;,a;+,,g;+,,b;+,,J) or ((ej,ai+,),(ej+,,aj+~), . ..). 
Define (g,, . . . , g,). ((ei,ai+,),(ei+,,ai+2) or gi+,, . ..)=((ei.ga;+,), (ej+,,ai+z) or 
g;+,, . ..) where g is the one element in the row (g,, . . . , g,) which belongs to G,,. 
This is well defined (i.e. the result still belongs to IMS;,,), since: 
(1) e,>,ga;+, (indeed ejgaj+l =gaj+, since eig=gEG,,). 
(2) gal+, =La,+l (indeed g-‘ga;+, =ejai+, =a;+, since e,>Rai+,), hence ga;+, E 
A:,, (since A:,, is a union of L-classes). 
Also, if e(a,+l).ai+2=aj+2, then e[gai+,].ai+2=a;+2, since e[gaj+,]=e(a,+,) 
(because gai+,zLai+,). 
The action of aeeE, G, on IMS,+, on the right (on the ‘b-side’) is defined 
similarly. 
Here we also see the justification of the definition of A,, , = {(e,, a;, ,) ( . . . }: the 
idempotent e; is used to select a group G,, (5 afEE, G,) that acts on ai+, (where 
eI>Rai+I). 
Structure matrices 
Since we distinguish between IMSi and IMS, (where for i = 1, IMS = IMS, = 
IMS,) we shall use two kinds of structure matrices, C, (for ir I), C, (for ir2). 
Consider first the case of IMS, (i arbitrary L 2). In order to define Ck((bk,fkP ,), 
(ek_,,ak)) where (bk,fk_,)eBk, and (ek_,,a,)EAk, the following cases occur: 
(1) fk-, +ek-,. 
(2) Iffk_,=ekP,, we examine b,a,=f(bk). bkak.e(ax-)EEkSEk=Sk+,UUetEI G,. 
(2.1) Either bkak E G, for some e E Ek with e <H ek ~, = fk _, , or 
(2.2) bkakESk+I. In that case, make a fixed choice in uk+, of an element 
uk+, (f(j) such that bkak=&+,(uk+,) and, Writing Uk+,=(U;,+,,...,b;+,), We 
require f (bk) . a; + , = a;, , , b;+,e(ak)=b~+, (cf. the proof of surjectivity of 
@k+l). 
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Therefore we define (for 2 5 k< J-depth(S)): 
~kk((bk,.Ll)~ (ek-19 ak)) = 
rO if fk-, #ekPr, 
bkak (=gk) 
if fkPrzek-i, b@ZkEG, (eE&), 
(ek [f(bk)l? uk + 1, ek [e(ak)l) 
if bkakESk+,, where uk+, is chosen as in 
case (2.2) above (for the notation ek[ . ..I. 
~ see the definition of uk). 
We define also (for l(i<.J-depth(S)) structure matrices for IMS,: 
if biaiEG, for some eeEi, 
C,(b,,aA = (ejIf@dl, u,+I, e;kh)l> 
if b;aiES;+l, where u;+r is defined as in case (2.2) above. 
Remark. The definitions of ck and ck are consistent, in the sense that (... ,fk, bk, 
ek_l)(ek~],al,e~+,,...) is equal to 
(...,(...,fk)‘~k((bk,ek-1),(ek-l,a~)).(e~+,,...),...), 
which is also equal to 
(...,(...,fk)‘ck(bk,a;.)‘(e~+, ,... > ,... > 
=( . ..) (..., f,,bk)(a;,e;,+ I,...) ,... ). 
Remark. As defined C,(b;, a,) and C,((bj,J;P,), (ejPl, ai)) depend only on f;:- t, ei_l 
(in the case of pi), and on the product bj. ai (by the fixed choice of ui+,: if biai = bla: 
the same Ui+r is used). From this the linkage condition will follow: 
Linkage condition. The following is easy to check: 
(0 iffk-1fek-1, 
(ek [f(bk)lv uk+ I, ekie@k)l> 
iffk_r=ek_l, where uk+l 
= Ck((bk,fk-I), @I> .-.T 8,)’ (ek-l,ak)) = 
i 
is the fixed chosen eIe- 
ment in uk+, correspon- 
ding to b,gak (with gE 
G,, e=fk-i =e&r). 
This completes the definition of the semigroups IMS, and IMSi (and establishes 
associativity). 
We still must show that U, is closed under multiplication, and that @; is a homo- 
morphism (and that it has the properties claimed in the theorem). 
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Step 4. Verification of certain properties 
Fact 1. Ui is closed under multiplication, and O$ Ui (here 0 denotes the new zero 
of IMS; 0 is not identified with the zero of S if S has a zero). 
Proof (by induction on decreasing i). For i=J-depth(S), the fact holds (similar to 
Rees’ theorem). 
Suppose the fact holds for U,, for all k E {i+ 1, . . . . J-depth(S)). Then for 
elements in Ui we have: (ai, e,, aj+ ,, . . . , bi+ ,,J;., b;)(a,!, ei, a,!+ ,, . . . , hl+ ,,A’, b,!) = 
(ai,(ej,ai+,,..., bi+,l~)‘Ci(bi,al)‘(e:,al+,,..., b(, ,,A’), br) where C, (bi, al) either 
belongs to UefE, G, or is of the form (h, u;+,,ei), for ui+, E U;,, (A and e: appear 
because we have indeed f; = ei [ f (b,)] and e,! = ej [e(a:)], by the definition of Ui+ ,). 
So the product becomes (a;, (e,, a;, , , . . . , b;+ ,,J;)(A, ui+ ,, e;)(e,!, e,‘, , . . . , bj+l,J’), 61). 
By the definition of the matrix Cj+, (and the remark at the end of that definition) 
this is equal to (a;, e;, (a,,,, . . . . b,+,). ui+, . (a:,,, . . . . @+,),A’, b:). Moreover, the 
factors of the middle product (a;+,, . . . , b;,,) . ui. (a:, ,, . . . , b,!,,) is in U,,, so the 
middle product belongs to U,,, (since, by induction, U;+, is closed under multipli- 
cation). Now it follows that the whole product belongs to Uj (since e(a;) . a,, I = 
aj+l, and bi+,.f(b;)=b;+,, and the middle result is of the form (ai+,, . . ..b.+,)~ 
u,,,). q 
Remark. If S has a zero Z, then we will allow elements of the form (... , a,, z, b,, . ..) 
in U,; z will not be identified with the element 0 of IMS. 
Fact 2. & : U, + S; is a homomorphism (15 ir J-depth(S)). 
Proof. Let u;,u:~ U;. The element ui (resp. u:) is of the form (aj,gi,bj) (with 
gj E G,, e=e(aj)=f(bj)EEi), or (a;,e,, ui+,,A,bi) where ui+, E Uj+, (and similarly 
for ui). 
Then pi. &(ul)=a;. Qi+,(ui+,). b;a,!. Qi+,(u~+,). b,! (by the definition of the 
@k’s). 
On the other hand @i (u; . u,!) = &(a,, (e;, Ui+ ,,A) * Cj (b;, a:) . (e:, u:, , ,A’), bl) where 
Cj(bj,a,‘)=(J;,u,!‘+,,e,)orCj(bj,a~)=bia~, if bialEG,forsomeeEE; (whereu:‘+, is 
a fixed choice in U;,, such that ~i+,(U:‘,,) = bial; see the definition of C,, and the 
proof that U, is closed under multiplication). Now 
~i(~,~~,~)=a,~~i+,(~i+,)~~i+,(~~~,)~~i+,(~l+,)~~1 
= ai. @,+,(4+,). bja:* @i+,(4+,). 6. q 
Fact 3. Qi is 1 : 1H (i.e. injective when restricted to any H-class of U,). 
Proof. We use the following lemma (which is easy to prove, by computing): 
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Lemma (Green relations of U;). For any element ui = (a, e. I, I,..., ak,g,,bk,...,Af;:,bJE 
U, let us call k - i + 1 the length of u, ; the sequence (a;, ej , . . . , ek ,, ak) is called the 
‘left side’ of ui (and similarly for the ‘right side’). We have: 
If u, =J u; in Ui, then length(u;) = length(u,!); 
If ui zK u,! (resp. L), then the left (resp. right) sides of ui and u; are equal; 
If u, ‘H u,!, then both sides of ui and u,’ are equal. 
We now prove Fact 3 by using the lemma. 
If uizH 2.f; in Uj then (lemma) U; and u: are of the form ui =(a;, ej,ai+‘, . . . , 
%g,,b,,..., bi+l,J;,b;) and UI=(Cl;,e;,a;+l,...,ak,g~,bk,...,b;+I,~,bi) kk replaced 
by gk). If in addition q+(~~)=q$(u~) we must show U, =u,’ (i.e. gk=gL). Indeed, if 
a,ai+’ . ..akgkbk...b;+,b,=a;u;+,“‘Ukg;,bk..’ bj+, b; we obtain (multiplying on the 
left by a suitable element, since ai sL e(aj)): e(U;) 1 cli+ I ... a,& bk +.. bj = e(a;) . 
a,+ I -1. akgi bk e.. b;. Moreover in U,, we have e(a;) . a,, ’ = a;, , . So now a, has dis- 
appeared. Similarly all other a’s (and symmetrically the b’s) disappear. Finally 
Before proving that Uj is regular we need 
Lemma 4. Let u(l), .,. , dnf be any finite sequence of elements in Ui (denoting u(” = 
(a,(“), . .. , a[.‘, g(‘), bi:‘, . . . , b,!“) for r = 1, . . . , n). Suppose 
(1) UC” and u@‘) have the same length k (= k’ = k,); 
(2) The group coordinates of ~6” and u(*’ belong to the same group: g(l), g@) E 
C, (for some e E Ek); 
(3) The product by’ ... b!“. c#I.(u~~~)c$~(u~~~) ... @,(u’“-~)). a,‘“’ .a. a?) (in &) also 
belongs to that same group G,. ;Remark: it follows that k, 2 k, for r= 1, . . . . n.) 
Then (multiplying in Ui) we have: 
UC’) . . . .(“’ = ($‘, . . . . ,;),g”‘. ,f) . . . b;“. @;(u(~))@;(,(~‘) . . . @;(@‘)) 
. a!“’ 
I 
. . . ar’g’“‘, bf’, . . . , b!“‘). 
I 
Proof (induction on decreasing i, keeping n arbitrary). For n =J-depth(S) the 
lemma clearly holds (by the definition of C,). 
Assume the lemma holds for i+ 1, . . . , J-depth(S). Each u(I) is of the form 
(a:“‘, g(“), b!“) or (a:), e,!‘), ui”+‘,,J;:“‘, by’) ( see e.g. the proof that @; is a homomor- 
phism). If k (= k, = k,) = i, then the lemma is again clear (same proof as when 
i = J-depth(S)). Assume k 2 i + 1. Then u(l) ..e u@) = (a,!‘), e!“, u!y, . V;(bJ”, aj2)). 
u!2’ I+1 . . . q$;“. I/r@,+‘),@)). &),,J; @), 6’“‘) (where we denote C;(b(“, a?‘) by 
(e; [ f(b!“], V, (b,!“, a,!“‘), ej [e(ay))])). All the factors (in the ‘middle’ product) now 
belong to U;,, or to lJeEE, G,; all the conditions (l), (2), (3) still hold (in particu- 
lar the product that appears in condition (3) is unchanged). The lemma now follows 
by induction. 0 
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Fact 5. r/, is regular (for 1 %i~ J-depth(S)). 
Proof. Let ui E Uj and let ii; E U, be any element such that @, (iii) is an inverse of 
q$(ui) in S, . We claim that ii; is an inverse of u, . Indeed, let 24; = (a,, . . . , a,, &, bk, . . . , 
bj). Then the product u,iiiui verifies conditions (I), (2), and (3) of the above lemma 
(to check (3): we have aj...akgkbk...bl. ~i(ii;).a,...a,g,bk...bj=a;..-a,g,bk...bj. 
Now by the same reasoning as in the proof that Qi is 1 : IH, we can remove the 
‘sides’, so: bk ... 6,. ~$~(a,). aj”.ak = hk). Now, by just writing down the result of 
U,ii;Uit the fact follows (from the lemma). Similarly ~,=iii~iiii. 0 
Remark. IMS and IMS, are usually not regular. 
In the proof that Qi is a J-map (i.e. @,:I preserves the J-order) we will use the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 6. Let u and u’ be elements of Ui having the same length, and whose group 
coordinates belong to the same group. Then u =J ~1’ (in r/l)* 
Proof. Let u = (a;, . . . , ak,gk, b,, . . . , b;) and u’= (ai, . . . , ai, gj_ b;, . . . , b:) with gk and 
gi. E G,. We will prove that u >J U’ (similarly one proves u IJ u’). By what we saw 
in the proof that oi is 1 : 1H we have: 
a....a,r,G,=,b,.+. , bj and a:...a~ELG,~Rbl...bl. 
Let a,b,a’,b’E,S, be such that b.a;..akgk=gk, b,.+.b;.a=e, b’.a:...a;=gL.-‘= 
6; ... b,!. a’. Let u and w be elements of U, such that Q,(u) = a’b and Q,(w) = ab’. We 
claim: U’UUWU’= u’ (hence u>~ u’). This will follow from Lemma 4: conditions (1) 
and (2) of Lemma 4 are trivially verified; condition (3) holds because b; ... b,! * a'b . 
a.... a,gkbk... bj. ab’. a,!..eai=gLP1. gk. egL_’ =gi-]. From there the claim follows 
b; computation. 0 
Fact 7. @; : U, + S, is a J-homomorphism (i.e. @,y’ preserves the J-order). 
Proof. Let U,U’E Uj be such that Q;(u) =c$~(u’). We must show that u=~ U’ in U,. 
From there it follows that Qi(u)2J @,(u’) * u>J u’ (since G;(u) ?J @;(u’) implies 
that there exist u, WE U,:@;(uuw) =@;(u’), hence uuw=J u’ (if @(u)=J @(u’) implies 
u=J u’), hence ~42,~ u’). To show that u=J u’ we will prove that the assumptions of 
the preceding lemma hold. 
Let u=(ai ,..., a,,g,,bh ,..., b,), and u’=(ai ,..., ai,gL,b; ,..., bj). 
Claim 1. If @;(u)=J&(u’) (J-order of S), then u and u’ have the same length. 
This is proved by decreasing induction on i: For i= J-depth(S) this is clear 
(Rees’ theorem). For i < J-depth(S), we have Q;(u) = ai. Qi+ 1(ui+ I). bi and Qi(u’) = 
a~.@,+r(u~+i). 61 (where Ui+r and ul+i belong to Uj+l or to lJPEE, G,). However 
@,(U)=J~;+l(U,+l ) and @;(u’)=J @;+l(ui+l) (see e.g. the proof that @, is 1 : lff). 
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Hence (since Q;(U) “J pi): ~j+l(ui+l)‘J~i+I(uI+I) from which fO]]OwS, by 
induction, that Ui+, and u;+, have the same length. Now u and u’ must have the 
same length: h = k. 
Claim 2. gkcHgL (the group coordinates belong to the same group). 
First, notice that gk=Jai.-. akgkbk”’ bi (see the proof that Qi is 1 : 1H); similarly 
for gk. Thus gk=Jgi. But in every J-class of S only one group G, (where e is the 
idempotent representative in E of that J-class) is chosen as coordinate group. Hence 
g, and gi belong to G,. 0 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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